Bem Vindos!
Statistically Speaking

In a recent issue of our local Portuguese
newspaper, Reconquista, Professor Mário Silva
Freire shared some astonishing facts and figures.
Loosely translated, he said that the Instituto
Nacional de Estatistica, through the 21st Census,
made available data about a reality that has
been known for a long time: the family structure
in Portugal continues to reconfigure itself in the
sense that “we are less and less and that we are
more and more alone, with more separations.”
By the numbers, there are 10,344,802 inhabitants in Portugal, 2.1% less
than ten years ago. The female population is 5,423,632, while the male
population is 4,921,170 … 90.7 men per 100 women, reflecting a greater
imbalance between the population of the two sexes compared to 2011,
when this ratio was 91.5 to 100, according to the 2021 Census.
Portugal’s population is mostly single: 43.4%. Married people have a
value of 41.1% and divorced people, with 2% more than in 2011, totaling
8%, surpass that of the widowed, with a value of 7.5%. For the first time,
Portugal has more divorced people than widowed.
In relation to 2021, statistics indicate that the number of births in
Portugal was 65,596, 5,965 fewer babies than in the same period of 2020,
which had already registered 7,207 fewer than in the previous year.
There are more single men than single women in Portugal and, on
average, they marry more than three years older, at 34.9 years old and
women at 33.4 years old. In widowhood, the trend is reversed: widows
represent 11.7% of residents, while widowers account for 3%.
Relevant data show that households of one person represent 24.8%—
their number increased by 18.6% in the last decade. Further, households
with four people represented 14.7% of the families and those with five
only 5.6%, when, in 2011, they represented 16.6% and 6.5%, respectively.
“These data are worrying, at various levels,” Silva Freire concluded, “and
they should oblige government officials, from central to local authorities,
in collaboration with civil society organizations, to think and implement
concrete policies that address the problems raised by those numbers.”
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Who am I to say?
Yet it does make me wonder: Given the motives and reasons expats and
immigrants have relocated to Portugal, what assumed and/or curious
data would a census of us reveal?
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Feedback
About our last issue …

You left out my fave (TV
chef ), Francisco Moreira ...
Glen Cook
He’s a kewtie with a lopsided
grin presented at the end of
each of his desserts.
Wow, we had Portugal on
our short list. But that’s
what you’re offering, no
thanks. Trying to escape
that nonsense in the U.S.
Alan C Richard
Mr. Richard was reacting to the cover and content of our
Summer issue.
Looks beautiful! Great work putting that together.
Catherine Hubbard
Thanks for the latest issue. Another great read. Although
it’s bugged me since issue 1 that there’s something “a bit
off” about the typography. Today I finally realised what
it is. You need a serif face for the body copy, rather than
sans. Helps guide the eye across the text. Sans faces
are just for headlines, quotes, etc. At least, my opinion
anyway. But seriously, thanks for the mag as always.
Robert Schifreen
Very astute, sir! One of the qualities that made People
magazine so famous was breaking the rules: no stories
“jumped” from page 16 to page 89 … crisp copy with lots
of great images … and the use of Helvetica, a sans serif
typeface, throughout the magazine—including its body copy.
It’s fantastic! But is there a possibility to buy the
magazine? I would really love to hold it in my hands.
Jutta Reynolds
Yes, June, there is! We have arranged with Amazon
worldwide to make full-size, “perfect” bound, printed
copies of Portugal Living Magazine available from Amazon
everywhere. The price is quite reasonable—just about six
euros. When our copies arrived, one of us ran off with it to
the “throne” room, while the other took his to bed before
napping. The magazine is truly a treasure in its full color,
print format!
I have just read your latest copy on my iphone. I am
amazed at what a great publication this is. Tons of very
important info for recent arrivals, and even for me ...
6
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who has been here forever. It’s very informative on every
level--well written and a great publication. I’m so glad that
finally we have your mag. When it’s printed on paper, I
think it would be well worth getting; it could be kept, lent
to friends, and stored for later reference.
Pam Hoffmann
I love getting Portugal Living Magazine. The stories are
great and I’m learning a lot! Even the ads are important
and useful for those of us just moving to Portugal.
Alecia Chesery Ramsey
An awesome read … every time. Thank you!
Julie Blue
I recently got my first issue. A must-read and great
resource! Worth buying (the print edition), even though
being free (digitally).
Ken Wollesen
We agree, Ken!
Updates on Cycling Network
The network has already 6,409 km (nearly 4,000 miles) as I
launch the 2022 Road book. The 2022 version sells for 64€,
70$, or 55£. Here are updated links to the 2022 edition:
• Check it here in EUR: Road Book 2022 - National Cycle
Touring Network - EN - Ecovias Portugal Road Books
• Check it here in USD: Road Book 2022 - National Cycle
Touring Network - EN - Ecovias Portugal Road Books
• Check it here in GBP: Road Book 2022 - National Cycle
Touring Network - EN - Ecovias Portugal Road Books
Paulo Guerra dos Santos
The Portugal News Story (about us)
This is great! Congratulations on wrapping up your first
year of the magazine.
Allen Persinger
Congratulations on the great work! We’re excited to be
included in future issues. Now I’m going back to house
hunting for a house in Portugal …
Kristen Crosson
To share your opinion(s) about Portugal Living
Magazine and its content, please write to us at:
letters@PortugalLivingMagazine.com.
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Rant!

How Not To Sell A Used Car In Portugal
I’d like you to imagine for a moment that you’re looking for a
second-hand car to buy. After establishing a price range and
the criteria important to you, you go to a showroom. You’re
in luck, they have a car that might suit you … so you check
the outside for obvious signs of damage, possibly open the
bonnet if there’s a chance you’d recognise the things that
are supposed to be there (I don’t). All good so far.
So, what’s the next obvious step?
A test drive
That’s a no-brainer, surely? I mean, who would spend
thousands of euros on a used car without taking it out for
a spin? No one I know, anyway. Advice from Autotrader and
the like is that you should drive a car for at least 15 minutes
before making a decision about buying it, which seems
reasonable to me.

8
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You can probably guess where I’m going with this by now:
I was totally unprepared, when I asked to take a car for a
test drive in Coimbra, to be told that I couldn’t take it off the
forecourt because it wasn’t insured! Still baffled at this crazy
notion, I went to another showroom, only to be told the
same thing. All they could offer me was a spin around their
car park!
How do they expect to sell cars if they won’t let potential
customers drive them?
When I mentioned my confusion to a friend, he told me how
he’d once been interested in a used car in Portugal, taken it
for a short test drive in the rain, and gone back another day
to try it again under different conditions. Seems fair enough
to me, but the dealer refused to let him out again in the car,
telling him, “You’ve already had a test drive.” Needless to say,
my friend didn’t buy the car.
I don’t get it, I really don’t. Maybe there’s a system I don’t
know about. So, if someone can enlighten me, please do
so. I have since bought a car, from a garage that lists ‘test
drive’ as one of the perks of buying from them. It was the
first place I tried, so I took the test drive for granted. Only
after I’d shopped around a little did I realise that this doesn’t
come as standard.

CHAVETEJO
IMOBILIÁRIA ESTATE AGENTS
AMI: 7856

Buying or selling a property was never so easy
REF. 541/22

99.900€
Alvaiázere

REF. 537/22

125.000€
Ferreira do
Zêzere

REF. 534/22

295.000€
Tomar

CONTACT
US
Trust our highly professional team
00351 249 327 700
00351 918 484 547

info@chavetejo.com
edgar@chavetejo.com

www.chavetejo.com
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There are so many different police forces in
Portugal. Who polices what?
Portugal has five different policing
agencies—each with different areas of
jurisdiction—although, sometimes, their
responsibilities overlap:
• The Public Security Police (PSP) or
Policía de Segurança Pública and the
National Republican Guard (GNR) or
Guarda Nacional Repúblicana deal with
assaults, personal safety, incidents on
public roads, traffic control in chaotic
situations. Crime prevention on public
roads is also under their purview, as are
SEF’s former border controls. While the
PSP is active in urban areas, the GNR is
found in rural regions.
• Criminal investigations in Portugal are
conducted by the Judiciary Police (PJ)
or Policía Judiciária, which is charged
with crimes resulting in death, slavery,
kidnapping and hostage-taking, criminal
networks, influence peddling and
corruption, terrorist organizations, and
investigating malfeasance by political
office holders.
• Within municipalities are the Municipal
Police (Policía Municipal), often simply
referred to as the “police,” responsible
for compliance with vehicle parking and
traffic regulations in their respective
municipalities. In certain circumstances,
they arrest and surrender suspects of
crimes punishable by imprisonment.
Municipal Police also can support the
PSP and GNR in issues of defense and
environmental protection.
• The Maritime Police (Polícia Marítima)
ensures compliance in ports, beaches,
bathing spaces, inland waters, and other
maritime areas.
Got a question you’d like answered? Send it
to: info@portugallivingmagazine.com
10 Portugal Living Magazine

License nº 12278-IMPIC

Relocate to Pico or Faial

An opportunity to
appreciate two unique islands

Living in harmony with nature;
Negligable crime rates;
A welcoming community;
Stunning landscapes;
A low cost of living.
Check our properties at

www.azoresproperties.com
Rua São João, 52 9900-129 Horta
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Noteworthy

Soaring cost of housing
Housing is more expensive than it was ten years ago
across most of Europe, both for those who rent and for
those who buy. In Portugal, rents increased by 25% and
house prices rose by 65%.
According to a report by ECO, since 2010, rents have
risen by around 25%, while house prices have increased
by 65% in Portugal. In both cases, the country recorded
rises above the European average during this period,
according to data released by Eurostat, which provides a
portrait of housing costs over the last decade.
In the European Union, houses appreciated by 42% from
2010 to the end of 2021, when rents increased by 16%.
Portugal is far from the biggest rises among the member
states, both in rents and in house prices.
While the data leaves no doubt that housing costs are
globally higher in Europe, for both renters and homebuyers,
there are countries where the trend has diverged.
In Cyprus and Greece, rents and house prices have fallen
over the past decade. Especially in Greece, where the
drops exceed 20%. In Italy, if rents have risen by 10%,
houses are 11% cheaper than in 2010.
Source: The Portugal News

Finally, the conversion of the route of the former branch
line for future use as a Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) system and
the completion of the urban branch line according to the
same criteria emerged as the option of choice.
“Metrobus” is now the name. As a bus on its own route
with priority at signalling facilities, it now may be possible
to use at least parts of the system effective in March
2024. In addition to the reconstruction of the route for
bus traffic, there will be adaptations to the stop facilities,
including the addition of various new stations, especially
in the urban area of Coimbra, and a new branch line to
the hospital HUC. The urban route uses city streets, some
of which will be closed to car traffic.
For the operation, 40 battery electric buses–including
13 articulated ones for the city line–will be put out to
tender again after a first tender process did not meet
the expectations. The BRT system is thus also intended
to present itself as an environmentally friendly service
compared to private transport. The first new vehicles are
to be delivered in the second half of 2023.
Source: Urban Transport Magazine
More Portuguese reading news on WhatsApp
According to a report by ECO, 90% of Internet users
in Portugal use WhatsApp, and one in ten admits to
receiving and reading newspapers or magazines in the
app, concluded an online study by Netsonda.
“According to this study, 89% of Internet users in Portugal
use the WhatsApp application and 10% receive and
read newspapers or magazines through this platform,”
Netsonda said in a statement. Daily newspapers (12%)
and TV and celebrity magazines (10%) are the most read
and shared in the application.

photo: Urban Transport Magazine

Electric Metrobus coming to Coimbra
The Portuguese university town of Coimbra,
picturesquely situated on several hills on the banks of
the Rio Mondego, is the starting point of a remarkable
regional public transport project. The realisation of the
project has dragged on for over two decades and is
now, after long years of standstill, moving forward in a
completely different format than once planned.
12 Portugal Living Magazine

WhatsApp boosts up to 6.5 times the reach of
newspapers and magazines in Portugal, especially in
sports newspapers, motor magazines and hard news,
when compared to the numbers of the printed versions.
Source: The Portugal News
Portugal plans boost of electricity renewables share to
80% by 2026
Portugal will aim to increase the share of renewables in
electricity production to 80% by 2026, four years earlier
than previously planned, its government announced
ahead of the country’s latest solar auction.
The target represents a significant acceleration in
decarbonising the country’s power sector; between

2010 and 2022, the share of renewables in electricity
production increased from 41% to 58%.
“Portugal has already taken very significant measures in
the energy transition, but the evolution and duration of
the war in Ukraine must necessarily imply new measures,”
cabinet minister Mariana Vieira da Silva told a news
conference, reported Reuters.
Source: Solar Media/PV-Tech
Bridging Portugal and the USA
Long-standing allies, Portugal and the USA are linked
by the Atlantic. FLAD was born from this connection
to promote the development of Portugal through this
bilateral cooperation.
FLAD’s mission is to strengthen links between institutions,
help produce and share knowledge in the fields of
political science and international relations, without
ever forgetting the fundamental role of the PortugueseAmerican communities.
Convinced that the union between people supports the
union between countries, FLAD organizes the Legislators’
Dialogue annually, a meeting of Portuguese-American
legislators with Portuguese personalities, along with
an open call for the position of Visiting Professor at
Georgetown University within International Relations/
Political Science in order to reinforce the study of
contemporary Portugal in the US. “But Portugal’s greatest
strength in the United States lies in the daily work of
Portuguese and Portuguese-descendants who have been
able to overcome adversity and today occupy major roles
in American society,” states the organization. “They are
doctors, teachers, military, politicians, leaders in various
areas that proudly display their Portuguese origin and
celebrate the Portuguese diaspora.”
FLAD maintains close and regular contact with its
community in the USA, supporting different institutions
and events. Since its foundation, FLAD has had a close
association with the California Portuguese American
Coalition (CPAC) and the Portuguese Beyond Borders
Institute, as well as the Portuguese American Leadership
Council of the United States (PALCUS).
Source: Luso American Development Foundation
BLiP EXPO 2022 Bringing Business to You
October 8th and 9th are the dates for the 22nd annual
Better Living in Portugal Exhibition (BLiP EXPO)
organised by afpop—Portugal’s largest Association for
foreign residents and property owners—to bring key
businesses face-to-face with their potential and existing
customers. “Whether you are a business wanting to
meet prospective customers or a resident wanting to
find out what is available to make your life even better

photo: afpop

in Portugal, BLiP EXPO is for you!” says afpop’s president,
Michael Reeve. On hand will be a wide variety of
products and services for visitors to peruse at their leisure
… from insurance, health, financial and funeral services
to home & garden, property, food & drink, tourism, and
much more. Exhibitor details will be published soon
and updated regularly. “Check it out to see who will
be there—nearly all will have a link to the Exhibitor’s
own website, so that you can find out more about them
before you visit BLiP.” Organisers anticipate there will be
over 100 stands for visitors to examine in a relaxed but
professional environment.
Venue is the Portimão Arena with plenty of free parking.
Exhibition entry is also free for visitors. Previous
exhibitors will be joined by many newcomers, along
with promotions and special offers throughout the
Arena. Sponsored by Medal Insurance, the exhibition is
supported by Algarve Regional Tourism.
Source: afpop
Exports to increase 13.1% in 2022 driven by recovery
in tourism
The Portuguese government expects the country’s
exports to increase 13.1% in 2022, driven by the services
component, and to grow 5.2% in 2023, according to the
Stability Programme (PE) released by parliament.
The Portuguese News Agency (Lusa) quoted the PE
2022-2026 as saying that the executive estimates that the
13.1% increase in exports this year will benefit 5% growth,
reflecting, in particular, the export of services,” which
in 2021 was still more than 20 percentage points [p.p.]
below the 2019 level.”
“The lifting of restrictions on international mobility and
the pace of vaccination at the global level will contribute
to a strong recovery in tourism and associated transport
services, especially from the second quarter of 2022
onwards,” states the document.
Autumn 2022 13

The government also estimates that exports will rise
5.2 percent in 2023, 4.1 percent in 2024 and 2025, and
4 percent in 2026, while imports will grow 11.5 percent
this year, 4.1 percent in 2023, 4 percent in 2024, and 3.8
percent in 2025 and 2026.
Among the main components of Gross Domestic Product
(GDP), Gross Fixed Capital Formation (GFCF) is expected
to rise 7.9% this year, 6.7% in 2023 and 2024 and 5% in
2025 and 2026.
Private consumption, which rose 4.5% in 2021, is expected
to grow 4.3% this year, 2.1% in 2023, and 1.9% in 2024. In
2025 it should rise 2%, and in 2026 increase 1.9%.
Public consumption is expected to increase by 1.4%
this year, 0.9% in 2023, 0.8% in 2024 and 2025, and 0.9%
in 2026.
Source: WAM/Esraa Ismail

on the real estate market in Lisbon was undeniable.
According to a study by the Francisco Manuel dos Santos
Foundation, house prices fell by 9% and the number
of houses sold fell by 20% in these areas between the
announcement of the measure to its implementation at
the end of 2019.
In the last decade, the increase in tourist rentals such as
Airbnbs in Lisbon, particularly in the historical center, has
led to an increase in the price of renting and purchasing
a home. The researchers are certain the suspension of
tourist rental licenses led to a decrease in housing prices
in the areas.
The suspension of tourists licenses occurred in Bairro
Alto, Madragoa, Castelo, Alfama, Mouraria, Colina de
Santana e Graça. Mais tarde, também na Baixa, Avenida
da Liberdade e Avenida Almirante. No new tourist rental
licenses were provided in these areas. Recently, the
municipality of Lisbon approved new restrictions for 14
parishes in Lisbon, including Belem, Campo de Ourique,
and Estrela.
The foundation that conducted the study found that,
although the results show that tourist rentals are
driving up housing prices, this alone does not explain
the phenomenon. Along with an increase in foreign
investment in Lisbon real estate, there are multiple
variables resulting in a boom in house prices, according
to the study.
Source: Portugal.com

photo: The Portugal News

High levels of jail time in Portugal
Portugal is among three European countries where
prisoners spend the most time in jail.
According to the 2021 Annual Penal Statistics for the
Council of Europe, prison populations dropped in almost
all 49 countries analysed, including Portugal. However,
the average length of prison time served in Portugal
stood at 31 months in 2020, well above the European
average of 8.9 months.
Only Azerbaijan recorded a higher average than Portugal.
Source: The Portugal News
Lisbon house prices fall by 9% after suspending
tourist rental licenses
At the end of 2018, the municipality of Lisbon suspended
any new tourist rental licenses (AL) in areas where the
density of tourist rentals was above 25%. The next year,
this measure was extended to nearby areas. The impact
14 Portugal Living Magazine

‘Working in Portugal’ Program launched for
employment of immigrants
The government in Portugal has announced that one
of its main priorities for the next four years will be the
regulated and integrated immigration.
In a statement it issued, the European Commission
revealed that the Portugal government will also be more
focused on promoting the legal entry of immigrants into
Portugal to seek a job, SchengenVisaInfo.com reports.
According to the Commission, the Working in Portugal
program will facilitate the testing of these immigrants,
including a “one-stop-shop” for professional mobility.
“The programme supports people securing legal entry to
and staying in the country and finding employment,” the
11 April statement reads.
The Portuguese government is also planning to expand
the democratic participation of foreigners in Portugal
and municipal elections concerning foreign nationals in
its territories.
By signing international reciprocity treaties, the
government is considering that, in addition to its

program, it will also ensure that
migrants can exercise their right to
vote in the country.
According to the government, to make
this possible, it will be necessary to
establish grants for the availability of
reception, with support from European
funds and a budget program to
support the inclusion of refugees.
Source: Schengenvisainfonews
Portuguese practising more sports
According to the National Program
for the Promotion of Physical Activity
(PNPAF) report, in 2021 the levels of
physical activity in Portugal increased
compared to the previous year.
The study named REACT-COVID 2.0 tried
to understand the eating habits and
physical activity of the Portuguese in
the period between May and June 2021.

askfernando.pt
Insurance
Home Internet
Mobile Phone Plans
Mortgages
Funeral Direction

More than half of respondents to
the study have adequate levels of
physical activity, an increase of 46
percent compared to 2020. However,
physical inactivity has also increased,
with 46.4 percent of respondents
spending seven or more hours a day in
sedentary activities.

“Fernando is professional, quick and efficient,
and English-speaking. All my insurance
renewals have saved me money ... My car
insurance was 100 euros cheaper this year.”

Walking, running, strength training and
fitness are the activities most practised
by the Portuguese who participated
in the study. However, more than 35
percent of respondents revealed that
they had changed their eating habits
during the pandemic. However, of
these 35 percent, almost half report
having worsened their diet.
Source: The Portugal News

“An absolute legend, this is how we describe
Fernando. From sorting out our bank account
to getting us connected to the internet, all
within a week.”

House rent 2.2% more expensive
Houses are getting more expensive in
Portugal and the rental market is no
exception. Renting a house in Portugal
was 2.2% more expensive in March
2022 compared to the same month in
2021. And this was a reality observed
in all regions of the country, with
emphasis on the Algarve and Madeira,
according to data from the National
Institute Statistics (INE).

Susan Cox

Nicole Barnes

Trust Fernando for the
best service and prices
in the market.
Get the help you need now!

askfernando.pt
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House rents rose in all regions of the country, with
emphasis in Madeira and the Algarve.

the seller … as the agent will get a better commission on a
higher price unless a fixed fee has been agreed.

As with the inflation that is being felt in the country,
house rents are also rising–but at a slower pace. The
Portuguese statistics office confirmed that the consumer
price index (CPI) was 5.3% in March, the highest value
since June 1994 (in February it was 4.2%). And “the yearon-year change in housing rents per square metre was
2.2% in March 2022, an identical value in the previous
month,” the institute points out in the bulletin.
Source: The Portugal News

Like most financial investments, timing is important.

Costa highlights Portugal’s positive outlook
The Prime Minister has stressed that Portugal is the
European Union member state that has registered the
highest economic growth and the lowest levels of inflation.

“Generally, what happens is prices start to stabilise and
then perhaps even fall if more new properties come onto
the market. In some cases, this can lead to oversupply in
the market as developers and sellers wish to capitalise on
their investments.”
Another factor that stabilises prices is a decreasing number
of buyers caused by such factors as political change, social
change, changes to taxation … or any economic upheaval.
If you are considering selling you property in Portugal,
perhaps now is the time to take the plunge.
Source: TPN

The European Commission has revised upwards by 0.3
percentage points (p.p.) the economic growth expected
for Portugal this year, to 5.8%, but also the country’s
inflation rate, rising to 4.4% in 2022.
“We have good news for Portugal. The European
Commission’s forecasts are usually more conservative
than those of the Government, but in this case they are
not. In fact, it is a good sign that we are growing in a
sustained way and that unemployment is also decreasing
in a sustained way,” said António Costa.
The prime minister stressed that Portugal is currently “the
country in the European Union that is growing the most
and where inflation, fortunately, is lower.”
“We must continue to work to control inflation, which is
the greatest threat we face, to value employment and
encourage this dynamic growth,” he added.
Source: TPN/Lusa
Is now the time to (buy or) sell?
The property market in Portugal is extremely buoyant at
this current time. Is this a bubble or will prices continue
to rise?
Journalists and staff at The Portugal News speak to many
people involved in the real estate business and there are
certainly many opinions out there. The reality, however, is
no one really knows for certain.
“One thing agents do tell us is consistent,” says The Portugal
News, “is that there is a lack of decent villas, apartments and
building plots coming onto the market. Buyers outnumber
sellers by a considerable margin. As such, it is in our opinion
that it is a sellers’ market at the moment.”
In this case, as demand exceeds supply, sellers are in a
strong position to command a good price for their property.
If the seller uses an agent, then the agent is aligned with
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Most requests for Portuguese nationality coming
from Israel
More than 54,000 foreigners applied for Portuguese
nationality (citizenship) in 2021, with SEF issuing 46,855
positive opinions.
The most representative nationalities were Israel (20,252),
Brazil (11,109), Cape Verde (2,242), Ukraine (1,285),
Angola (1,277), Venezuela (1,023), Argentina (1,004), India
(967) and Guinea-Bissau (768).
The number of requests made within the scope of the
acquisition of Portuguese nationality by naturalization
represented 73.5% of the total and the acquisition by
marriage 12.2%.
Source: TPN/Lousa
Portugal’s central bank opens its vaults for rare
glimpse of gold bars
Portugal’s central bank opened its heavily guarded
vaults in a small commuter town near Lisbon, giving
a rare glimpse of where some of the country’s gold
reserves are kept.
The 67,000 square metre compound in Carregado houses
an ultra-secure vault where 45% the Bank of Portugal
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The gold bars, which weigh 12 kilograms (26.46 lb) each,
are stacked on hundreds of shelves in a vault behind
armoured doors. Only three staff members can open
them by using a code on a rotary knob, by turning
two keys and then waiting for a fourth person to enter
another code remotely from a control room.
Rosalino said that since 1999, when the euro currency was
officially created, the value of Portuguese gold reserves
has increased by 16.8 billion euros. It rose 4.3% to around
19.8 billion euros last year alone.
He said 2021’s increase was due to the appreciation of the
U.S. dollar against the euro. Gold is priced in U.S. dollars.
photo: Thomson Reuters

stores 382.6 tonnes of gold. The remaining 55% is abroad,
mostly in the Bank of England in London.
“Gold is an important asset for central banks as it is a
refuge asset and has no credit risks,” said Bank of Portugal
board member Helder Rosalino during the rare media visit
to the facility, guarded by armed police officers.
The compound, which opened in 1995, is protected by
alarms and surveillance cameras, and its multiple doors
have keypad lock systems that have become more
sophisticated over the years.
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Portugal has the world’s 14th largest gold reserve, with
its value representing the equivalent of nearly 10% of the
country’s gross domestic product.
Source: Reuters—Sergio Gonçalves and Pedro Nunes
Appointment of a tax representative no longer
mandatory for those with no tax obligations in Portugal
Taxpayers residing outside the EU are no longer required
to have a tax representative if they do not have to pay any
tax in Portugal. This will, however, remain an obligation if
they have a car or house in the country.
“A citizen who, cumulatively, does not have a tax domicile
in Portugal or in the European Union or in the European

Economic Area (Norway, Iceland and Liechtenstein), does
not meet the legal requirements to have the tax status of
resident, is not a taxable person, in light of the provisions
of paragraph 3 of article 18 of the LGT and is not subject
to the fulfilment of obligations or intends to exercise
any rights with the tax administration, is not obliged to
appoint a tax representative,” says a letter circulated from
the Tax and Customs Authority (AT).
The same understanding states that the obligation
to appoint a tax representative in Portugal becomes
mandatory if, after the granting of a NIF number as
a non-resident and while residing in a third country,
the taxpayer “comes to be the subject of a tax legal
relationship”, namely, to own a vehicle and/or a property
registered/located in Portuguese territory, to enter into an
employment contract in Portuguese territory or to carry
out a self-employed activity in Portuguese territory.
Source: TPN/Lusa
Lisbon and Porto best cities to live, visit,
and conduct business
Lisbon and Porto are the best cities to live, visit, and
conduct business, according to newly released research
from consulting firm Bloom Consulting.

photo: Surfing the Planet

The research, which is based on the year 2021, evaluates
the socioeconomic performance of all 308 municipalities
across Portugal. The report utilises various metrics,
including each municipality’s ability to attract tourists,
investors, and new residents.
The data is then converted into three separate rankings:
best for living, best for visiting, and best for investing
in. The three rankings are then combined into a final
weighted ranking. Lisbon and Porto lead in all metrics
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in the study, as they have in previous years. They are
followed by Cascais, Braga, and Coimbra.
No municipalities in the Algarve or the Azores are ranked
in the overall top ten. However, Albufeira rose to third
place in the “best to visit” ranking, followed closely by
Portimão and Sintra, respectively.
Ponta Delgada secured first place in all metrics in the
Azores, as did Évora in Alentejo, Lisbon in the capital
region, Porto in the north, and Funchal in Madeira. Faro
was the highest ranked overall in the Algarve and was
also the best place in the region for business and living.
The consulting firm additionally awarded a “Star Brand”
to municipalities that perform exceptionally well in
the rankings. The Star Brands were awarded to Setúbal
(overall), Braga (business), Vila Nova de Gaia (living) and
Albufeira (visiting).

In May, 112 golden visas were granted (in January there
were 94, in February also 94, in March 73, and in April
121), of which 93 for the acquisition of real estate (48 for
urban rehabilitation) and 19 through the transfer criterion
of capital. Investment in the purchase of real estate
totalled 44.9 million euros in April, of which 16.8 million in
urban rehabilitation, while in the capital transfer the value
was 8.8 million euros.
In total 17 golden visas were given to people from China,
16 to the USA, ten to Brazil, eight to Lebanon, and seven
to India.
Source: TPN/LUSA

Madeira (+47%) and the Azores (+45%) were the regions
that grew the most in this edition. Furthermore, for the
first time since the pandemic began, all regions showed
growth in the study.
Source: Paul Shannon in The Portugal News
Portugal now ranked eighth most attractive country in
Europe for FDI
Portugal is now considered the eighth most attractive
country in Europe for Foreign Direct Investment (FDI),
according to the EY European Attractiveness Survey 2022.
“Portugal has risen from 10th to eighth place on the
European ranking of countries with the most FDI projects
announced in 2021, a year in which the Portuguese
economy grew at its best pace in decades, following the
sharp contraction caused by the Covid-19 pandemic,”
stated EY, a global consultancy with offices in 700
countries.
According to the study, Portugal attracted 200 FDI
projects in 2021, a 30% increase compared to the 154
announced in 2020. Last year, Portugal climbed two
positions in this ranking to 8th place and is currently
ahead of countries such as Poland and Ireland, which
ranked 9th and 10th.
Source: The Macao News
Golden visas up 94%
Investment through golden visas grew 94% in May,
compared to the same month in 2021, to 53.8 million
euros, according to data from the Foreigners and Borders
Service (SEF). Compared to April (59.7 million euros),
investment raised through the Residence Authorization
for Investment (ARI) program fell by 9.8%. In the first five
months of the year, the investment raised totalled more
than 238 million euros.
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Portugal creates new work visa for foreigners
The Government has approved the creation of a visa for
those looking for work, which allows foreigners to enter
the country for six months, while also eliminating the
quota regime for immigration.
“For the promotion of orderly and regulated safe
migration and in the fight against the shortage of
manpower, a new type of visa has been created,
specifically a visa for those looking for work. This allows
foreign nationals to enter Portuguese territory who have
come looking for work for a period of 120 days, extended
to another 60 days, for a total of 180 days”, said Ana
Catarina Mendes, the Minister of Parliamentary Affairs.
The minister also advanced that the Government had
eliminated what she considered to be “an anachronism
for a long time, which is the quota regime for residence
visas for work.”
These measures are included in the proposed law that
amends the legal regime for the entry, stay, departure, and
removal of foreigners from the national territory, which
has now been approved by the Council of Ministers.
Source: TPN/Lusa
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Belmonte:
Taberna Fio de Azeite
By Russ Warren

B

elmonte is quickly becoming one of our favorite places
in Castelo Branco ... and, maybe, in all of Portugal.

Tradition has it that the name of this town in Castelo
Branco region’s northernmost district came from its
location (“beautiful hill”). Near a 13th century castle is
Bet Eliahu synagogue and the Jewish zone, with its own
special museum.
Home to Portugal’s last remaining community of
marranos (known as the Belmonte Jews), who opened the
synagogue in 1996, the American Sephardi Federation
founded the Belmonte Project—designated to raise funds
to acquire Judaic educational material and services for
the community, which numbered 160-180—in 2003,
and opened a Jewish Museum of Belmonte (Portuguese:
Museu Judaico de Belmonte). There’s also a Jewish radio
station and numerous Judaica shops.

Belmonte Jewish Museum
photo: Tripadvisor

Belmonte’s population is about 7,000, in an area of
118.76 km².
What makes it so special for us is that it’s an especially
charming municipality, with discoveries and treasures
found around every corner.
And its restaurants!!!!!
It’s not often that we drive 60+ kms (each way) to eat in a
particular restaurant. But we do ... for Fio de Azeite located
on the Praça da República in Belmonte.
We were introduced to the place and welcomed to come
in by Diogo, an affable 17-year-old young man whose
smile and generosity of spirit added joy and enthusiasm
to our meal.
Diogo brought smiles to our faces as he spoke Spanish
and English, as well as Portuguese. He seated us at an
ideal table for two in the coziest and most comfortable
restaurant room we’d been in ... bringing a basket of bread
and a plate of olives to our table, along with the menus.
Radio Judaica Portuguesa
photo: Russ Warren
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priced from €5-€7 ... with the “tinto” poured well beyond a
typical five-ounce pour.
Delighted with the ovos rotos Bruce had eaten there
previously—scrambled eggs (about five!) with some type
of terrific type of chorizo served in a pottery crock—he
remembered that his eyes were bigger than his stomach
and couldn’t eat everything we had ordered. So, this time,
we each decided to order one entrada (as these dishes are
called) and share a second one. Once again, the eggs-andwhatever didn’t disappoint! And (then) only €5!

Ovos Rotos
photo: fiodeazeite.pt

Portuguese bread is to die for and the spread—kind of
like a strained and sifted “ensaladilla rusa”—was a novelty
we hadn’t experienced elsewhere. The same could be
said for the “small eats” menu, which—by no means—are
small at all!

I ordered pork strips in a buttery herb sauce ... definitely
not kosher! But if the food melted in my mouth, its
presentation was too precious to just jump in and begin
shoveling the food down. The pork was served in a tiny,
decorative skillet, while the fried potatoes accompanying
the meat were a treat for the eyes in their baby (frying)
basket. Plenty to eat ... for €7.

On our first visit, two of us enjoyed four different “starters”
(entradas), ranging in price from five to seven euros: (1)
Hovos rotos, a huge bowl of scrambled eggs with some
sort of sausage or chorizo and potatoes; (2) Sausage
meatballs served over a mustard sauce; (3) Breaded
mushrooms; and (4) “Hunter’s” sausage. Together with
two overflowing baskets of bread and three glasses of the
house tinto, our total tab came to about 32 euros.

Dining Room
photo: Russ Warren

Together, we shared a third item from the same page
of the menu: called “hunter’s (or huntsman) sausage,” it
consists of an alheira served over cooked spinach in a
petite enameled pan—and it sure does taste good!
More recently, on our third visit, the bill came to 34€:
Couvert

photo: fiodeazeite.pt

Tripadvisor was wrong, stating that menu prices began at
ten euros ... when, actually, they began at four! Turn to the
multi-language menu and look at the first page (“Petiscos”)
in Portuguese; it’s also listed later in English and Spanish
(incredibly referred to as “tapas,” which they are).
All meals begin with a heaping basket of fresh Portuguese
bread accompanied by the house’s uniquely delicious
spread (for the bread) and olives. While the restaurant
offers a full menu and bar, we gravitated to the “petiscos”
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The very first item on the menu, “couvert,” a kind of avantappetizer comprising pieces of bread, ham, flavored
butter, and cheese (6€); Espetadas de Frango, skewered
chicken with buttery risotto in a curry sauce (€13.50);
more ovos rotos (7€); and a pitcher of the house vinho
tinto (8€) which incurred IVA of 23% (2.99€), while the rest
of the meal was taxed at 13% (6.50).
We highly recommend Fio de Azeite. Don’t let the prices
of the major meal items scare you off. There’s plenty to
eat and to love there, listed on the page in the middle of
the menu.

Belmonte Castle
photo: Russ Warren

To end our fine day, we purchased some holiday gifts
for special friends from the Jewish specialty shops
surrounding the restaurant. And before leaving Belmonte,
we bought a package of “Bolachas de Cerveja.”
Translated as “beer wafers,” they look much like matzoh ...
but are coated with beer, honey, sugar, and unsalted butter.
A delicious snack for the drive back home!
If you decide to visit Belmonte, remember that the Judaica
shops and everything Jewish in the historic district are closed
on Saturdays—the Sabbath. But they’re open on Sundays!

Belmonte Synagogue
photo: Russ Warren

Russ Warren and his husband live in
eastern Central Portugal and in the
Alentejo. He provides marketing and
media services to a chamber music
organization in Wisconsin, and is also
responsible for designing this magazine.
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The Dão Wine Region:
Portugal’s Burgundy
Story and photos by Rosanna Bucknill
The Dão is just over an
hour away from Porto
and three hours by car
from Lisbon. Located in
the interior of Portugal
(south of the Douro
Valley), it comprises
seven subregions. The
region is surrounded
by five mountain
ranges—the Serra
da Estrela, Serra do
Caramulo, and Serra do
Buçaco plus two others.
These mountains offer Barrels at the Quinta de Lemos
the vineyards some protection ensuring a temperature
climate. The vineyards range from around 150-450m of
altitude; the higher elevation means that Dão wines can
be slightly lighter in body than other Portuguese wines
and enjoy crisp acidity.
The name stems from the Dão River, a tributary of the
Mondego River.
Dão is a very green region, with large areas covered in
eucalyptus and pine forests. The capital is Viseu. Granite
soils provide good drainage and add an element of
minerality and refinement to the Dão wines, occasionally
referred to as the “Burgundy of Portugal” by international
wine critics because the wines often have high fresh
acidity and a complex, aromatic finesse. Perhaps another
reason for this comparison is that, like Dão, Burgundy is
full of thousands of smaller wine growers.
Dão is a region with a long tradition of winemaking
with some 30,000 wine growers today. Winemaking
really accelerated in the Dão during the 19th century
when the vine disease (phylloxera) hit the Douro.
Phylloxera only reached the Dão region after a
treatment had been established … so the disease did
not greatly affect the region. During the 20th century,
most Dão winemaking was dominated by cooperatives,
so the quality of the wines suffered. Dão became a
demarcated DOC in 1908.
Most wine produced in the Dão is red. Common blends
include Touriga Nacional, Tinta Roriz, Jaen (known as
Mencia in Spain) and Alfrocheiro. Alfrocheiro is a soft
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and fruity grape
with a deep, intense
colour. Jaen usually
produces elegant
medium-bodied red
wines which are light
in color with aromas
of blackberry and
blueberry. Quinta de
Lemos is a Dão winery
that produces a
fantastic mono-varietal
Jaen wine. Despite
its light ruby color,
the wine has delicate
aromas of cedar wood and flavors of blackcurrant and
pepper with grippy tannins.
One of my favorite wines from the Dão is the Taboadella
Villae Tinto, a blend of Dão red varieties (Tinta Roriz, Tinta
Pinheira, Alfrocheiro, and Jaen). In my opinion, this wine
reflects the character of the Dão pine forests with flavors
of grenadine and meatiness. The wine itself is called villae
because the vineyard site contains the ruins of a small
Roman settlement.
In terms of white wine, Dão is celebrated for its Encruzado
variety, known for its full body. Often, Encruzado is
matured on the lees (dead yeast cells) or aged in barrels,
giving it a waxy-nutty nature. The Encruzado typically is
blended with other local white varieties such as Malvasia
Fina, Bical, and Cerceal.
A good example of an Encruzado blend is the Cabriz
Colheita Selecionada Branco (white selected harvest). This
wine is widely available in most Portuguese supermarkets
and is an extremely good value for its unique character.
The wine is a pale straw color with grassy aromas of green
asparagus and sage leaf.
Wine tourism master, writer, and
sommelier Rosanna Bucknill studied
at the Universidade do Porto and
University of Edinburg.

Same Song, Different Verse
Story, poetry, and photos by LaDonna Witmer
Tuesday, May 24, 2022
I am writing from the upstairs bedroom of a yellow
farmhouse in northern Illinois, far from the crumbling
castles and cobblestones of the Setúbal region that I love.
Outside, spring rains are soaking the prairie fields, already
lush with clover.
I returned to the States late last week to accompany my
parents to two memorial services for relatives who have
died—a great aunt well into her 90s, and my dad’s favorite
cousin who was felled by COVID on New Year’s Eve.
Days before I boarded the plane in Lisbon, the news from
the U.S. was grim. First, the uproar of the impending
Supreme Court decision overturning Roe v. Wade and
decimating the right of women to own their own choices,
their own bodies. And then, in rapid succession, a mass
shooting on May 14th targeting black people at a grocery
store in Buffalo, New York, then another the very next day,
at a church luncheon in Orange County, California.
As I folded clothes into my suitcase, I wished for reasons
not to go. My 11-year-old daughter tried to convince me
not to make her go. But it had been nearly six months

since I last checked on my parents, and nearly a year since
they had set eyes on Filha.
My mother, who turns 80 in a few months, is losing herself
to dementia. My father, her caretaker, sounds lonely
and sad on the phone. The relatives’ funerals had been
planned since late winter, scheduled for a time when
the most far-flung nieces and nephews could attend to
remember, to mourn, to comfort each other.
Filha and I needed to go to Illinois, needed to see and be
seen. There was the bonus promise of being picked up
at O’Hare airport by my decades-long friend Chrissy so
we could catch up on the two-hour drive to my parents’
farm, as well as the promise of my sister arriving from
California, with Filha’s three beloved cousins in tow. I
wanted to see them all, longed for the overdue hugs and
conversations that meander through a thousand topics
in the way of old friends.
Still, I dragged my feet every step of the way to the airport.
Were it not for family and friends who are like family, I
think I would not go back to the United States at all. Not to
visit. Not to sightsee. Not to remember. Not for anything.

A rainy May afternoon at Valley Haven Farm
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The depth of this reluctance has surprised me. When we
moved to Portugal last year, I thought I’d be happy to
travel Stateside once or twice a year. I thought I’d want
to go back to San Francisco; thought I’d look forward to
visiting. I was wrong.
Sometimes you don’t realize the depth of a feeling until
you stop having it. I knew, long before I moved to Europe,
that for me, living in the States meant living with an everpresent drumbeat of fear and dread and despair. I was
accustomed to the stress I carried in my shoulders, to the
habit of threading keys through fingers on a dark walk
to my car, to checking over my shoulder when footsteps
came up too fast, to scanning for exits in public places,
sitting with my face to the door in restaurants, begging
any god who would hear me to keep my baby safe when
I dropped her off at school. I had contingency plans for
every worst-case scenario I could think of.
Then, Portugal.
And it all stopped. In Portugal, I don’t fear for our lives, for
our safety. I don’t dread the newsfeed. I just … go about
living my life.
It’s quiet. Peaceful. And not without its own stresses and
concerns, of course, because this isn’t a fairy-floss story spun
in Hollywood. But it’s so very different—a difference that I’ve
quickly gotten used to. I don’t want to go backward.
But right now I’m sitting in a farmhouse in the middle of
America, and this afternoon, in Uvalde, Texas, a teenager
outfitted himself for war and unleashed a fusillade of
terror at Robb Elementary School.
He murdered 19 children and two teachers, and I do not
have enough room anymore to hold this hurt and this
rage. Again. Again. Again. This country bleeds from so
many wounds and yet will not relinquish its death grip on
weapons of war. Again. Again. Again, it turns the gun on
itself. On its children.
And for what? For freedom? This isn’t freedom. But we’re
going to have that debate now in America, just like every
other time. Here comes the hymn song of thoughts and
prayers. There will be outrage and vigils and tears and
candles and op-eds and parents weeping in parking lots
after they drop their children off at school and little ones
waking up at 3am from nightmares about bad guys with
guns hunting them down.
“The sheer psychic damage done by the omnipresence of
guns in America is self-evident (no healthy society should
have to train its children in active-shooter drills), while the
social damage extends far beyond the immediate casualties.”
That’s what Adam Gopnik wrote on March 25, 2021, in his
NYT article “The Return of Mass Shootings.”
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Back in Portugal, after I told her that it was important to
go see her Mimi and Papa, her aunt, her cousins, Filha was
quiet for a while.
“It’s not that I don’t want to see them,” she said. “I do. But
Mom, what if we get shot in the airport? Or in the grocery
store? Every time you leave the farm to go into town,
I’m going to worry that there will be a shooting and you
won’t come back. I got used to not worrying about that
anymore. I’m scared to go back to America.”
The sheer psychic damage.
Wednesday, May 25, 2022
I paused in posting this edition to make sure I really
want to put all of this out there, because I’m not going to
debate in the comments. I’ve heard the theories about
good guys with guns and #notallgunowners and etcetera
ad nauseum. Sandy Hook was nearly 10 years ago. We’ve
heard it all since then, and nothing—nothing but the
death toll, the zip code, the gut punch photos of those
gone-forever faces—ever changes.
Life doesn’t have to be this way. This blood-soaked. For
pretty much Every Other Country in The World, life is
not this way. Why do (a minority of) Americans insist on
making it so?
I’m angry and I’m heartsick and I’m relieved, so deeply
relieved that these daily fears and the gun-toting
bogeymen of her second-grade nightmares do not exist
for Filha anymore, not in Portugal.
We fly back to Lisbon in five days.
Until then, I’m going
to soak up the all-tobrief moments with
my sister. I’m going to
hug my disappearing
mother and listen to
my father’s late night
tall tales. I’m going
to enjoy all the iced
tea on tap and take
another piece of toast
to the donkey out back.
And then, Filha and I
are going HOME.
S’more the mini donkey really loves
his toast

LaDonna Witmer is the author of true stories
from a writer/dreamer/mom who recently
emigrated from San Francisco, California,
to Setúbal, Portugal. Follow her Word Salad
newsletter at Word Salad Newsletter.

Sweet Child of Mine
I want to give you the world
but not this one.
Not the one where a boy
with dirty fingers
can stuff you with leaves
behind a dumpster
and get off easy
because he can swim 200 meters
in a hot fucking minute.
Not the one where a man
with a grudge and a gun
turns a dance floor
into an abattoir
where rainbow lights pulse
on the tortured limbs of dying men
who came out for the music.
And those bullets, oh child,
you have to dodge them everywhere,
take care, take cover
at work
at school
at concert halls and cafes.
Even first graders here
know how to cower
in a closet
while their teacher
lays down her body
as a barrier.
Not for you, a world
ruled by moneyblind megalomaniacs with
big fears and small minds
and small hands
and small opinions of women
of poor people
of gay people
of brown people
of people in general.
There is no equality here
so don’t expect understanding
if the gender gifted you at birth
makes your very skin crawl
and you require stitches and knives
to make it right.
Don’t expect impartiality
if you share a bed
a life
a love
and genitalia, too.
That rainbow flag waves
in defiance here
more often than joy.
I want for you no limits
not the size of your curves
or the shape of your smile
or the purity of your unsullied sheets.
I want for you the assurance

that your sex does not determine your
worth
or your health or your wealth or your
freedom
of choice.
of voice.
Because this world does not want to listen,
child,
this world will not give you ground and I
want to give you the sky but not this one
where dispassionate bombs
fall from the blue
obliterating schools
and hospitals
and hope.
Death delivered by remote control.
And people flee that death
and horror, that loss and ruin
unleashed by all the powers that be.
People run and they crawl and they swim
and even as their children sink beneath
waves,
we won’t let them in.
There is no room in this world
for the war torn
for the foreign born.
No vacancy for the burqa bearing.
No clemency for the keffiyeh wearing.
One whiff of otherness and
the door slams in your face.
I want to give you a window
to crawl through. I want to give you
wide open space. I want to give you
the ocean-deep depths. But the water
is choked with plastic and the prairies
are plundered for oil and
this place, child, this place
is headlined by blood by bullets by
bastards
Every.
Gods.
Damned.
Day.

kill brothers kill daughters kill people
kill kill kill.
And still
tonight another man in blue will strap on
boots
and his badge and his wife
will wait red-eyed by the window
while across town a black man slips on
shoes
and his wallet and his wife
will wait red-eyed by the window
because this world, sweet child,
this world is ruled by fear.
I cannot give you this world, child.
Not the world that makes me
want to lie down and die
day after day after
24-hour news cycle.
But for you, for you
I will get up and go on
for one more day
and then another.
For you I will stand
I will fight
I will speak
I will write
I will see
I will love
I will hear
I will hope.
For you, I will.

I do not want for you a world
where a cop fires his gun into a car
regardless of the
Baby on Board
because
the man behind the wheel was black
and then he was dead
and he was unarmed
and then he was dead
and his hands were up
and then he was dead.
And white men kill black men kill white
men kill people
kill sons kill fathers kill sisters kill mothers
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The Quinta Project
Green Is the New Pink

Story and photos by Alex, Benedict, John, Kevin, Lazuli, and Stephan

At the Quinta Project, we set our sights on both
environmental action and social justice. We believe that
these aims are intimately entangled and that we can find
ways of living which protect the natural world and still
provide community. We hope to show that the urgent
challenges which our societies face invite us to reset,
reimagine, and rejuvenate our relationships with each other
and with the land that sustains us.
The Quinta Project is a “hybrid ecovillage” run for and by
queer people in Portugal … and from around the world.
Its physical location is close to Marvão in the São Mamede
Natural Park (Parque Natural da Serra de São Mamede) on
the Spanish border. The Quinta Project reaches far beyond
its physical space, however, with an online platform.
Community members (called quintanians) around the
world connect with other members and those staying
on site. In this way, everyone involved can participate in
the organising groups, called pods, which regenerate the
land and dwellings; perform community engagement
and outreach; contribute to queer ecology in practice
and theory; design artistic and creative spaces; and guide
the project through political engagement, activism, and
shaping and re-shaping our living manifesto.
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The Manifesto is the heart
Our manifesto is the heart of what happens at the
Quinta Project. It prioritises the values of creating queer
ecosystems—inclusive and shared experiences—both
going back to Nature and going forward with and for
Nature. The principles guiding everything we do are
kindness, activism, community, the desire for alternative
ways of living … and the provision of space to enjoy,
bewilder, and delight in our relationships with each other
and the natural spaces around us.
Created by a pod and then agreed upon by the
community collectively, the manifesto itself is a great
example of the community work that goes on at the
Quinta Project.
To illustrate the seven points of the manifesto, seven
quinters created artwork inspired by each point. It remains
a living document—designed to be revised, edited, and
expanded over time.
Just as nature and the ecosystem around the Quinta
Project are evolving and being revitalised, so, too, is the
manifesto evolving and being shaped by living on the
land and through various online and hybrid events. Some

of these are regular
happenings, such as the
monthly eco Queer Book
Club, Artist’s Way group,
Pachamama Pod and Tea
in the Garden.

Every three months, a larger group of quinters comes
together for “workweeks.” The first two happened
earlier this year, one in April and another in June. During
workweeks, people on the land tackle more extensive
restoration projects. There are more group-focused
activities, and visitors come from the local community.

The Quinta
The physical location
of the Quinta is a quiet
haven of olive and cork
oak trees, fruit trees, and
vines. Located in the
mountainous area close
to Marvão, the land is
stunningly beautiful.
Most of the property is
woodland and scrubland
shared with many other species that have made their
home here: wild boars, badgers, Egyptian mongooses,
salamanders, freshwater turtles, wild cats, frogs, foxes,
and rabbits. Old, overgrown terraces are brought back
to fruit and vegetable-producing life; there are quiet,
rocky corners, a waterfall, an ancient threshing circle, and
myriad spaces to connect with this varied land of different
microclimates … lush and green in parts all year round,
while other parts of the land are dry and rocky.

To connect to the community, or perhaps become a
quinter yourself, you are cordially invited to join one
of the online open meetings (the next ones are on 18
August and 15 September at 5pm). If you are in the area,
come and join the community during one of its monthly
veggie-potluck parties. Details can be found on our
website: https://quinta.lgbt

The community is
transforming
this space
with three
buildings
bordered
by three
streams into
its physical
home, creating community spaces for quinters to stay
while on the land and planting and engaging in a series
of projects to revive and regenerate the land. In the past
six months, two vegetable gardens have been established
and are now bearing their first harvest. Work is ongoing to
restore the derelict irrigation system in parts of the land,
clearing invasive plants, rejuvenating soil and ecosystems.
Regenerating the Quinta and living with
nature in community
Typically, between two and three people stay at the
Quinta Project at any given time. A typical day consists
of some hours of work on the land and the rest of the
day exploring the nature park, spending time together
(or alone) with nature, preparing and sharing meals, and
building connections with each other.

Upcoming events
18. August: Welcome Meeting / Open Meeting
29. August: Eco*Queer Book Club
04. September: Veggie-Potluck
12. September: Tea in the Garden
15. September: Welcome Meeting / Open Meeting
02-09. October: Autumn Workweek
04-11. December: Olive Harvest Week
For more events and details, please visit https://quinta.
lgbt/events
The Quinta is a hybrid
ecovillage and community
project located near
Marvão in the Alto Alentejo.
Founded in 2017, we
are creating ecosystems
and experimenting with
alternative ways of living.
Affectionately known
as the home of queer
changemakers, mavericks,
tree-huggers, and dogooders, we are working
at the intersection of
ecology and social
economy.
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Ship-Shape Moving
My personal experience with UPakWeShip
Story and photos by Carol A. Wilcox

A

re you thinking about moving to Portugal? Do you
plan to ship your things to Portugal? If so, this article
may be helpful. I’m not a professional international
shipping expert, so this article focuses only on my personal
experience using UPakWeShip from the U.S. to Portugal.
I’ve included some step-by-step instructions and images
as well as a link to a video we found helpful.

options for a small number of items. That’s how we
decided on UPakWeShip.

When contemplating a move to another country, it’s
important to take a good look at your possessions and
decide if you need all of it, some of it, or none of it. In
our case, Paul and I decided that we didn’t need very
much of our stuff. Shipping your possessions overseas is
expensive—and especially so at the time of this writing
where fuel prices are skyrocketing, and there are supply
chain and shipping delays worldwide. If you’re moving
to Portugal, a lot of those big, oversized American items
may not be worth the shipping cost, not to mention even
fitting into your new space.

Choosing a Pallet Size and Getting a Quote
The first thing we did was to log onto the UPakWeShip
website to get an online quote. Although I had contacted
them previously by email to ask about a quote, I was
directed to the home page of their website to get it.
Here’s what it looks like:

Adjusting my emotional mindset
I’m not here to judge
anyone on what they feel
is necessary to take with
them to another country.
Everyone is different
with different priorities
and different budgets.
From my own personal
experience, I had to do a
little adjustment on my
emotional mindset. I had
to come to terms with the
realization that I couldn’t
realistically expect my life
in Portugal to replicate my “Staging” the crate inside our house
life in America. It was time
to let go of stuff and the stupid excuses that can hold
you back from moving forward. Once I came to terms
with all of that, getting rid of things became a liberating
experience!
UPakWeShip
Paul and I have always been do-it-yourself people
whenever it makes sense not to spend money needlessly.
So, once we decided that we weren’t going to take a
lot with us to Portugal, we began researching shipping
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This international shipper has been in business for over 30
years. They have offices in the United States and Europe
with Walterboro, SC as their primary office. They have an
A+ rating with the Better Business Bureau (BBB). They’re
the self-pack division of EuroUSA International Shipping.

You select your country (Canada or United States), then
your state and then your destination. Once you have
entered that information, you click View Rates.
1. You are then taken to a page with several options.
The first section is for Door-to-Door PALLET
SERVICES. With this service, you provide your own
standard pallet(s) 48” x 40”. You pack up your pallet
(take as long as you need) and then when you’re done,
you contact the service for pick up and shipment.
Sizes: You can choose from Small, Large, Large x 2,
and Large x 3. Each option listed provides the total
shipment volume (cubic feet) along with the allowed
dimensions.
2. The second section is for Door-to-Door U-CRATE
SERVICES. With this service, the company sends you
the U-CRATE shipping equipment to your residence.
You pack your crate (take as long as you need) and
then, when done, you contact the service for pick up
and shipment. Sizes: You can choose from U-CRATE 50,
U-CRATE 100, U-CRATE 100 x 2, U-CRATE 100 x 3.
There is also another option in this category: U-CRATE
200 Terminal to Door/Liftvan.
Each option listed provides the total shipment volume
(cubic feet) along with the allowed dimensions.
3. The third section is for Door-to-Door SELFLOAD CONTAINER SERVICES. With this service,
UPakWeShip arranges for delivery of a container
to your residence. You get 2 free hours to load the
container after it arrives.

Each option listed provides the total shipment volume
(cubic feet) along with the allowed dimensions.
Note: With this option, you must contact them for a
custom quote.
The option we chose
We chose the U-CRATE
100. I have redacted the
quoted price because it
is irrelevant as we asked
for a quote in April 2021.
Your pricing will differ
depending upon where
you live and when you
ask for a quote.
When you click on the
black VIEW SERVICE
DETAILS bar, you can see
the details along with
photos of how the crate is
packed. You can even print
the details page or save as
a PDF for future reference.

In the meantime, I happened to find a video from a
customer who had shipped a U-CRATE 100 which helped
us with a ‘visual.’ She showed how she staged it first in
her apartment (to see what fit and how), and then on
the street on the day the crate was to be picked up. Our
circumstances were different only in that we lived in a
house with a garage on street level, so we could finalize
our shipment in the garage for pick-up and not have to
worry about getting it all done at once (or on the street).

Numbered boxes/bins should
coincide with the Packing List. This
is what our crate looked like as we
were preparing it for pickup.

When you’re ready to book the service, click on the blue
BOOK THIS SERVICE tab, and simply follow the instructions
for filling out the form.
If you are booking this service prior to having a Portugal
address, you can put XXX in place of the address. This is
what we did. Prior to having the U-CRATE picked up for
international shipping, we then provided all the details of
our Portuguese address and contact information.
What we liked about UPakWeShip was that the process
was step-by-step with excellent communication along
the way. A company representative is assigned to you so
if you have questions or concerns, you can contact them.
Once you agree to the quote, you will be asked to pay a
non-refundable deposit. This is basically to cover the cost
to prepare and ship your U-CRATE equipment to you. In
our case, with the U-CRATE 100, we were required to pay
$750 USD. You create an online account and then you’re
assigned a booking number which you will use throughout
the process or if you need to be in touch and for labeling
your items. You’ll also be required to sign a contract.
The company then arranged for shipment of the U-CRATE
equipment to our residence in Arizona which consisted of:
•
•
•
•
•

Packing it up
It was confusing at times when trying to figure out how
to pack this crate. Paul had been thinking of ‘staging’ the
crate inside our house, packing it (even if the bins were
still empty) to see how much we could fit and how it
would all fit. I thought that made a lot of sense as well, so
he mapped out a spot in our entry foyer, setting the base
of the crate and placing the bins and boxes in the space.

Pallet
Box bottom and box top
Heavy-duty cardboard sides
Plastic sleeve
Metal straps

Getting the crate ready for pick-up
There are a few things that need to be done before
finalizing the packing of the crate for pick-up:
Numbered Labels: UPakWeShip will provide you with a
label-generator template that you will use to number and
label all your boxes/bins and single items (like a rug or a
basket). The template will have your name, box number
and booking number.
The trick will be to know exactly how many items you will
be packing to ensure that the numbered labels match
the packing list (which is why it’s good to stage your crate
first). You’ll have to indicate box/bin numbers like this:
Box 1 of ______ [whatever total number of boxes/bins
you have].
Packing List:
UPakWeShip will
provide you with
a blank packing
list (they will send
you a link to their
online packing list).
Follow the packing
list instructions
from UPakWeShip
carefully. If you do
this, you increase your
chances of not having
customs open and
inspect your crate.
Attach at least one
label per box/item.
We attached 4 labels

This critter wanted to be a stow away in
our crate. Good thing we saw him first
and sent him on his way!
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for each item—one for each side. If customs wanted to
look at a box or bin, we wanted to make sure they could
see a label from any side.
The number on the packing list MUST correspond with
the number on the box/item. So, you should be certain
that everything you want to ship is accounted for. If you
have a ‘last minute’ item you want to add, you may have
to find room in an existing bin or box for it. You can’t add
additional boxes/bins after you have submitted your
packing list.

Ready for pick up and shipment to Portugal!
Example of the online packing list. Screenshot from the
UPakWeShip website.

You may have to do a couple of ‘dry runs’ before finalizing
the list to be sure you have this correct – that’s what we did.
Please note that you must be a UPakWeShip customer to
access the label and packing list templates and instructions.
Once you have signed a contract, you will have access to
all the online tools and customer support you’ll need. This
information is not readily available on their website. It is
intended for customer use only.
Plastic sleeve is placed over the top of the crate and
secured at the bottom with tape. Although not required,
Paul used stretch wrap film which he wrapped around
the entire crate several times prior to placing the plastic
sleeve, to keep things tight. Then, Paul used the metal
straps that were provided to secure the crate. He then
used a little more stretch wrap film around the outside of
the crate.
You can track the progress of your crate which will be
shipped to the UPakWeShip warehouse until the crate is
ready to board a freighter. Once it’s on board, you can continue to use your online account portal to track the progress.
When your crate is on its way, you’ll receive an email with
the details including the name of the shipping line. Once the
crate has arrived it will go through customs in Rotterdam,
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Netherlands. A local trucking company will contact you to
arrange for delivery to your Portuguese residence.
Our crate arrival
We hired Carlos to help us unload the crate, since we
weren’t sure if the driver would be willing to drive around
to the parking lot and drop the crate off at the entrance
to the garage.
It turns out that the driver was happy to do this, and even
helped Paul and Carlos guide the crate into the garage.
Word of advice: Be sure to be prepared and arrange to
hire help ahead of time if you think you’ll need it.
Perfect condition on arrival
Our crate arrived in Portugal in the same condition
as when it left our garage in Arizona! No breakage,
leakage, or damage of any kind. I attribute this to Paul’s
excellent logistical and packing skills. Our crate was neat,
organized, secure, and well-labeled, thanks to Paul’s
attention to detail. The crate passed through customs
without a hitch. With the help of Carlos, we were able to
unpack the crate in the garage and put most of what we
didn’t immediately need in our garage storage unit. From
delivery of the crate to finish, it took about 1 ½ hours.
Supplies we used
In addition to the U-Crate 100 shipping equipment that
was provided, we used the following supplies:

(Certificado de Bagagem) is not needed for this type
of transport. Once your crate clears customs, it will be
delivered to Portugal via truck. If you have concerns,
contact your UPakWeShip representative.
Keep the emails: Do not discard any of the emails
UPakWeShip sends to you. You will need to refer to some
of these emails as you go along.
Insurance: Insurance of your shipment is optional. We
chose a total loss policy through UPakWeShip. The policy
costs 2.5% of the declared values you enter on your packing
slip and 2% if the declared value is over $30,000 USD.
The minimum premium is $100 with a $250 deductible.
Insurance is available only on shipments that are going
door to door.

Our crate being delivered to us in Portugal in November 2021.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Folding top plastic bins from Home Depot
Peel & stick shipping Labels
A few heavy-duty corrugated boxes
Packing tape
Bubble wrap
Stretch wrap film
Box knife
Small step ladder

Curious about what we shipped? We shipped books,
photos, framed artwork, some of my costume jewelry and
a jewelry box, 3 pet cremains urns, clothing, shoes and accessories, household goods such as one cast iron skillet and
cooking utensils, small table linens, food storage containers,
one oriental area rug, home decor, antique baskets, one
large silk plant/vase, Paul’s old camera equipment, office
supplies, a teak bench, an antique side table, a linen storage
rack, special occasion glassware, china teacups, serving
plates, holiday decorations, and memorabilia.
Other tips
Weight limits: There are weight limits for each size of a
pallet or crate. You can be charged excess weight fees if
you’re not within the limit. If you’re unsure of the correct
weight limit for your shipment, contact your UPakWeShip
account representative. In our case, we guessed. We
estimated the approximate weight of each bin and
multiplied it by the number of bins/boxes packed. We
came in just at the weight limit.
Restricted items: There is a list of restricted items that you
cannot include in your shipment. This link lists those items.
Customs: Your crate will go through customs in
Rotterdam, Netherlands. A Baggage Certificate

Take photos: We took photos of the most valuable
personal items we were shipping. This included primarily
artwork. We wanted to have some type of proof in case
there was damage or loss.
Pet cremains: During the course of our marriage, Paul
and I have had to say goodbye to 3 incredible dogs! Each
one had been cremated, so we were concerned if we
would be able to bring their urns with us. You are allowed
to ship pet cremains with UPakWeShip.
Delivery in Portugal: You do not have to be personally
present to accept your crate. Anyone over the age of 18
can accept the delivery. However, you will have to provide
your UPakWeShip customer service representative in
advance with the name of the person who will accept
delivery on your behalf.
You must also provide a Portuguese phone number. The
trucking company will only phone a local number to
arrange a delivery date.
Shipping delays It’s hard to predict when your shipment
will arrive although the company provides an estimate.
Circumstances can change this including weather delays,
port delays, etc. Paul and I knew it would take at least 3
months to receive our crate. It actually took a bit longer
because there was a shipping shortage. We arrived in
Portugal at the end of August. We received our crate in the
middle of November. We were prepared for this and made
sure we brought enough clothing and other essential items
with us on the plane to tide us over until our crate arrived.

Carol A. Wilcox is an online content writer/publisher
of Our Portugal Journey, a website about an American
couple’s experiences, challenges, and discoveries with
moving to, and living in Portugal.
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Packing for Portugal
Story and images by Mark Nash and UPakWeShip
Thinking of moving to Portugal?
Hopefully, these tips will help you decide what is worth
shipping, how to read a quote, and how to deal with the
dreaded customs documentation.
I have been in the international moving business for
about 42 years and have, myself, moved overseas seven
times. I have lived in the UK, Netherlands, Saudi Arabia,
and the USA. My wife and I are the owners of UPakWeShip
and EuroUSA Shipping.
Here are my top tips for moving to Portugal:
Always get a quote to door as you can’t get into a port
and collect it yourself. You probably won’t be able to clear
it through customs, yourself, either.
Make sure everything is all-inclusive in your quote,
meaning the bill of lading fee, documentation and
handling fees, the terminal handling charge, port fees,
customs clearance, brokerage fees, and (of course) delivery.
Extras that are never included might be custom inspection
or x-ray charges, as these are random, and fees can vary
in price; but ask for a receipt or proof that it really was
paid, as some companies use this excuse for making extra
money. If you receive an invoice for customs inspection
charges, ask to speak to the customs broker to check
that it is an official charge. There is also a chance that the
shipment does not clear customs in the allotted “free”
time, even though all the paperwork is correct. That causes
something called demurrage which, basically, means
storage which can be charged by the port to the shipping
line after the free days. The port charges for being blocked
by a container and the shipping line for not emptying its
container fast enough to use it for the next load. This could
cost a few hundred Euros, depending upon how many
days it’s stuck waiting to be cleared. And remember that
Portuguese Holidays aren’t considered “free” days.

Rick loads a shipping container for UPakWeShip.

highest they have ever been. It’s no longer “cheap” to
ship across the Atlantic. If you have good quality furniture
and you don’t want to buy new in Portugal, then sending
all your things over in a 20– or 40–foot container is
the best option. To give you a quick idea of a 20–foot
container, it’s very similar in size to a single garage and—
you guessed it—a 40–foot container is like a double
garage in volume.
What about getting your stuff through customs?
Here’s the scoop based on most people’s circumstances,
i.e., expats moving from outside of the EU to live in
Portugal—whether to work or retire.
If you are shipping your items in a groupage/
consolidation container, it probably is entering Europe
via a more northern port; so, customs regulations are
different than shipping into Portugal directly. Our
company, for example, ships via Rotterdam where our
office clears customs for most European destinations.
Typically, you would only need to produce a copy of your
passport, a customs declaration form, and a packing list.
If, however, you are coming across the ocean with all your
furniture, your shipping container is going to be shipped
into Lisbon or possibly one of the other Portuguese ports.
In most cases, for most scenarios, this is what you will
need to do. Please note Portugal customs is probably
one of the most complicated and tricky in Europe!

Decide if you want to ship just personal belongings or
furniture as well. If shipping just personal items like
kitchenware, bedding, clothes, pictures, golf clubs,
musical instruments, and sun loungers (for example),
then your items should be shipped in a consolidation
container or groupage. This means it’s loaded into a
shipping container with other similar shipments going in
the same direction.

First, you will need to send copies of all your paperwork
to the mover at the destination. So, if you were
moving with UPakWeShip, you would be sending all
the paperwork to our European office for approval. If
everything is correct and nothing missing, we would
then ask you to mail the original Baggage Certificate and
Residence Certificate (Atestado da Junta de Freguesia) to
the customs broker, as Portuguese customs only want to
see original documents.

If you are considering taking all your furniture items as
well, be warned that shipping rates these days are the

If you have lived for over 12 months in a country other
than the European Union, you are entitled to be exempt
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from taxes and duties and
have up to 12 months from
the date of your arrival in
Portugal to arrange so.

A few tips from personal
experience:
If you are packing yourself,
start early. The sooner you
start, the better. It saves
being rushed closer to
the move date. As you
are packing, have a good
clear out. If you haven’t
used something in a year,
don’t take it with you! Use
proper moving boxes
and packing paper to
wrap things. Never leave
any space in a box, or it
will collapse when another
box is placed on top of it.
Use towels, cushions, and
bedding for wrapping and
protecting.

You will need: an Original
Baggage Certificate
(which can be obtained at
a Portuguese Embassy or
Consulate of the country
you are leaving). Please ask
to include a Cancelation
of Residence declaration if
your current legal residence
is the origin country. It must
state that you resided
in the origin country for
more than 12 months and
identify the date when you
are transferring your main
residence to Portugal.
Original Residence Certificate (also called Atestado da
Junta de Freguesia). This can be obtained in the Junta de
Freguesia closest to your residence in Portugal. It must
mention the date of your arrival in Portugal … and
the date of issue can’t be older than six months. The
address must be the same as the one associated to
your fiscal number.

Always visit a place before deciding you are going to live
there; and rent before you buy to make sure you have
chosen the best place for you. Don’t try to ship your
favorite brand of cereal, conditioner, laundry detergent,
dog food, etc. Sooner or later, you are going to have to
get used to the local brands, anyway. Living in a place is a
lot different than being on vacation.

You will also need to provide a copy of your Portuguese
Fiscal Number known as Número de Contribuinte or ‘NIF’
in Portugal. It can be obtained at any Serviço de Finanças
office. The address must be the same as the one on your
Residence Certificate.

Don’t let a professional moving company or packer tell
you that you cannot pack things yourself because doing
so will affect your customs clearance in Portugal. It’s an
old wives’ tale to make you pay top dollar for them to
pack things for you!

Complete, sign, and return all the Customs Declarations
to your moving company in Portugal or customs broker.

I hope this helps.

You will also need to provide a copy of your visa
permit, your European Register Certificate, and your
passport pages.

Mark Nash is president of UPakWeShip
and EuroUSA Shipping. Check out
their website: upakweship.com.
Phone: 843.225.7217.
Email: move@upakweship.com

The Do Not Ship List
Aerosols, Pyrotechnic Material, Chemicals, Bleaches, Paints & Thinners • Extinguishers, Gasoline, Gas, Flammable
Material, Matches, Lithium Batteries, Propane or Butane Gas • Perishables, Insecticides, Pesticides • Coins, Banknotes,
Stamps, Checks, Credit Cards, Bonds, Jewelry, Watches, Precious Stones • Animal Skins, Live Plants • Personal/Private
Documentation • Tobacco, Medicines, Food Products • Pornographic Material • Narcotics • Firearms or Bladed Weapons
(unless permission to enter the local PSP Police is requested) • Alcoholic Beverages (except if the port of entry is Lisbon)
• Ivory Products (unless an import permit is requested from CITES) • Raw/Untreated Wood (unless accompanied by a
fumigation certificate, but still subject to inspection and delays. With alcohol, the taxes and duties you will be charged
aren’t worth it and will also cause delays. Do not ship guns or ammunition.
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Overcoming the
Common Mold
Story by Miriam Gubovicova

A

s we were settling in, making our house a home,
and enjoying life in a new country, something
started to feel off.
Within a few days of moving in, Andri’s sleep
was getting progressively worse. From tiredness
to pure exhaustion. He started experiencing
Mold is a type of fungus that occurs in our ecosystem.
photo: public domain
different allergies and skin issues. His stomach
was constantly bloated, and he looked like he
If you’re feeling off and experiencing neurological
was entering his third trimester of pregnancy. There was
symptoms, or various symptoms that just don’t make
a massive contrast from the healthy, strong man I was
sense, then mold might be the culprit.
used to seeing.
To lower your risk of being poisoned by mold, it helps to
When we moved in, I cleaned all the kitchen cabinets
pay attention to these three things.
because they had a horrible musty smell, but it kept
1. Know the symptoms of mold exposure
coming back. So, it didn’t take me too long to put two and
Symptoms of black mold exposure manifest differently
two together and understand what was going on.
for everyone.
After a few more days passed, Andri was already
We figure ours were strong and their onset fast because
struggling to think straight. He was experiencing brain
there was a lot of mold inside the walls. Yet, because of
fog and couldn’t focus on anything. We continued to try
their severity, we knew we had to escape quickly.
solve the problem, hoping that our new home would be
All too often, people unknowingly live in a moldy house
the happily ever after we envisioned.
for months or even years. And for some people, it might
But then, around day nine of moving in, Andri started
take more time to start noticing anything, but the damage
getting dizzy, and his vision was so blurry he couldn’t
will already be more severe when the symptoms do show.
even read his phone.
2. No one is immune to mold.
So, finally, we knew we had to get out; and we escaped
We talk about air pollution quite a bit, and mold spores
our new dream home in Portugal.
are part of the problem. They get released into the air and
What was happening to us?
float around as long as the mold is present in the house.
It turns out that Andri is allergic to mold. He started
Mold can also cling to your furniture and clothes and
experiencing various health issues almost immediately.
move to other areas and households.
And as soon as we discovered that it’s coming from the
If you live in a house with other people, find out if
kitchen, he started avoiding the area.
anyone else is experiencing any health issues. Of course,
But since I didn’t feel anything, I continued to spend
not everyone is sensitive to mold, and not everyone
time there.
will experience severe reactions. But if someone has a
pre-existing condition, keep an eye on the symptoms.
It took me more than two weeks to start experiencing
Individuals with asthma, allergies, fungal issues, children
any symptoms, and we had already moved out of the
with developing immune systems, or the elderly are at
house by then. My symptoms were similar yet somewhat
more significant risk.
different. Like Andri, I felt foggy and couldn’t focus on
work for more than five minutes.

And while all this was happening, I had an online
presentation in front of a few hundred people where I
struggled to form sentences.
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3. Warning signs of mold exposure:
• Bloating
• Chronic digestive issues
• Multiple food sensitivities

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sudden or inexplicable weight gain
Chronic asthma
Sinus congestion
Chronic sore throat
Chronic anxiety, depression
Persistent attention deficit
Foggy brain or poor recall
Persistent fatigue
Regular loose stool and constipation
Poor sleep quality
Chronic pain: headaches, muscle pain, etc.
Sensitivity to fragrances, chemicals
Low libido
Difficult or irregular periods or difficult menopause
Swollen glands or joints

The list of symptoms is long and can be pretty confusing.
There’s one crucial thing to note. If any new symptoms
start after moving into a new home or after water
damage, they are likely related to your environment. It
might be new furniture off-gassing, new paint chemicals,
and other VOCs, or it could be mold.

No matter how dreamy the bathroom is, if there is water damage,
mold forms in 24-48 hours.
photo: public domain

Signs of mold in your house
The house we moved into was freshly renovated because
a pipe had burst, which caused extensive water damage.
This damage wasn’t handled properly, so the place was
infested with toxic black mold.
Our kitchen smelled musty, and our wooden utensils
grew mold spots overnight. But the signs were not always
as obvious as that.
So, before you put your Sherlock Holmes hat on, let’s
clarify what mold is.
Molds are the most common forms of fungi found both
indoors and outdoors. No surface or material is immune
to mold. As long as moisture and oxygen are available,
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mold can and will grow. Mainly, mold reproduces
through the formation of spores. These are
microscopic cells resistant to drying, and they
float in the air.
Once the spores land on a surface, they grow,
digest, and destroy the area.
You might be most familiar with the term “black
mold.” But in reality, there’s no one type of toxic
mold. People started naming indoor molds this,
but in fact, they’re referring to any toxic mold. As
you’ll see, not all mold is black, but they’re all toxic.
Mold comes in many different shapes and
colors. You can even have more than one type
of mold growing in the same spot.

The thought of eating something covered in mold will likely give you a gag reflex.
photo: public domain

What happens if you eat mold
After discovering that our kitchen was the source of the
contamination, we had to throw away most of the food
we stored inside the cabinets.
Even if you don’t see any, there can still be mold growth in
your food. Patches on the surface of foods are usually the
last places mold shows.
The good news is that gagging will most likely be the
only reaction you get from eating something that has
gone bad. If you’re less lucky, you may experience
digestive discomfort for a few days. However, mold
can cause severe and acute toxicity in some unlucky
individuals.
You might be at a higher risk if you have pre-existing
digestive and immune system issues and an already
burdened and out-of-balance body.
Foods prone to mold growth are also high in histamines, which
aggravates the already existing inflammation in the body.
As mentioned earlier, the bad news is that not all mold is
visible to the human eye. Certain molds produce naturally
occurring toxins called mycotoxins. Exposure to these
might cause an immediate allergic reaction. Long-term
exposure has been linked to the induction of cancers and
immune deficiencies.
As a side note, be extra careful if you have a pet at home.
Moldy foods are hazardous, toxic, and can be deadly to
domesticated pets and wildlife.
So, what foods should you be conscious about, and how
do you keep your food mold-free?
12 foods that grow mold easily
1. All grains
2. Dairy
3. Coffee & tea
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Sugar
Grain-fed meats
Leftovers
Nuts, seeds & their butters
Spices & herbs
Alcohol
Pet food
Processed milk (oat, soy, rice, etc.)
Juices

12 ways to keep your food safe & mold-free
1. Store grains in airtight containers and use them as
quickly as possible
2. Keep the perishable foods in the fridge
3. Buy only organic, raw dairy made from milk of
pasture-raised/grass-fed animals
4. Buy only organic, mycotoxin free coffee & tea
5. Avoid nuts and seeds as much as possible, or only
consume in their fresh form
6. Avoid store-bought nut and seed butter
7. Prevent the cooking steam from entering spice and
herb jars
8. Use spices & herbs within three months
9. Do not eat leftovers beyond a few days
10. Do not store open cans in the fridge
11. Clean your fridge regularly and check it for mold
12. Throw moldy foods away—do not try to scrape off the
moldy parts
Making all these changes at once can be overwhelming.
But it will be worth your time, and you can do them one
by one. Pick your battles. Ask yourself which of these foods
you consume the most of?
When I first started to look into mold, I discovered that
mold always grows on foods. From the field, transportation,
processing, storage, and leftovers, it’s unavoidable. I
began making small but significant changes. I tossed
my supermarket (organic) coffee and started using an
alternative certified brand free of mycotoxins. I stopped

buying nuts, seeds, and butter made from
these. And while cooking, I made sure I
didn’t sprinkle herbs and spices straight
from the jar.
How to get rid of mold
After finding mold in your house, your first
instinct might be to get a dehumidifier
and put it to work. While these machines
can help a little with the humidity in the
house, they will not fix mold issues. In
fact, without adequate maintenance,
dehumidifiers themselves can become
breeding grounds for mold spores.
You can clean smaller mold patches
with some hydrogen peroxide. Another
option is sodium hypochlorite (bleach),
but it is more toxic and not as effective.
Whatever you choose to do, ensure you
wear gloves and respiratory equipment
(N95 mask) during the mold removal.
The best thing to do is dispose of any
moldy food and be more mindful about
the expiry dates of your products.
We won’t sugarcoat it for you! The larger
the mold patch, the harder it will be to
remove it yourself. The best option is to
call a professional mold-removing company. They will remove the mold, identify
the source, and offer solutions. And most
importantly, they will check your house, so
you can be sure none of it is left behind.
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Miriam Gubovicova
is a certified holistic
nutritionist with over a
decade of experience.
After completing
her official studies,
she opened her own
practice to help young
people understand the
connection between
nutrition, health, and
beauty.
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Legal Practices

Attorneys, notaries, and solicitors in Portugal
By Rosário Vital

T

his topic has been the subject of
much discussion and has created
some doubts about the competencies
of the various professions linked to
the Portuguese legal system. It is not
surprising, given the similarities in
nomenclature and the differences in
content not only between countries of
the so-called Franco-Roman family of
Law but even within countries of the
Anglo-Saxon family of Law. Just consider
the difference between the functional
content of professions such as lawyers,
barristers, and solicitors in the UK;
attorneys, paralegals, and notaries in the
USA; and attorneys; lawyers, notaries
and solicitadores in Portugal.
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Focusing more specifically on the case of the USA and
Portugal, in one country as the other, lawyers and
attorneys-at-law are synonymous expressions in the
USA, equivalent to advogado/a in Portugal, denoting
a professional with higher education and admitted
to (belonging to) a bar association, after successfully
passing the bar exam.
In both countries, lawyers can practice as sole
practitioners, as part of a law firm, or in-house for
companies; they can choose between representing
clients in court or not, and to be general practitioners or
specialize in specific areas of the law.

T

he lawyer’s practice is heavily regulated in Portugal,
where his/her acts are regulated by a law issued by the
Assembleia da República, the most important institution in
Portugal to legislate. Anyone practicing acts considered
to be within the exclusive competence of lawyers incurs
the crime of illicit prosecutor and can be punished with
imprisonment for up to one year or with a fine penalty for
up to 120 days.
It behooves everyone to denounce the following
situations to the Portuguese Lawyers’ Bar, any police
enforcement entity, or prosecutor.
1. The exercise of the forensic mandate;
2. Legal consultation, including giving support in any
subject ruled by a law;
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3. Drafting contracts and practicing preparatory acts
aimed at the constitution, amendment, or termination
of legal transactions—namely those carried out with
registry offices and notary offices;
4. Negotiation for the collection of debts;
5. Exercise of a mandate within the scope of a complaint
… or challenge of administrative and tax acts.
In Portugal, we are assisting, specifically, in immigration,
an area that has seen a large increase in the number of
acts practiced by individuals—including advising—that,
as listed above, they are not entitled to do.

R

eal estate is another area in which illegal advice,
power of attorney, and practice of acts strictly
entitled to lawyers—such as drafting or negotiating
contracts—are flagrantly and clearly breaking the law.
This crime is practiced not only by those who give
advice directly, but also by those who support them or
refer their services to others.

… lawyers are responsible for
legal functions most linked
to major issues of law, while
solicitors are more involved with
procedural practice …

In Portugal, a figure very close
to American “paralegals” is the
Portuguese solicitador/a, whose
functional content is quite similar.
The big difference is that, in the USA
paralegals are not (generally) required
to undertake any specific training,
while in Portugal it is necessary for
them to obtain a degree and pass an
examination of their Order. They are
allowed to represent clients in small
instance courts, and to collect small
amounts of money. Even though this
capacity is in the law, few solicitadores
are willing to go to court because, if
any major legal discussion may arise,
they will have to put aside the case
and allow an attorney to take over.
In other words, while the lawyer is
responsible for the legal functions
most linked to the major issues of
law, the solicitor is more linked to
experience and procedural practice.
The notaries in Portugal are also
entirely different from the notaries in
the USA. While in the USA they mainly
certify signatures and anyone can
become a notary, in Portugal a notary
must previously have a degree in Law
and undergo an examination in their
specific bar in become a notary.
Since 2006, an attorney can do almost
all the things that a notary can in
Portugal. Notarial acts in Portugal,
whether performed by lawyers
or notaries, confer public faith on
documents, constitute rights, and
provide full evidence before the
courts, and can only be denied in
court by very strong evidence.

Rosario Vital is a U.S.
and PT dual citizen
and a PT-accredited
lawyer with over 20
years of experience,
15 of which are in
multinational practice. She is also
the legal coordinator for www.
relocatorportugal.com.
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Friendships and Fishes
By Christopher Hanson

W

e are well into the ‘settled in’ phase of the
Adventure, and the pace of things has slowed.
Yes, there is still the mundane routine of making sure
the utilities are paid (via an online app for each, all in
Portuguese, which I have yet to master [or even begun
to master]); but the uncertainty of simple things like
driving to Lisbon or going grocery shopping (nearly
terrifying in the beginning) are ho-hum events now.

Now is the time to start immersing—no, living in—the
other aspects of a new immigrant life in Portugal: The
development of friendships and hobbies.
“Friendships” is both hard and easy.
The expat/immigrant community here (in Lisbon/Cascais)
is robust. There are the IWPs (International Women of
Portugal) and the GIMPs (Global International Men of
Portugal—a “husband sub-group” of the IWPs set up by
the women to get their men out of the house!), and the
American Club of Lisbon (primarily a business group,
membership not limited to Americans), and the Royal
British Club (a primarily social group, membership not
limited to Royals or British)—to name just a few of the
many clubs and organizations. This doesn’t even begin to
include the many additional Facebook groups centered in
or near Lisbon.
You’d think that with so many groups of people to choose
from, developing friendships would be easy. It is, but it isn’t.
Well, I guess that depends on how you define “friendships.”
Unlike the race to popularity that the number of Facebook
“friends” defines, I’m an old school believer in Capital “F”
Friends—you know, the ones that would come fetch you
from a bar at 02:30 when you are slurring your words on
the phone, telling them you can’t drive home. Nowadays,
they’d order an Uber for you, so let’s call them the friends
that would bail you out of the drunk tank that same night
(or, if maybe they are TRUE Friends, would let you wallow
there till morning ...).
Cap “F” Friends take time to develop. Those Friendships
are not formed overnight, or even over months. They take
years of weeding and watering (i.e., dinners and drinks, or
bike rides and BBQs).
Here, as a stranger in a strange land, a newly initiated
immigrant, there has been no time to find and develop
those kinds of Friendships.
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What I find
happens here
(and now)
is the Dorm
Effect (a phrase
coined by one
of our U.S. Friends). Let’s pretend: This isn’t the Country
of Portugal; this is PT University. You’re the newly arrived
first-year student living in the dorms. You never know who
you’re going to meet, but you can be certain that all your
other Dorm-Mates are of a kind. They are (generally) from
families that can afford to send kids to college; they are
smart (enough) to have gotten through the admissions
process; they are tasting “freedom” from Mom and Dad
for the first time—and are tripping over themselves to
see who can drink the most (day after day). They are
stumbling over figuring out where to go for class, or how
to use the University Clinic.
Apply those same kinds of experiences to the Portugal
(or anywhere else) experience, and the similarities are
readily apparent.
The “typical” (yes, I know, there is no such thing) retiree
immigrant/expat is wealthy enough to no longer *have* to
work and can go somewhere else to retire; they are smart
enough to either DIY the Visa process (there are lots of aids
for DIYers) or smart enough to hire someone to do it for
them if they know it is out of their reach (we did a little of
both); they are tasting freedom from jobs and family bonds
for the first time (since college); and they (we) seem to be
tripping over them(our)selves to see how much good food
and inexpensive wine from all kinds of different regions
of Portugal and Spain and France can be eaten and drunk
(day after day). Further, we all stumble to figure out how
and where to go on our next Road Trip in the EU and how
to use the Medical Services here in Portugal.
Sound familiar?
Which brings me to the Friendship thing, again.
Just like in the Dorms, we find ourselves testing the
different groups to see if we can find “Our People.” And
just like in the Dorms, we find ourselves clinging (not the
right word at all, but I can’t think of a different one, yet) to
the people we’ve met so far, just as we clung to the early
Dorm Mates as our ‘transition friends’ to those who later
earned the coveted “F.”

It takes time. Just as all true Friendships do.
And weeding and watering.
Who’d have thought we’d go so far backward to jump
forward?
Which leads me to the development of hobbies, and how
they go hand in hand.
Conventional logic for the development of Friendships
is to do what you enjoy and meet people with similar
interests. That holds true here as well. My Darling has
found her hiking group and the women she has met there
have that kernel of Friendship. She (we) will continue her
(our) weeding and watering.
I’m not as outgoing (I know, I know ... hard to believe,
huh?), so it has been slower for me. The yacht club here
doesn’t have the “social” component that the ones in
the U.S. had. (Someone has said: “Well, then, start that
part yourself. Be the organizer.” There could be some
traction in that idea. Stay tuned.) Then there is golf, or
photography. (I’ve never really tried either, but have
always been curious ...) Or, I just focus on gadding about
the EU and spend my time researching and planning our
trips from one place to another. Heck, maybe I’ll start a
travel blog.
(Maybe I already
have?)
Or maybe, just
maybe, I’ll do
something
nutty like … a
canned sardine
competition.
(You wondered
where “Fishes”
came into this,
didn’t you?)
Who knows?

One of These Is
Unlike the Rest
Algarve
Essential
Magazine

Algarve
Lifestyle
Magazine

Algarve
Plus
Magazine

Algarve
Resident
Magazine

East
Algarve
Magazine

Simply
Algarve
Property
Magazine

Central
Algarve
Magazine

Tomorrow

Community
Magazine for
the Algarve

Only one magazine covers all of
Portugal—from top to bottom, east to
west, inside and out.
Other publications based in the Algarve are also
Algarve-centric: The Portugal News, Portugal Resident,
and even AFPOP´s Update membership newsletter.

What I do know
is that this is
all a process, a
phase I’m going
through. The transition from “work” to “retirement” has
many steps. Far more than I thought. And taking that path,
in a foreign country, well, that just adds to the spice. Right?

We, too, like (and cover) the Algarve … but there´s
more to Portugal, its people and places than that.
Much more!

We’ll see.

Read it and subscribe at no cost:
http://portugallivingmagazine.com/our-current-issue

And the Adventure continues.
Christopher Hanson’s last article, “WTF
Moments,” appeared in our spring issue.

That’s why we publish
Portugal Living Magazine.
Visit our popular Facebook page with dozens of daily posts:
www.facebook.com/PortugalLivingMagazine
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Does Size Really Matter?
By Nancy Whiteman
At least once a week, I get an email or WhatsApp call that
includes the question, “Where should I live?”

dia. If you are going to live in a smaller town, you will
need to learn at least some Portuguese.

I’m sorry … but that is a question only you can answer.

• Do I need to live near a hospital? I must admit moving
to VRSA has been a bit of an adjustment as it relates
to healthcare. While there is a clinic affiliated with our
private insurance in town, it is a “primary care facility”
that can do some testing and physical therapy. To see
a specialist or to have surgery, you must go to Faro,
a 50-minute drive. Being that far from an acute care
facility makes some people nervous. This doesn’t mean
you have to live in a city! You can live 15 minutes from a
hospital and still live in a small town. Chelote is a village
of fewer than 400 people within seven kms of a major
hospital in Faro. But, if you are concerned, scout out the
hospitals before you zero in on an area.

Portugal’s Diversity
While Portugal is a relatively small country, it has a great
deal of diversity. And, while we have travelled a bit during
our first 15 months, keep in mind we were locked down
for at least the first four. So, there are many, many parts of
this country that we have not yet explored.
Although I can’t tell you where you should live, I can share
with you some of the questions I suggest people think
about when they ask me this question.
Remember: Size Matters
I wrote before about the size of the town Denise and I
wanted to live in. The Goldilocks Principle is one way to
start thinking about where you want to be. If you love
big city life, there are only 10 to consider. Lisbon, with
a population of 500,000+ and Porto which is about half
that size, are the obvious choices. According to the 2021
census, there are only seven places with populations
north of 100,000. Coimbra, a college town in the
northern-central region, and Lisbon’s neighbors Setúbal
and Almada come in just under that 100,000 mark.
If you ask your Google machine, what is the population of
Cascais, you will get a number north of 200,000. This is the
Municipality of Cascais which is within the Lisbon District
and comprises many Parishes, e.g., Cascais and Estoril. I
don’t know the exact population of the area I consider
Cascais, but suspect it is less than 20,000.
If this number is too large for you, at the other end of the
spectrum you have towns like Monte Francisco, which
is about 6 km from us and has a population of only 700
residents. I am sure as we travel through central Portugal,
we will find even smaller villages.
Why Size Matters
There are several important considerations when
we talk about size. Of course, there are cultural and
entertainment considerations. But there are others, as
well. You need to ask yourself these questions:
• Do I intend to learn Portuguese? You can get by in
cities and touristy places without learning Portuguese.
If you intend to live in Portugal, however, I suggest
you try to learn the language. Many non-Portuguese
speaking residents get by with an obrigada and a bom
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• Do I intend to own a car? We were able to live comfortably in Cascais without a car. By utilizing the public
transportation system, rideshare services, and an occasional rental car when we wanted to travel, we got along
just fine. Buying a depreciating asset was a hard pill for
me to swallow. We only did so once we decided to move
south. That is not to say you must own a car if you live
in Algarve. We know an English woman who has lived in
VRSA for eight full years and doesn’t own a car! To go to
one of her favorite restaurants, she takes the 26-minute
train ride, then walks 45 minutes.
Climate
I know the climate is a major consideration for many of
the people I speak to. And, yes, we are a bit more tolerant
of heat than many people. As you consider temperature,
though, keep in mind: the greatest temperature variation is
when you move away from the coastline, rather than north
and south. Here are the average high and low temperatures
for the month of March:
• Porto: 18/9 degrees Celsius
• Lisbon: 18/10 degrees Celsius
• Algarve: 19/10 degrees Celsius
Not much of a difference, at all.
Even in August, where we find the greatest variations,
the difference is only seven degrees Fahrenheit: Porto
25/16, Lisbon 28/18, Algarve 29/19. To further illustrate
my point, I looked up the temperature of Peso da Régua, a
town 126km due east of Porto. Its average August temp is
higher than Algarve’s at 32 degrees Celsius. (BTW: want to
image: OpenClipart-Vectors

convert Celsius to Fahrenheit quickly? Multiply Celsius by
2 and add 30. It will get you real close.)

Blogs and Vlogs … Google Maps and Earth, et al, are all
useful tools to assist in your research.

For me, the biggest difference is in rainfall. In Porto, on
average, it rains 49 inches/year with some precipitation
during 147 days of the year. Compare this to Algarve,
where we average only 19 inches of rain over 53 days of
the year. Personally, I will take a scorching hot, sunny day
over a gray, rainy one anytime … but that’s me. Some
people don’t mind the rain.

Some of us moved to Portugal without even visiting for
a day. Crazy … yes, but true. Although exploratory visits
will help, spending six weeks as a tourist is probably not
enough. That is why, for most people, we recommend that
you rent first. Take your time. You probably need to live in
an area for at least six months to truly assess whether it
meets your needs. We have friends that spent six months
in Porto, are now in Parede for a year, and then will likely
move again. They intend to continue doing this until their
mind and body say, “Stop…this is the place.” While we are
enjoying VRSA, I sometimes wish we had taken more time
to look around.

Other Considerations
Of course, there are other considerations—like your
budget. As I wrote earlier, many of the people I have
spoken to recently have been “surprised” at the price of
Portuguese real estate. Unfortunately, they have read too
many International Living articles with headlines like: “Rent
an Apartment for Less than $500” and/or are not familiar
with our local mortgage practices. But by spending some
time on Portuguese real estate sites, as frustrating as they
may be, you can get a feel for perhaps the most variable
cost of your Portuguese budget: housing.
This post isn’t intended to be an exhaustive list. It is just
a place to start. Internet searches … YouTube videos …

Only time will tell if this is our forever home.
Get full access to Nancy Whiteman’s musings about
life as an American Expat in Portugal. “I will do my best
to provide you with information on the process we
went through to get here. And we will offer photos and
information on the places we visit. I suspect I’ll write a bit
about the differences between living in the States and in
Portugal, too,” she says.
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What’s Not to Like about Portugal?
By Bruce H. Joffe

“There must be something you don’t like!”
That’s the response I get from the naysayers, those who
don’t believe that Portugal is a land of milk and honey,
even if its streets aren’t lined with gold. After all, almost
everything they read these days paints Portugal as the
best, the most, the friendliest, the warmest, the cheapest,
absolutely an ideal place to live—nirvana—especially for
digital nomads and foreign retirees.
And, in many ways, it is!
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Still, despite all the hype, hoopla, and fanfare about how
this Iberian country is the closest to heaven on earth—
calm, peaceful, friendly, welcoming, beautiful, easy on the
wallet—there are some things that are bothersome or
incur a hard time getting used to here. Of course, my likes
and dislikes probably differ from yours … so, what annoys
or frustrates me may be perfectly acceptable to you and
others. For some, these queixas aren’t applicable. And,
sooner or later, we come to grips with this stuff.

and, after giving you their once-over, they’re helpful …
if not always happy. Despite the hoops you may have
to jump through over and again—often because things
are done one way in this region and another in that—it
helps to remind yourself of how efficient transactions are
with the Multibanco, how practical the Finanças portal
online is, how prudent ways exist for consumers to resolve
complaints apart from suing those we believe have
wronged us.

We are acculturating to another country’s norms,
traditions, and expectations. Critiques such as this typically
aren’t found in tourist or relocation guides … nor asked
about and answered in most Facebook groups. Hopefully,
some will learn from these anecdotes and be better
prepared for the grit and grist, the grain of living abroad.

Banking It just doesn’t seem fair that we must pay banks
here for the privilege of holding and using our money to
invest in their ventures.

We love Portugal for what it is, not what it isn’t, and have
no intention of leaving. And, certainly, not all “foreigners”
have difficulty dealing with what we may consider
nuisances.
Here’s my list of what irks, irritates, and/or inconveniences
me in Iberia.
Allergens. Never in my life have I had allergies—until
moving to Portugal. I don’t know what’s in the air, but
I cannot stop sneezing and sniffling or rubbing my
itchy eyes. Likely, it has to do with all the dust. Good
heavens, you can dust something—a mirror, furniture,
countertops—today and it will be back within 24 hours.
Spontaneous generation? Included in this category also
are heavy-duty smokers.
Bureaucracy. Yeah, it’s here … and lots of it. More
often than not, however, is that you never really know
which form you need (or forgot to bring) and whom is
the person to speak to when trying to resolve or work
something out. Portuguese people tend to be friendly
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Climate Most people associate Portugal with beaches
and sunshine. Yet Portugal can be cold and damp in
the winter—especially along the Atlantic coastline and
north of Porto. Portugal is a long country and regions
like the Algarve and Alentejo have different climates. For
that matter, Portugal’s climate is fickle: you can drive just

ten or fifteen minutes and find yourself surrounded by
completely different weather. Cobblestone streets are
very pretty—some with really cool designs—but be very
careful: they’re quite slippery and dangerous when wet.
Cost of living Inflation has hit Portugal, just as it has
other places worldwide. It’s difficult, if not impossible,
for many Portuguese people to afford the cost of living
in places like Lisbon, Porto, and the Algarve … as well as
their suburban towns and villages. No matter where you
live, however, electricity, petrol, and propane (or butane)
are costly in Portugal. Per kilowatt, Portugal is one of the
most expensive countries in Europe. It’s one of the most
expensive countries for taxes and fuel, which leads to a lot
of people who live near the Spanish border driving across
the border to fill up. (Guilty!)
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Ants, Flies, and Creepy-Crawlers Ants are almost
everywhere here in Portugal. Big ones that you find
crawling along your steps and landings. Medium ones
going about their business. Most of all, though, are the
little ones that suddenly appear out of nowhere—entire
armies—near doors, windows, and other entry points,
or marching across your counters. Then, there are the
flies. And gnats. And hovering predators that insist on
following, needling, and targeting us … playing catch me
if you can. I swear, they’re sadistic! The big, fat flies that
buzz the loudest are the lamest, not lasting long against
our arsenal of mechanical and chemical weaponry. It’s the
smaller, quicker ones that are the nastiest. Darting around,
playing hide-and-seek, they’ll find you, wherever you
are—especially the loo!
Customs and Deliveries The challenge of getting things
delivered—albeit an online purchase, a package or letter
from overseas—is a constant complaint among expats
and immigrants. CTT, the public postal service, receives
more complaints than any other “service.” As for customs,

the fees charged for anything imported from outside the
EU are so high that it’s not unusual for import charges
(taxes) to equal the value of the product purchased (or
gifted) and sometimes much more. Even gifts clearly
handmade by family members abroad are stopped,
searched, valued at more than they could ever be sold for,
and slapped with stiff import charges. And, even if you
agree to pay these charges or they have been prepaid,
it can take weeks—and even months—to get your
deliveries released from Portuguese customs.
Employment Portugal traditionally attracts older expats,
especially retirees. There’s a reason for that: People don’t
usually come to Portugal to work; salaries are low even
by European standards … and there are only a limited
number of job opportunities here. Many people are
bringing work with them—whether digital nomads or
working remotely for clients outside of Portugal—while
young or middle-aged foreigners are cultivating the land
and selling its produce or starting a growing business of
their own: food-related or beauty salons.
Home construction—primarily concrete and cement—
leaves much to be desired in terms of insulation. Think
drywall (sheetrock/plasterboard): Remember how easy it
was to hang pictures and whatever on our walls? Better
tool up with a pneumatic drill, lots of drill bits, anchors,
a hammer, and pliers! Most houses throughout Portugal
have strong interior cement walls … making painting and
artwork-hanging time-consuming challenges. Portuguese
houses can be extremely cold in the winter, as most
properties don’t have central heating (or, sometimes,
heating of any kind), so you may find yourself bundling up,
layering, and wearing gloves inside in an attempt to keep
warm. That’s not an exaggeration! Of course, you can find
warm properties—especially newer builds and houses with
insulation and central heating within central cities. If there’s
any prejudice or distinction at all among the Portuguese,
it’s based on where one lives: in the city or the “campo.”
Mold Regardless of the barricades used to keep it away,
come the colder months of the year, you’ll do constant
battle with mold. Typically, it appears looking like damp
shadows on your ceilings and walls (Brits refer to it as “the
damp”); but then it gets dank and darker. Mold multiplies
and spreads almost everywhere—even inside closets and
wardrobes, attaching itself to our clothes. It’s definitely
not healthy. Opening windows often to the cold, wet,
and wind increases ventilation and helps to minimize
mold. Nevertheless, you’re going to need a step ladder
(or larger), spray bottle, cleaning rags, and face masks to
tackle what’s stubbornly intruded and settled in.
Domestic animals Many of us love dogs and cats.
Except when we step in their discharges. Poop in the
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towels, and/or tissues, so I need to use whatever’s on hand
for unintended purposes or make a quick dash into the
other gender’s WC.

photo: The Portugal Resident

streets is the most common problem, followed by noise.
Dogs barking through the night can be an issue in the
countryside, as well as in residential areas, where it’s not
unusual for people to leave their dogs on their apartment
balconies or chained up somewhere outside.
(Some) Portuguese Drivers Once they get their licenses,
all hell breaks loose. About half of native Portuguese
drivers are courteous and follow the laws in their roadside
behavior. The remaining 50% are divided, again, in half:
About 25% are speed demons and road hogs, kissing your
car’s butt—regardless of whether (or not) they ultimately
decide to pass you. The other 25% are slow pokes who
drive 50 km/h in 90 km/h zones and 90 km/h on highways
designated as 120 km/h Both types of drivers—speed
demons and slow pokes—straddle more than one lane
and typically drive in the wrong lane through roundabouts
… sailing from the inside (left) lane to exit right, cutting
you off without so much as a signal. Signal indicators are
rarely used. Touch parking is common in the cities, and
everywhere in Portugal people often park—or doublepark—diagonally across two or three spaces. Roundabout
ramifications need more explanation.
Public Restrooms I get it: the owners and landlords are
trying to save money. But how many times do I need to
dance the Macarena, waving my arms and stomping my
feet, because the motion-sensor lights are scheduled to turn
off after 20 seconds. There’s either no toilet paper, paper
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Roundabouts, Parking, and Lack of Consideration
Some people swear by roundabouts and their greater
efficiency over traffic lights. Others, like me, dislike them—
especially the big ones with traffic coming at you from
nine different directions and nary a driver courteous
enough to let you in. Panic attack territory is when there’s
a series of these circles from hell … one after another.
Even my GPS with its brilliant British accent can’t keep
up. Before you know it, you’ve missed the seventh exit
and find yourself lost along the way. And to add insult to
near injury, there are pedestrian crosswalks within meters
of the exit—an accident waiting to happen. Similarly
terrifying are Portuguese parking lots—often with tight,
awkward spaces between concrete posts that make it
almost impossible to open your doors, let alone back out.
They’re breeding grounds for inconsiderate parkers. Is
there any reason why two cars must take up three parking
spots? Park horizontally in vertical spaces? Or for drivers to
park diagonally in well-defined areas, often sticking their
vehicles dangerously into the traffic lane, where cars are
traveling in both directions, even though arrows clearly
indicate which (one) way they’re supposed to move?

photo: Public Domain

Restaurants I can’t complain about the restaurants here
because I don’t eat foods I don’t like and don’t patronize
places where I’ve had less than favorable experiences.
Being fussy, however, I wonder why so many restaurants
bring only one menu to a table where there are two or
more people seated? Must we take turns looking at the
same menu? And why look the other way when people
are smoking (inside), despite all the signage saying
Prohibido Fumar? On another account, I still haven’t come
to grips with how much to tip. In the USA, at least 15%
is expected and 20% or more is the norm. It’s taken me

almost four years to leave a euro (5%) for a €20 restaurant
tab without suffering pangs of guilt.

climates, scenery, and topography. “Temperate” weather.
Abundant arts and architecture. Safety and security.
Quality of life. Strong expat/immigrant communities
throughout the country. Fairy tale towns and villages.
And, definitely, among the best bakeries and pastry shops
in the world.
Certainly, I’m not the only one who dislikes suffering
from common allergies … ants, flies, and creepy crawlers
… losing money that’s meant to be saved … extreme
weather conditions … paying more for less … money pit
construction … mold … inconsiderate behavior … and
systemic abuses. Actually, I hear many of the Portuguese
complaining about the very same things!
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Toll Roads Even though Portugal has lowered the “taxas”
on some of its highways and toll roads, that’s not the
point. The money to build these great thoroughfares was
given to Portugal by the European Union in an effort to
improve its infrastructure. Many Portuguese (especially)
argue that Portugal has no right to charge us for the
privilege of using these EU-funded roads. A corollary
(subsidiary?) to this is that trucks—especially those
designated as “longo” or “excepcional”—exit the highways
when they know there are tolls ahead. Instead, they use
parallel routes (like National and IS-designated ones),
causing traffic jams, accidents when other vehicles try to
get ahead of them by leapfrogging (despite what they
can’t see ahead), and tearing up these roads not designed
to carry such loads ... all without financial responsibility.
Plastic Three times each week, the two of us need to
dispose of our plastic recyclables. Guess which bin—the
blue, green, or yellow one—is always overflowing? I
thought Portugal already passed bills outlawing singleuse plastics … like shopping bags, bottles of water, and
soft drinks. Perhaps I just don’t understand how the
political system works here. Was it just a bill the ministers
considered? Or was—and is—it actually the law now?
Why are so many stores and shops (big ones, at that!) still
using plastic bags? Why are so many “single-use” liquids
still bottled in plastic? And why is there so much plastic
wrapping inside and out? For goodness sakes, why must
we unravel all that plastic packaging around our plastic
water bottles—only to discover that it’s really difficult
to unscrew the caps because of some unknown law that
requires adding a small but tenacious plastic strip that
makes screwing open the cap so difficult?

So, I’ll end this soliloquy where I began, repeating that—
despite these minor challenges and inconveniences—we
love Portugal and have no intention of moving away.
Nevertheless, there are those who are going to find fault,
complain, and deplore me and my words with a variety
of curious, finger-pointing comments … like, “Go back to
your country!”
Have at it.

image: iloveportugal.com.pt

Bruce is publisher and creative director of
Portugal Living Magazine.

Ironically, my good list about Portugal is much, much
longer … but can be summarized in a single paragraph:
We love Portugal because of its friendly people, accepting
of foreigners. Its diverse landscapes with a variety of
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Devouring Évora ...
For the Time Traveller
Story and photos by Winston Chou

“Évora has succeeded absolutely in defending the past
without doing so at the expense of the present.”
José Saramago, Journey to Portugal
Megalíthica
A 90-minute bus ride from Lisbon takes us back in time
eight thousand years. Our visit to the city of Ebora (Évora)
begins with a tour of three archeological sites given by
Mário Carvalho of Ebora Megalíthica and an overview
of the pre-historic constructions dusted around the
compelling landscape of the Alentejo.
Our first stop is the Cromeleque dos Almendres, which
dates from about 6,000 BCE. After watching several
YouTube videos previewing the site, we are shocked
to find it barren and deeply eroded. We arrive at midmorning, so the shadows are cast to the northwest. The
scene is double-ringed with several dozen standing
stones of varying heights, all human scale, roughly
arranged to create an enclosed ellipse with the feel of a
camp site.
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A few of the rounded markers display eerie symbols,
barely legible in the wash of the sunshine. Mário curates
them and conjures images: rings, crescents (moons),
and hooks (shepherd staﬀs). We hear stories of early

agrarian cultures,
the success of
their seasons
implanted in
the motion of
the planet. In
the sharp light
against the
craggy limbs of
the cork oaks,
the Cromeleque
creates a striking
counterpoint.

Such a shame that these sites are not under the proper
care of some local authority. Mário’s excellent expositions
are tinged with regret that the local monuments are
in serious danger, with no plan to preserve or protect
them—the archeologist’s version of saudade.

Next stop is
the Menhir dos
Almendres, a fourmeter monolith
about 1,400
meters to the southeast, marking the rise of the sun at the
summer solstice as viewed from the Cromeleque. Another
menhir marks the winter solstice, at about the same
distance, but to the northeast.
Mário tells us that scientists know the height and
orientation of the stones, all re-erected, by studying the
“sockets” preserved in the geology. For example, one
stone’s orientation is incorrect, as the hook markings
(barely visible in the shadows of the flattened surface)
should be facing east, toward the morning sun.
The last stop is
Anta Grande do
Zambujeiro, a
tomb complex
where several
skeletons were
found, part of
some ceremonial
burial, dating from
about 3,500 BCE.
Some large, irregular elements
remain in the
typical layout for
dolmen (burial
structures) in
the area. With a
wide, flat stone
at the back, three narrower stones on each side, and
the low, east-facing entry passage, they form a kind of
flattened octagon. All told, the Anta is the size of a small,
three-story townhouse.

Romano
Our mid-day is spent exploring the city. Leaping from
Neolithic to Roman, we find the Templo Romano de Évora
in the center of town. Its nickname, the Templo de Diana,
is not quite proper.
The Corinthian capitals are amazingly clean and white;
the columns are deeply fluted and catch the noon sun.
At various times in history a fortification, mosque, church,
and açougue (butcher shop), it now stands, romantically, as
a restored ruin. Just a few columns remain of this hexastilo
temple; if a typical double-square, it should have eleven
columns per side, and we try to pace them oﬀ. The crumbled
steps at the southeast, toward the nearby Museu de Évora,
mark the hall’s entrance; so the columns actually form the
backside. The open space in front acts as a kind of praça da
cidade. It’s a sign of the city’s dedication to leave the area
“empty,” where one may envision the rest of the urban
landscape complete … leaving room for the imagination.
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Built in the early fourteenth century, the Claustros, like
the main structure, are heavy, gothic passages, with
ribbed vaults oﬀering enticing glimpses back to the church
and a well-kept courtyard. The compound includes a
simple yet solemn chapel for the founding bishop. We find
a tightly spiraled staircase in another corner and make
our way up, where there are more impressive views down
to the buttresses, as well as across the Alentejo.

Reconquista
We march down the hill in search of lunch, past the
souvenir shops along Rua 5 de Outubro, to the Praça do
Giraldo, the “new” city square. The praça is anchored on one
end by the Igreja de Santo Antão, and (perhaps ironically?)
on the other by the Banco de Portugal encircled by shady
arcades and a lively collection of café chairs and umbrellas.
The praça is named for Giraldo Sem Pavor (Geraldo the
Fearless). Local legend holds that, in 1165, the outlaw
Giraldo emancipated the city of Yaburah from the Moors
during the Reconquista—seeking a pardon from his
misdeeds: he decapitated the guards standing watch after
nightfall and marched his army past the city gate. It’s quite
a picturesque spot to memorialize such a brutal deed!
“The traveller has reached Évora. Here he finds the
famous Giraldo Square with its leaping cavalier or
cavalier leaper who, to obtain pardon from Afonso
Henriques for his crimes and misdemeanours, decided
to conquer Évora. He obtained it through skilful
dexterity and the Moorish innocence which had left
only an old man and his daughter on guard in their
fortress who, if the truth were told, weren’t on guard
at all, but rather were sound asleep when old Sem
Pavor beheaded them in a fit of piety. Poor little girl.”
José Saramago, Journey to Portugal.
Gótico
After lunch, back up the hill, and near the Templo is
the Sé, the Cathedral of Évora, which dates from the
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. The church asks
its visitors to follow a specific path: Torre, Claustros, e
Catedral. So, we start at the top. The tops of the bell
towers are capped by cones covered in colorful slates and
bright ochre moss. Above the crossing is an imposing,
octagonal stone turret, leaving just enough room to slide
along the battlements and onto the other wings. From
the perimeter, we enjoy unobstructed, distant views in
all directions … which reinforces my theory that the best
miradouros in Portugal are on the roofs of churches.
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Inside, the Catedral is remarkably plain, with even-cut,
grey stones, and clean, sharp mortar lines. Awkwardly,
there is a kind of “altar,” bright gold and crowding the left
side of the main nave, with an astonishing figure of the
pregnant virgin. Above her sits an unsettling egg-headed
figure of the Salvador do Mundo. We place ourselves
against the nearby candle stands and look up to see if a
perspective trick is at play. But no, there is no trick; He is

egg-headed. Assuming
this is an Annunciation
(Her banner reads, “Ecce
ancilla doomini”), we look
for Gabriel and find him
on the opposite column,
on a carved bracket. It is
a uniquely creative way
to activate the space
between worshippers.
Above this centerpiece,
toward the front of the
church, is a remarkable
pipe organ with vertical
and horizontal horns.
Moving to the apse,
the chapels on either side of the nave have some nicely
ornamented components, but the Capela-Mor (main chapel
or altar) seems starkly out of place: a highly decorated,
classically baroque “moral” to an otherwise humble,
unembellished gothic story.
A pair of gated chapels stand to each side of the choir,
facing the transepts and framed by false-perspective
barrel-vaults. In this case, the perspective eﬀect is a
triumph, particularly when looking down the aisle from
the front of the church.

Século Dezassete
Our last stop in Évora is the Capela dos Ossos, inside the
Mosteiro de São Francisco. We so enjoyed our macabre
visit to the crypt at the Igreja de São Francisco in Porto, we
consider this a must-see. The Capela is a large, vaulted
room trimmed with human bones. We especially value
the bones that delineate the pilasters and embedded
arches, and the skulls that set oﬀ the vaults—like an oversized egg-and-dart moulding.

Inquisição
Another site of interest is the Palácio da Inquisição. Évora
is listed as one of the most active sites for the Tribunal
do Santo Ofício da Inquisição Portuguesa, which started in
the early sixteenth century and lasted nearly 300 years.
The local cultural oﬃce (Fundação Eugénio de Almeida)
has taken over the building, now is a very modern
community center.
A town famous
for its Capela dos
Ossos ought to play
up the Palácio, but
almost all evidence
of this dark past is
absent. There are
good views out to
the Templo, and
the ceilings in the
Sala do Tribunal
and the Cubículo
do Inquisidor are
restored; but the
rest is fresh, new
exhibit space along
with tidy restrooms.

Another item of note is the tile wainscotting in the
antechamber; the colorful patterns and cherubs don’t
quite prepare us for the masonry motifs inside. There are
two mummies that the monks used to hang as a further
reminder of our limited time on earth. Because of the
pandemic, only ten living people are permitted in the
space at a time.
We linger and commune with the immortal.
Winston Chou is an architect,
technology professional, and educator.
He retired in 2019 and moved to Lisbon
to travel, write, and draw. He loves
the colors and history of Portugal, but
misses going to the ball park.
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On Wine and War
From Kyiv to Altenjo
Story and photos by Alastair Leithead
The quiet vineyards and olive groves of southern
Portugal are about as far from the war in Ukraine
as imaginable.
At Herdade do Rocim’s winery, the silence of the
rolling Alentejo hills is only broken by the chirping
of the little birds which feature so prominently on
their wine labels.
But the story of a family fleeing for their lives, a
week-long journey across Europe, and the dreams,
ambitions, and livelihoods crushed by the Russian
invasion are now close to home even here.

The boardgame Winespiration, produced in three languages, is now looking for
a production partner.
Photo: Jenia Nikolaichuk

As millions of Ukrainians have been forced to flee and
to depend on the generosity and kindness of strangers,
it was the extended family of wine which brought
Eugenia Nikolaichuk from a basement in Kyiv to a wine
cellar in Alentejo.

daughter and you hear all kind of explosions. So, we
escaped on the second or third day,” Jenia told us.
The family fled west and stayed close to the Romanian
border for three weeks, “just to know that … in case of
escalation of conflict we could just run away.”
From there, the wine industry network stepped in, and
Rocim winemaker Pedro Ribeiro offered Jenia a job and a
place to stay. After a week of travel, they made it to Alentejo.
“It’s my third time in Portugal, and I’m totally in love with
Portugal and totally in love with the cuisine, with people,
with nature,” she said.
“I always worked with wineries, but I didn’t have any
experience of working inside the winery, so I want to
believe it’s a great opportunity for me … I pretend it’s like
a mentorship internship.”

Herdade do Rocim winemaker Pedro Ribeiro welcomed Jenia and her
family to Alentejo.

Two days before the war, 35-year-old Jenia was partying
in the country’s capital where she owned the Like a Local’s
Wine Bar chain, taught at wine schools, and had developed
a board game to help people learn more about wine.
Now she is working at Herdade do Rocim in Alentejo and
staying in the company guesthouse with her seven-yearold daughter Nika, her mother Inga, and niece Victoria.
“It’s not easy, to sit underground in … it wasn’t even
a bomb shelter. I used to sit in the cellar with a small
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We met Jenia on a podcast recording trip to the Vila de
Frades area of Alentejo which is known for its modern
approach to talha winemaking—using Roman-style clay
amphorae—and for Pedro Ribeiro’s €1,000-a-bottle
wine Júpiter.
The other country known for amphorae winemaking
dating back to Roman times is Georgia where it’s called
qvevri, and it’s a tradition that has also recently been
revived in Ukraine.
Jenia’s Like a Local’s Wine Bar only served Ukrainianproduced wine and, before the invasion, the number of
winemakers and vineyards was increasing.
“The great thing about Ukrainian wine is it’s just starting
… we are still trying to find our identity,” said Jenia.
“We have a lot of international grapes, of course, but we
have started to pay attention to our own grapes.

after weeks of
bombardment, and
a video of vineyards
set on fire by
Russian troops.

“One of the most
interesting is
Telti Kuruk—a
white grape,
an interesting
grape—I would
say it’s something
between
Sauvignon Blanc
and Chardonnay.”
Their most famous
black grape variety
is Odessa Black,
named after the
port city which is
now a tragically
familiar symbol
of the Russian
bombardment in
the country’s south.

Vineyards in southern Ukraine have been directly in the line of fire.

“It’s a cross of Alicante Bouschet and Cabernet Sauvignon.
You don’t have a lot of Alicante Bouschet anywhere in
the world except here in Portugal … so that’s another
interesting thing for me,” she said.
Five years ago there was only one producer Jenia could
find officially on the market—last year there were 33 at
Odessa Wine Week Fair—but most of Ukraine’s vineyards
are in the south and have been directly in the line of fire.
Jenia showed us text messages from some of her
winemaker friends, including one who escaped Mariupol

Photo: Jenia Nikolaichuk via WhatsApp

“I had a project
there—a private
label—we made
a small amount
of wine together
with my face on
the label, but now
there is nothing
left. Even in World
War Two the
Nazis stole from
wineries, but they
didn’t destroy. Why
do they do this?”

While working at Rocim, Jenia hopes to find a global
producer for Winespiration—the board game she
invented and produced in Ukrainian, Russian, and English
to help people learn more about wine.
“Up until the end of February I had big plans, starting to
sell it on Amazon and any other marketplaces to sell it in
USA, and maybe UK.
“As soon as I will find a new place to produce it, I hope I will
have an opportunity to sell it worldwide as I planned before.”
She is hugely grateful for the help she’s received in
Portugal and from Herdade do Rocim.
“That’s a big support for us because,
unfortunately, we lost everything. And now
we should start our life from zero point.”

Interviewing Eugenia Nikolaichuck (Jenia) at Herdade do Rocim in Alentejo

British ex-BBC foreign
correspondent Alastair
Leithead and his Swedish/
Portuguese wife, Ana
Leithead Spross, have
given up international
globetrotting careers in journalism and
diplomacy to create a home off the grid
deep in rural Portugal after years of living
all over the world. Every day throws up a
new problem, expense, challenge, or little
moment of delight that makes it seem all
worthwhile. Subscribe to his blog at
https://alastairleithead.substack.com.
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My Story:
Descendants of the Soil
Story and photo by Dexter Tyson

M

y wife and I were on our first visit to Portugal (Madeira),
in part, for our seventh anniversary. Though we chose
to go to Portugal (from Miami), there was also another
big reason we chose Portugal: My wife and I are from the
Caribbean—she from Guyana and me from St. Thomas in
the U.S Virgin Islands. My parents, however, are from the
Caribbean islands of St. Kitts (father) and Nevis (mother). I
mention this for a reason, so, read on …
While I was born on St. Thomas, I was raised on the island
of St. Kitts with my father’s mother. While she was through
and through a “Kittitian” woman in every way, there was
one distinguishing feature she had that a little boy like me
did not quite notice: she was “white!” I had no idea why at
the time, especially since I never met either of her parents,
who were long deceased before I was born.
Later in life, I heard rumors, from an uncle, her son and
my father’s brother, that “her people” were from Portugal;
but I was not terribly interested back then. I knew where
Portugal was on a map, but at the time [*yawn*]. For the
record, I eventually discovered “her people” came from
Madeira. Today, because of the Internet and sites like
Ancestry.com and DNA testing, her link, as well as mine, to
Portugal, were indeed accurate. Her ancestor was a Mary
de Jesus from Madeira who migrated to St. Kitts in the
mid-1800s.

S

ome years later, I was prodding my mother about her
father (born in Nevis), whom I met twice, but never
really knew. Eventually, I learned that “his people” also
came from Portugal (Madeira), also in the mid-1800s. My
mom’s ancestor was da Costa from Madeira, with Jewish
descent, proven through my DNA test.
On my second visit to Guyana, I met my wife’s maternal
grandmother, who was rather forthcoming with family
information (which was not the case in my family). She
rattled off information about her mother’s family and then
we got around to her father’s side. Somewhere into the
conversation, she revealed that her paternal grandfather
was a “Joseph (José) Teixeira Doria from Madeira.” Telling
me that her grandfather was from Portugal was not really a
surprise, as I had since learned that many Madeirans moved
to British Guiana (today’s Guyana) back in the mid-1800s.
What surprised me, however, was her specifying Madeira,
as many people on this side of the world are not often
aware of a place called Madeira.
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Mr. Jose Teixeira
Doria, likely of
Jewish descent,
Dexter and Shaunée
migrated from
Madeira to British Guiana (Demerara) in 1901. Within a
few weeks, we also discovered that my wife’s mother’s
father was a grandchild of a Marques from Madeira.

A

s you can tell in this relatively short explanation, my
wife and I are both great great grands of four people
who came to the Caribbean region from Madeira. Madeira
is literally in our blood, and a trip there felt like a trip back
home with an instant “spiritual” connection. An island, it
reminds me of what I have known visually because I was
born on an island and grew up on two of them.
To my surprise, this bit of Portuguese history seems to be
little known on either side of this mass migration story.
I attribute this to the fact that many of these Madeirans
never returned to Madeira in those days and started new
families in their new Caribbean, American, and Canadian
locations and beyond. In some cases, the men had
children with local women; but due to the racial climate
of the time, many did not claim their offspring, effectively
cutting off critical links to knowledge of Madeira. This
happened in my family as well as my wife’s. There are
also accounts of some of these Madeirans changing their
surnames, removing any hint of their Portuguese origins.
My da Costa ancestor did this when he inexplicably
changed his surname to “Marshall,” a name passed down
to my own mother, his great granddaughter.
If not for my curiosity, persistence, and some oral history
mentions, I would probably have never come to the
realization of this wealth of information that would spark a
pilgrimage, if you will, back to where it all started for four
individuals from Madeira who braved the Atlantic in search
of a better life; away from the turmoil of their homeland
at the time. That more detailed story, with the history—
full of fascinating additional details, going back to the
Middle Ages in Genoa, Seville, and mainland Portugal—I
will be telling in a longer version of this story. For now, we
continue to bask in the glow of a rich history we are proud
to be a part of and, perhaps, one day soon, we will take the
place of our ancestors on the island they once called home.
We are not “plain old” potential expats, but, rather,
descendants of the soil.

Neighbors
Stories and photos submitted
“It has taken more than a
month to transform a bitter
pill into the medicine I didn’t
know I needed,” confesses
Dante Langston.
While finishing his application
to become a resident of
Portugal, somebody somewhere changed a rule about
the exchange of driver licenses for people coming from
countries outside of the European Union. It seems the USA
never signed on to the Vienna Convention on Road Traffic
(concluded 1977), and Portugal was slowly complying.
“The result being that I could no longer get an
endorsement for riding a motorcycle without taking a
test, written and practical, in Portuguese. Taking and
failing the driving test here isn’t cheap and the penalty is
that they charge even more the next time you take it.”
Rather than beat his head against a Portuguese stone wall,
Dante made a choice: He sold his frisky Benelli and bought
a Yamaha 125 cc motorbike. Evidently, the motor vehicle
rules here allow anyone, untrained and unexperienced, to
ride a small scooter or very small motorcycle.
“I am not complaining. I am thankful to be here in
Portugal. And like most American immigrants I know, I
came here to live a slower pace, anyhow!”
“I love Lisbon,” says Al Toth with wife
Christina, who live in Cascais. “But our
restaurant is up these stairs!”
Portugal Living Magazine
contributor and editor
Rosalie Rayburn’s new
novel, The Power of Rain, has just been
published and is available now on Amazon.
The novel is a mystery set in contemporary
New Mexico where a tough, young reporter,
Elizabeth “Digger” Doyle, has a nose for uncovering
political intrigue. And there’s plenty of that in a town
where developers call all the shots.
When an environmental group contacts Digger about
her campaign to stop a road that threatens a historic
Spanish chapel, the reporter is determined to expose how
sprawl development is harming the fragile landscape. But
she hadn’t counted on falling for activist Maria Ortiz, a
Hispanic artist fighting to save the area’s heritage.

Living with bureaucracy in
Coimbra’s Centros de Saúde
and on the SNS website, Ken
Pisichko shares his saga:
“I received an SMS stating I
was now eligible for my Covid
booster. The doctor said to
go to my Centro de Saúde in Celas. There, they said I had
to go to another site—so I went there … to the one that
used to be the old pediatric hospital, where they only
make appointments on Tuesday. So, on Tuesday, I miss
my class at UC and go to make an appointment for next
Friday’s booster. Yup, bureaucracy!
“I went to the National SNS site using the app. On the
website was a paragraph: To be vaccinated, just go directly
to the vaccination center or the health center. Check the
opening hours of the vaccination point here.
“Of course, clicking the ‘here’ button I received this
response: Ooops, page not found! Or in Portuguese: Página
não encontrada.
“Finally, I received an email from the nurse. It took two
more emails with her to obtain the correct address
for the “correct” centro de saúde. The name Centro de
Saúde-Celas includes several different addresses!”
“I currently have Exhale Healthy Coffee every morning
(from the UK)—it’s a subscription that is roasted and
ground the day it ships, and is organic and mycotoxinfree,” begins Emma Brooke.
“I’m in the process of applying for my visa and am
conscious that when I move, I won’t be able to have
this anymore. “Is there anything like it in Portugal?
(Subscription, ideally, but otherwise just something I can
buy online or locally around Ericeira … healthy, organic,
and mycotoxin free)?” she asks.
A woman who will remain unnamed posted this on
Facebook: “My husband and I never have been in Portugal,
but we are moving there next month. We are a little bit
worried about offending people with our behavior, because
we simply don’t know what’s expected and not. With your
experience,” she asked, what shouldn’t we do there?”
Among the standout replies was this one: “We are very
tolerant. Just look around and try to blend in. Be polite
and everyone will appreciate your effort.” Another
amazing reply: “Never eat a Pastel de Nata with a spoon,
unless you are under the age of eight.”
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Others also prepare for
relocating to Portugal before
leaving their homelands. Take
the case of Cindy Cooke, who
now lives in Coimbra. In this
photo taken while still in the
USA, she’s practicing how to live
without a clothes dryer or outdoor clothesline in Portugal.
“I don’t have an outside area for drying in Coimbra, so this
practice in the US didn’t pay off,” she admits. “Instead, I
found a fabulous laundry service from Sonia Costa. Pick up,
delivery, always spectacular service, and speaks enough
English (better than my Portuguese). No worry about rain
or delicates hanging in the bathroom and living room.”
“With its very varied countryside, Portugal
is a wonderful place for butterflies,” shares
Steve Andrews, who’s literally written
the book on the subject. “The country has
some very rare species, including two that
became extinct in the UK. The good news is
that one species has been sighted again in
the UK and, in Portugal, both have survived.”
Butterflies are declining fast in many parts of the
world today, for myriad reasons: pesticides, changes in
agriculture, habitat destruction, and climate change have
all taken their toll.
“For butterflies to thrive, they need the right plants for
their caterpillars,” explains Andrews, who lives in Sesimbra.
“If you have a garden, plant it to attract butterflies. They
gather nectar from many flowers and shrubs: Zinnias,
Pride of Madeira, Cosmos, Verbenas, and Rosemary spring
to mind. Let’s help the butterflies and see more of these
winged wonders flying in Portugal!”
“As an administrator of Facebook group
Expats in Portugal Q&A, and owner of the
www.BuyProperty.com property portal, I
see everyone’s questions, many of which are
asked quite often,” says Scott Kirk.
“I thought it might be useful to put together
some documents to answer those which are
most frequently-asked.”
Topics include tipping in Portugal, visas, taking your
stuff with you, transferring your driver’s license, steps
for buying a property, etc. “They’re both free, no strings
attached,” says Scott, noting “hope they can help!”
For your free copy of Moving to Portugal and Buying a
Property in Portugal, visit https://buyproperty.com/en/
properties.php.
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“For those of you still contemplating a
move to Portugal, I want to pass on a
little bit of information that might be
helpful,” offers David Lewis Bantz. “We
moved to the Pinhal neighborhood
of Obidos almost 18 months ago, and
I am estimating that, in our portion
of Pinhal, there are about 175-200 homes. Since Sharie
and I arrived, we have met so many of our neighbors, that
I am sure we know more people than either of us had ever
known in any former neighborhood where we each had
lived for many years. I estimate that we know at least 45
neighbors by name, and another 30, but without knowing
their names. And, we know about 15, or more dogs. The
vast majority of our neighborhood is native Portuguese,
and fortunately, for us, speak at least some English. So, if
you are willing to make an effort to meet people here, I
guarantee you that this will not be a problem.”
Ever thought about giving up your
job and moving into the middle of
nowhere in the Portuguese countryside? That’s what Ana & Al have done
in search of great wine.
The globetrotting former war correspondent and ex-diplomat couple
have decided making wine will be their big new adventure.
But knowing little more than P stands for Port and that
V stands for Vinho Verde, they are quenching a thirst for
knowledge by going on a Portuguese wine pilgrimage.
Find out for yourself the secret the world’s wine experts
have already discovered: that Portugal is not just a
treasure trove of high-end fine wines, but home to some
of the best value for money vinhos in the world.
Subscribe to get full access to the newsletter and website.
Laurentius and Tiago started out around five years ago,
first as a real estate mediation business … then, when the
pandemic struck, as a full-service construction business as
well (the two disciplines go well together).
“My wife and I lived in India, China, and Saudi Arabia
following our university education. Cheng is from China
(Beijing). So, after 25 years as real expats doing large
construction projects for multinationals, the China
Import-Export Bank, and Saudi government, we decided
Beijing was a tad too busy; so, for the sake of contrast, we
moved to Faial. We did know the Azores as we visited a
few times before.
“Tiago was spokesperson and press secretary for the
Communist Party of the Azores for ten years and wanted

to make a change in life and I offered
him a partner position in the company,”
says Laurentius. “He made the switch
seamlessly. Now, we are the realtor for
higher-end properties … selling mainly to
international buyers, but also locals.
“We are now 11 in total. Doing
construction, selling houses and land. It
has been a rollercoaster—and with 40%
year on year increase in turnover—we are
not yet done … We live with five horses,
four donkeys, 21 chicken, five cats, two
dogs, and more to come!”
My name is João
Gama, I’m a visual
artist and I live in
Castelo Branco. I
started my artistic
journey in this city
and from an early
age I explored different expressions,
including drawing, painting, ceramics
and even music. I studied Visual Arts at
Amato Lusitano High School and at the
same time collaborated with the Typical
Alcains Orchestra that my father conducts
and other local groups and choirs. Later,
I entered the Faculty of Fine Arts at the
University of Lisbon, where I majored
in Sculpture and did a Master’s Degree
in Painting. Currently, I am completing
my PhD in Painting and develop cultural
projects in rural areas, in the Beira-Baixa
region, in collaboration with various
municipalities and local communities.
“When I paint nature, I imprint on the
paintbrushes my inner nature, because for
me, making art is a profession and at the
same time a way of life that reflects what
I am humanly. Whether it’s on my most
personal work or on the custom murals and
panels I paint, Mother Nature and human
nature are two ever present constants. I am
inspired by the places I walk, the dreams
I remember, the memories I hold and the
past that is before me. For this reason, I feel
a certain affinity with romanticism painting
and classical art (in general).”
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Are You Setting Yourself Up for ...
Expat Failure?
Story and chart by Deborah Dahab
To say that a move abroad is a major life-event is an
understatement. Pretty much everything in your life as
you know it will change. Your address, the language you
speak, the food you eat, the water you drink, the bedroom
you sleep in, the channels you watch on TV … and the list
goes on and on.
There’s a lot on the line, too. Being away from family
and friends—relationships that took a lifetime to build.
Expenses with packing, shipping objects, paperwork.
I think it would be fair to say that when we move abroad,
the investment is enormous—financially, emotionally,
physically, and energetically. And it’s hard sometimes to
measure if it’s worth it—if our move is successful or not.
When I was starting out my expat coaching business, I
decided to research the statistics of failure—and what
it meant. I wanted to understand how big (or small) the
problem was of not adjusting to a new country.
I knew very well what expat failure meant in my own life.
Having had a terrible experience the first time I moved
to Portugal, I knew first-hand what it meant to feel completely out of place and unhappy. I knew all about the
toll it took in my life—on all levels—to feel unhappy with
where I was living, not having a clue as to WHY I was feeling so unhappy or how to make it better.
So, I started a quest to find out if there were statistics
about this. I wanted to understand if I was an unfortunate
outlier in a sea of expat bliss … or if other people also
suffered as I did.
After digging a bit into the expat literature provided by
years getting my Master’s in Intercultural Psychology, I
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came across a statistic that up to 40% of international
assignments in corporate settings failed.
And for the companies involved, the cost of each
employee that fails is estimated as US $300,000. Almost
half of the people who go to another country with the
structure of a corporation fail. When I found that out, it
blew my mind!
So, I dug into what exactly they meant by failure. In this
corporate setting, expat failure means that an employee
in an international assignment fails when she goes back
to her original country before the end of the assignment.
Now, that led me to think about how many people are
unhappy and unproductive, but never actually “fail.” The
number might even double.
The next step I took was to research the reasons WHY
people fail.
The report says that the most important reason for failure
was “because employees and their families can’t adjust to
the local culture and environment.”
Granted, this report was done in corporate settings and
many of us move on our own. So, will this still apply? In
my opinion, based on my experience working with clients
for the past six years, not only it will apply—it is even
more relevant.
When we are moving on your own, we don’t have a
company paying for our relocation, do we? It’s all on
us. And we are also responsible for all the decisions
and their consequences. That increases the stakes, the
responsibility to get things right, and reduce the risks.

So, how do we increase our chances of success?
Here are some ideas to get you started on a successful
expat journey:
1. Define what you are moving for
I don’t mean a list of all the reasons why you are moving.
Make a statement of what you want to accomplish, what
your goals are, and how you want to live your life in this
new place. This is your unique definition of what success
means for you and your family. This is your measuring
stick, so you can make your own evaluation at the end of
the first year and beyond to check if you are accomplishing what you set out to do. Being clear on your “what
for” gets you through the rough patches because you
know what prize you’re keeping your eyes on.
2. Culture training is not enough
Yes, culture training is important—we all must know
the rules of the new land we’re going to. But knowing
doesn’t necessarily change our emotions, behavior, or
our attitude. I once had a client who knew that people
in his new country were always late for appointments.
He KNEW it was socially acceptable to be 15 minutes
late for a meeting. But every time someone was late,
he got annoyed … and it affected the way he behaved
and his overall well-being. Know your biases and take
off your cultural lens when facing different cultural
norms: that will change the emotion and the behavior.

Learn to SPEAK
Portuguese
with us
• Student-centred courses
• Group lessons / 1:1 / self-study
• Experienced teachers
• Flexible learning
• Focus on pronunciation
• CIPLE exam preparation

View a sample lesson!

portugueselanguagelessons.net
249 302 236 / 969 249 273

3. Prepare, prepare, and prepare
Benjamin Franklin once said, “If you fail to plan, you
plan to fail.” I couldn’t agree more. But here’s the thing:
don’t just prepare paperwork and logistics. Prepare
emotionally, physically, and mentally.
Moving abroad can be stressful, exciting, overwhelming,
and frustrating. All at the same time. Learn the tools to
navigate the preparation with a mindful approach and
your adjustment will be a lot smoother.
Doing all this on your own can be tough. I get it—because
I did it alone, too, and we don’t know what we don’t know.
After going through all these issues myself, I learned the
best ways and tools to deal with these challenges and struggles. Today my work is all about helping other expats and
immigrants prepare for their move to increase their chances
of success—whatever that might be for them. You can get
my free International Relocation Starter Course here: https://
deborahdahabexpatcoach.systeme.io/7c6223bb-6bf68786

Visit Deborah’s website at www.deborahdahab.com and visit her Facebook
group, Expat Connection: Create Your
Best Life Abroad.
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Cars in Portugal
By Nandini Singh and Bruce H. Joffe
It’s rather ironic.
Portugal, one of the poorest countries in the European
Union with wage earners paid far less than their
counterparts elsewhere, finds people increasingly driving
high-end cars—Mercedes, BMWs, Audis, Teslas, and even
a Bentley or two—along its roadways. And not just in the
“bigger and better” spots (i.e., Lisbon, Porto, Algarve), but
throughout its central areas where conventional wisdom
holds that the majority subsists at little more than the
poverty level and most people—especially government
workers—earn little more than minimum wages.
Certainly, people hold onto and keep their cars here
at above average levels: it’s not unusual for vehicles to
accumulate 200,000, 300,000 or more kilometers on their
odometers and they’re still being driven and/or sold. For
the most part, they still look good … and can usually go
another 100Kms. At least.
See all those Renaults from the 1950s and 60s? Many are
still in great condition and serve as the primary means of
motorized transport for Portuguese families. For expats
and immigrants, these “cute” throwbacks are definitely not

Peugeot’s 2008 is currently the best-selling car in Portugal.
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throwaways; many a foreigner cherishes his or her vintage
Renault as a prized possession … a truly special memento
to add to one’s memorabilia collection.
The Portuguese, like almost everyone else, are enamored of
automobiles. Whether they own or yearn for them, cars in
this country—like others—are idols, if not idyllic or legends.
Between hefty advertising of the latest and greatest models
in Carros magazine and the number of its copies sold for
just €1.50 at the newsstand (compared to €3-4 per issue of
glamour and gossip magazines), new cars, especially, are
the fodder of fan mags for both men and women.
Nevertheless, between 2011 and 2021, the average age of
passenger cars in Portugal rose from 10.5 to 13.5 years—
three years older—according to the Associação Automóvel
de Portugal (ACAP). Note that 2011 was the first year
without an incentive program for scrapping old vehicles,
which provided a discount of between 1,000 and 1,250
euros on the purchase of a new car.
For the time I have lived in Portugal, cars and rules of
the road have surprised and intrigued me. I’ve had the
opportunity to live in different countries, and to my

credit: Peugeot

For the first time in 13 years, Renault’s Clio isn’t the “top dog” in Portugal.

credit: Renault

eyes, the Portuguese emerge as most interested in cars.
Portugal itself teems with dealerships and automotive
industries, and it supplies plastic injection molding tools
for European car manufacturing industries.

spots—with 924 units (2% share), and the Toyota Corolla
jumping nine spots, with 910 sales (2% share). At the end
of the top sellers—with 889 sales and a 1.9%share—was
the Volvo XC40—up four spots.

With various exhibitions of beautiful vintage cars in the
country to city car rallies of new and future “buggies”
attended by many, people in Portugal keep a keen eye
on the automotive. Similarly, every year we’re informed
of the brands and models that the Portuguese most care
about—cash and carry.

Claimed as the “near-perfect” combination of practicality,
standard equipment, and stylish showroom appeal,
Renault Clio’s consistency remains commendable.

T

he year 2021 witnessed a good deal of trends toppled
and made, mostly dictated by the wave of corona. After
years of being Portugal’s top-selling car, the Renault Clio
gave way to the Peugeot 2008, the best-selling car in 2021
(and through April 2022, at least), holding 3.8% of market
share with 1,778 units sold, according to Focus2Move‘s
“trusted intelligence on the entire automotive world.”
The #3 Citroen C3 rose four spots with 1,731 units sold
(3.7% share) and had the same sales as the #4 Peugeot 208.
With 2.1% of the market share each, the Seat Arona rose
13 spots with 985 units sold, followed by the Peugeot
3008 (973 units sold) and the Renault Captur—falling
two spots—with 963 sales.
In sixth place, the Dacia Sandero—up one spot—sold
937 units (2% share), ahead of the Toyota Yaris—up two

José Pedro, 28, a Portuguese native from Leiria,
comments: “In the downward spiral economy and given
the low average wages, Renault Clio makes for a decent
option. The car is affordable, reliable, and accommodates
the streets of Portugal.”
With Portugal welcoming a good number of immigrants
for work and retirement, it should come as no surprise
that a lot of them also aim for the best, affordable,
and most practical ways to chase and capture cars for
themselves.
I ignited the topic of conversation with several such
consumers.
Kris Bakken, 29, comes from the Land of the Midnight
Sun: Norway. Having left his hometown in the hope of
“discovering meaning and purpose,” along the way he
settled in Lisbon for a good two years. Kris describes
Lisbon traffic as “excessive, erratic, and nonsensical,”
one of the reasons he chose to use the public transport
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This 2022 Dacia Duster Extreme packs a whole lot of wallop into a multi-purpose vehicle that costs well under €25,000—fully equipped with
all options!
credit: Dacia

instead of driving the busy roads of the capital. Asked
if he owned a car back in Norway, he replied “yes,” but
decided against bringing it to Portugal. Importing it
wasn’t sensible, he believed, owing to the complex
procedures and expensive rates. Then, too, driving the car
from Norway all the way to a city as congested as Lisbon
felt like more of an inconvenience.
If it weren’t for the traffic and the uncertainty of settling
down, Kris would have preferred buying a second-hand car
that was comfortable, reliable, and stylish—like a Mercedes
C Class station wagon from model years 2000-2010.

B

ased on an informal survey conducted by this
magazine, others agree. Asked how they handled their
car acquisition needs, a majority (56%) said that they
purchased and paid in full for a used car in Portugal. As
for others:

• 17% imported their owned vehicles and matriculated
them in Portugal;
• 16% purchased new vehicles and paid in full upfront for
them;
• 9% financed or leased a new vehicle; and
• 2% financed a used vehicle.
Another expat from Norway, Fredrich Strom, also a car
enthusiast, echoed similar insights and opinions. He
vehemently argued that leasing a car is a bad investment
since one doesn’t acquire any equity in the vehicle.
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Panagiota, 36, came to Portugal on vacation from Greece
and, on the spur of the moment, decided to stay. An
ardent admirer of road trips, owning a second-hand
station wagon that would double as a camp on a trip
would be her first choice. However, if she decides to bring
the car to Portugal, “I would rather drive the car here from
Greece. It would make an excellent road trip,” she says.
Though dealing with the paperwork would be a hassle
alongside her restricted budget, she says “owning a car
would mean more freedom, especially for trips outside of
the bigger cities and the bustle.”
While big city residents might feel otherwise, those living
on the outskirts or in smaller towns and villages must
rely on their own vehicles if public transport is not readily
accessible. For those deciding to buy a car, it is vital to
be prepared. We prepared a list of what to keep in mind
before taking that big step.
Location
As emphasized earlier, the presence of good public
transport in big, populated cities can discourage people
from having their own cars; in areas like Algarve or Alentejo
(or any smaller town or village, for that matter), acquiring
one’s own car goes a long way in convenience, especially.
Worth considering is the availability of a garage or
parking space. As many would advise, a smaller and
leaner car would be best suited for the cramped spaces
and narrow streets of Portugal.

Importing a Car
Importing a car across borders is an expensive and
extensive proposition.
Although the price of cars in Portugal is high, taxes
levied on imported vehicles makes importing your own
even more so. Cars less than six-months-old (as of their
registration) or with fewer than 6,000 kms on the odometer
are labelled as new. This makes them subject to Portugal’s
23% IVA (Imposto Sobre Valor Acrescentado) charge,
whether already paid in the country of origin or not.
And then, there’s the cost of shipping a car and any duty it
may incur by Customs.
Whether to import one’s car to Portugal from
anywhere—including the European Union—is a
frequent hotbed of questions and replies in Facebook’s
Portugal expat and immigrant groups. Although all
vehicles are subject to retrofitting to meet Portuguese
requirements and specifications (not cheap!), the
primary topic of interest tends to revolve around
import taxes.
“You will have to pay an import tax. Depending on the
model and the fuel economy, it could be very expensive,”
explains Matthew Schmid. “For, say, a Renault Captur,
it’s around €1,000. But if it’s a diesel van, you could be
pushing €15,000!”
Glenn Micheal is even more emphatic: “Any person with
a Portuguese ID cannot drive a foreign-plated vehicle,
because Portugal wants the import taxes. I was stopped
with Czech import plates and the GNR was going to
take my car on the spot to Finanças for me to pay the
taxes. I was in Portugal 180 days and had to register …
but government is so slow here that it took 10 months
to register my car! So, I had to park my car for four
months and wasn’t allowed to drive it. I know a UK
woman who drove her mother’s car here and the GNR
was going to impound the car. Instead, she got a €250
fine and had to keep it parked. Mother had to come to
get her car.”
“It was a nightmare for us,” recalls Tony JM Almeida. “We
paid 4.000 Euros to import our car from the UK. It took a
long time and many trips to Lisbon to legalize our car.”
Concluded Iain Kevin Waite, “Depending on the car, you
will spend anywhere from a small fortune to a huge one
… it’s not at all cost-effective.”
That doesn’t necessarily mean that the cost of new cars
in Portugal is a cost-effective bargain. Compare the price
of similar popular car models here in Portugal vs. their
USA equivalents. Prices are “starting from” and don’t
include taxes.

Manufacturer/Model
Portugal Price
BMW X5
€88,250
FORD Mustang 2.3L E-Boost €55,455
HONDA Civic 1-0 VTEC
€24,260
HYUNDAI Santa Fe Premium €59,475
JEEP Compass
€27,935
KIA Sportage
€31,060
MERCEDES GLA 200 Auto
€42,900
TOYOTA Prius 1.8 Plug-in
€44,495

USA Price
$60,600
$37,725
$24,765
$41,410
$26,390
$24,090
$36,000
$25,075

Remember, too, that there are cars sold in Portugal—
some at the low end, others competitive with their betterknown rivals—which aren’t available in the USA. Consider
these: Abarth, Cupra, Dacia, DS, Seat, and Skoda.
Dacia, especially, is making great inroads in Portugal
because of its low cost, good looks, fuel economy, and
extra space—both for passengers and baggage. Though
made in Romania, Dacia was sold after 33 years to Renault
by the Romanian government. It remains Romania’s
largest company, by revenue and exports.
Taxes
In Portugal, cars—and other vehicles such as motorcycles,
boats, or airplanes—pay essentially two taxes—plus
IVA, of course. One, called Imposto Sobre Veículos or ISV
(Vehicle Tax), is paid only once, when the vehicle gets
a Portuguese license plate. The other, Imposto Único de
Circulação or IUC (Circulation Unique Tax), is paid yearly,
for having a (circulation) license plate.
In Portugal, generally there are no taxes when you buy
a used car—you’ll only pay the registration fee (about
55€/65€, online/offline). Nor are there regional taxes.
On a side note, when a car gets a license plate number, it
gets it for life, meaning that one car (VIN) = one license
plate (almost always) forever.
Generally, Portugal doesn’t have transit, temporary, or
personal license plates, and as a rule of thumb you can’t
change your car’s license plate number.
The ISV for common passenger cars is calculated
considering two facts: engine cubic capacity
(displacement) and CO2 emissions. Both are declared by
the manufacturer through a document called “Certificate
of Conformity or by the Department of Vehicles”
(IMT or Instituto da Mobilidade e dos Transportes)
Homologation. There are several tax brackets for engine
displacement and several tax brackets for CO2 emissions.
The purpose of these brackets is to charge significantly
more tax if the vehicle has more cc or emits more CO2.
The government official version is that ISV tries to tax the
most polluting vehicles.
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Where to Buy Used Cars
Portugal boasts lots of dealerships and online “stands”
where one can buy a new or used car. When browsing
for pre-owned cars online, it is important to pay close
attention to the seller’s profile and reviews, and photos
of the vehicle. Make sure to find out as much information
as you can regarding the car’s condition, number of prior
owners, accidents, repairs, etc. Also be sure to inquire
about the vehicle’s origin: national or imported. It makes a
difference in value and must be disclosed.
Following are a few of the websites where you can search
for used cars, as well as to put yours up for sale:
Stand Virtual
Auto Sapo
OLX Carros
Custo Justo Facebook Marketplace for Cars
Registration and Documents
Following the line of events and efforts, after having
bought a car, next comes the paperwork—boring for
most, complicated for some.
While many Portuguese people continue to drive their beloved
Renault-4s, expats and immigrants prize them for their versatility …
credit: Linda Beckman
and collectability.

If you’re moving to Portugal and bring yours, you can be
exempted from ISV.
Fuel
Fuel prices have skyrocketed everywhere, including
Portugal. At €2.25 per liter for unleaded 95 gasoline, that
comes to €9 (US $9.50) per gallon. Portugal is known to
have one of the highest fuel prices in the European Union.
Warranties, Insurance, and Inspections
Portugal requires used car dealers to provide at least a
one-year guarantee, regardless of the vehicle’s age or
mileage. Two years is preferred (negotiable). Remember,
however, that you must bring the vehicle back to the
dealership where you purchased it for any repairs. That
can add up to quite a few euros if it needs to be towed
from Lisbon (where you live) to Porto (where you bought
it). Also, you have no control over the parts and labor
used. Most new cars come with a three-year warranty,
increasingly up to 100,000 kilometers. But inspections and
repairs must be conducted by licensed, accredited, and
affiliated dealerships accepted by the manufacturer.
All cars with more than four years of registration must
undergo periodic inspections, which cost somewhere
around €30—just for the inspection. Needed repairs or
servicing are extra. These inspections are required to
ensure that cars meet the minimum criteria to function
on the road. Inspections can be scheduled at your nearest
inspection center. You can check when to take your car for
inspection by using the IMT Vehicle Inspection Simulator.
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The owner of a car or his/her legal representative
(provided that the one doing it is the resident of Portugal)
can visit the Conservatória do Registo Automóvel (Car
Registration Office) or Loja do Cidadão. You can also opt
to have it done online at Automóvel Online Platform.
Following are the documents required to be submitted
for registration:
•
•
•
•
•

NIF (Tax Identification Number)
Valid Residence Card or Passport
Proof of Residence in Portugal
Bank Account Statement
A valid driver’s license from the country of legal
residence (whether Portugal or elsewhere), which can
be used to buy a car in Portugal.

The Model T was introduced to the world in 1908. Henry
Ford wanted it to be affordable, simple to operate, and
durable. One of the first mass production vehicles, the
vehicle allowed Ford to achieve his goal of manufacturing
the “universal” car, thanks to its revolutionary assembly
line. Due to mass production of the vehicle, Ford could
sell it for between $260 and $850, passing production
savings on to his customers.
Prices have escalated more than a hundredfold … but so,
too, have our options. Even for those of us living in Portugal.

Nandini Singh is a writer and illustrator
who considers herself a creator.
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Natas from the Officiant
Story and photos by Pat Hardage

G

od Almighty, thank you, Ma’am, for the walk today.
I can’t see the Deity solely as a male persona. I grew
up in a tradition of God as Father-Mother. Sometimes
the God I pray to is Father or Sir; sometimes that God is
Mother or Ma’am. It depends on where I am and what I’m
doing, and what kind of trouble I’m in. I’m not interested
in theological debate; I’m focused on results.
Today was maternal gratitude and beauty and small
people’s laughs and the colors of the sky. There were no
cinematic special effects, no lightning, nor sturm, nor drang.
It was just warmth in the wind, shelter from the rain, coffee
with a friend, and red beet-flour rolls from the supermarket.
It was a good day.
My objective for the day was Coimbra’s Museu Nacional
Machado de Castro on the University campus atop the
hill on the other side of the river. I intended to record
Mark Anthony’s soliloquy at Caesar’s death in the
cryptoporticus there to share on the Ides de Março.
Anyway, as I was on the approach to the Santa Clara
Bridge, this spectacular little Bubba in a green sweatshirt
was riding his Pai’s shoulders like a mahout on an Indian
elephant, grinning like Mowgli and just grooving on the
day. I shifted my umbrella to my left hand and reached up
a very high five. Daddy sang out “Cinco!” for the little guy,
and he swung and missed.
Across the street, down to the acuda (fish weir) bridge,
across it to the Parque de Merendas (Picnic Park) in the
Floresta Nacional de Choupal (national Poplar Forest) for
a galão and a large nata. If I ever establish a religion, the
faithful will come to the altar and receive a nata from the
officiant. Don’t judge; you haven’t tasted one.
Just before the Continente supermarket on Avenida
Fernão Magalhães is an Opel dealer. Flashy LED sign, lots
of overhead lights, you know the wax on showroom cars,
the works. And a me-tall backlit poster of a hot Opel
sedan with the Euro-macho male and his three-day beard
and a sultry brunette slinking at the center of the image
with just that much midriff showing.
I picked up the beet-flour rolls, and some pastry dough,
and bananas, and sliced bread for sandwiches, and
stepped outside into the new rain. It was a nice rain, but
thankfully it wasn’t Gene Kelly’s rain; it was lighter, and I
pretty much scampered across the street to the shelter
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of the CTT (post office) front porch to pull my rain jacket
and my wifely-woven hat out of the backpack. Another
shelterer-from-the-rain asked me the time, and I gave it to
him. It was in Portuguese, and we understood each other.
It’s working! It’s working!
And a half-block later, the weight of the groceries—youalways-carry a plastic grocery bag with you to save the
ten-céntimo cost of a new one—whispered subtly as a
serpent in my ear, “You ain’t gonna make it up the hill to
the museum with this load.” And I whispered back, “You’re
absolutely right.”
So, I turned left toward the Praça Comercial that
Napoleon’s army ransacked in the early 1800s, climbed
the steps onto Rua Ferreira Borges in “the Valley of the
Tourists,” and spotted a buddy named Dale at a table in
front of Café Central, just to the right of the Barbican Gate
that leads uphill to the University District, the Almedina.
While we were sitting there, this lady walked in with a
seven-year-old princess, and they checked out the ice
cream counter. I remember Baskin Robins with deep
affection, but I am under oath to tell you, uh, you just ain’t
been there (wherever “there” is) till you’ve had “artisanal
gelato” at a street side restaurant in Portugal.
The restaurant staff
started folding up the
tables and the chairs,
Dale and I went north
and south respectively,
and I ducked into
a storefront to dig
out my wool cap,
whereupon, what to
my wondering eyes
did appear but a
spectacular sneaker
with a price tag so dear.
I mean to say, I honestly
can’t conceive, for
any reason, of buying
a pair of sneakers
for a hundred and
sixty-nine euros. They
were something. Check the photo. Lord, have mercy! And I
staggered out into the gloaming.

And into one of Her light shows.
I didn’t even try to get the camera out of the pocket. The
sun was gone for some time, but the sky was that blue from
the shales at the bottom of the ocean that makes French
couturiers gnash their teeth and swear at the Flemish dyer
because they can’t capture that shade. Chemists for JonesBlair and Sherwin Williams meet at a smoky bar and slam
their beer mugs onto the ring-stained mahogany top with
frustration that their Pantone color charts will never put
that color on the shiplap side of a house. Eighth generation
Japanese silk weavers and dyers avert their eyes in shame
because their senseis did not pass that secret down to them.
But from rooftops of German schlösser and French
chateaux and Vanderbilt’s Biltmore in Asheville, you hear
what we all mistake as the sound of raindrops falling on
the slates. In truth, it’s the sound of all those millions of
flakes of stone, laughing together calling, “Hey, there’s
Uncle Herman and Aunt Charlotte’s color!” and “Look,
Edith and Claude got theirs up there tonight!”
As I crossed the Santa Clara Bridge, I looked back over
my shoulder to see the University carillon lit up blue. I
stopped and fished out the tripod and the camera and
took the shot of the Aeminium hilltop with a null-color
background. Absolutely not a green screen. Nor was it the
poets’ black velvet spangled with stars. It wasn’t even just
black. It wasn’t a color. It was just dark.
And I walked into our apartment to the perfume of Kathryn’s
roasting cauliflower in the oven, so I changed my shoes, and
marched to the stove and pan-seared the salmon I picked up
that night. We ate those with the beet-flour rolls and butter.

‘CBD cannabis oil’
Online education sessions
We run online education talks about CBD & cannabinoids for
healthcare professionals: doctors, nurses,
complementary therapists and personal trainers
Contact and information details below

*Distributors of oils from Kannaway,
the World’s Premier Cannabis Company*
• founders of the CBD food supplement industry
• lab-tested, non-psychoactive, award-winning hemp oils
• fully legal in Portugal and throughout Europe

And finished with milky coffee.

(Almost) all you need to know about Pat
Hardage: Living and walking in Portugal.
World-explorer afoot. Retired English
teacher. Ex-Navy.

Contact:
Dan Marshall
911 082 930

dan@helpmetohemp.com
https://bit.ly/hemp_oil_benefits
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Kat the Dog:
Abandoned to adopted, the
remarkable tale of a rescued water dog

A

new book has just been published that shines a light
on the plight of abandoned animals and the tireless
work undertaken by animal rescue charities.
Described by one reader as “Black Beauty for dog lovers,”
Kat the Dog is a captivating and emotional story of
survival and second chances.
Abandoned, starving, and ridden with ticks and fleas, a
poor little scrap of a dog staggers along the road. She
barely looks up as a car pulls over and the driver gets out,
not realizing that her life was about to change in that
moment. For the driver was an angel, one of many unpaid
volunteers who dedicate their lives to helping sick and
abandoned animals.
Ginie de Weerd was on holiday in rural southern Spain,
but that didn’t stop her from rescuing yet another
painfully thin and dejected little dog that she saw on her
travels. And the moment author Alyson Sheldrake saw the
photographs online of this pitiful yet regal little Spanish
water dog, she knew she had found her—the dog she had
been waiting for.
Alyson is British and lived and worked as both a police
officer and Director of Education in the Southwest, before
moving to live in the Algarve, Portugal, with her husband,
Dave, a retired police officer. She had always wanted a
dog, but work and travel commitments meant it wasn’t
possible. Now living in Portugal, her dream could come
true—but which dog would she choose?
The stories and sights of animals tied up all day or
beaten—and abandoned puppies thrown away in plastic
bags with the rubbish—ensured that it was always going
to be a rescue dog that was given the chance of a new life.
Alyson had spoken to Ginie, who runs the SOS Algarve
Animals rescue charity in the Algarve and asked her
advice about a suitable dog. Ginie had promised to find
one for her. Little did she realize that day she stopped
and picked up this poor mite covered in ticks and fleas
and severely underweight that she would be changing
not only the dog’s life, but Alyson and Dave’s too. But
even after she has been adopted, Kat’s adventures don’t
end here, as she gets into scrapes and mischief … and
undergoes serious surgery.
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The book
is a clever
blend of
fiction
and
memoir,
as Kat the
image: alysonsheldrake.com
Dog tells
her story. Be warned: you will laugh, and you will cry, as
she tells her heart-warming and uplifting tale.
Rescue charities all over the world do amazing work
saving and neutering abandoned animals and taking on
the unenviable task of trying to find new homes for their
charges. Some animals spend years waiting for someone
to come along and adopt them, while the charities
constantly try to balance their books, fundraise, and muck
out the kennels each day.
Alyson tells us, “This is the book I was always meant to
write. The story of our darling Kat the Dog, the little
Spanish water dog who has transformed our lives. My
hope is this book will also highlight the brilliant work of
rescue charities and the immense love that is possible
between a dog and his / her people. And if this book
means that even one more abandoned dog finds a new,
forever home, then it will have been worth it.”
Alyson is donating 15% of the profit from the sale of
the book to local animal rescue charities. The eBook,
paperback, and hardback editions of Kat the Dog
are available on Amazon and Kindle Unlimited. The
paperback can be ordered from any bookstore or library
via Ingram Spark.

Alyson Sheldrake is the editor of Portugal
Letter magazine, and a feature writer for
the Algarve’s Tomorrow magazine. She
lives in the Algarve with her husband,
Dave, a professional photographer
… and Kat the Dog, their much-loved
rescued Spanish water dog.

What they’re
saying about
Congratulations on your ever-expanding
[I] must say it’s great to have a
and always excellent magazine.
nationwide magazine in English here.
Paul Rees
It’s an attractive product, not just a
The layout is clear and easy to read, the
collection of expensive adverts, but a
articles are varied, fun, and informative.
real informative one. I think you are on to
Brandon Blackmoor
a winner there!
Gus Sheridan
It’s diverse, interesting, and well designed.
Justin Wride

… a brilliant and informative magazine for English-speakers living
in Portugal, and the first of its kind not to be based in the Algarve.
Head over to their page or sign up at www.portugallivingmagazine.
com ... did we mention that it is free?
Espiritú de Liberdade
Information is of a good
quality, detailed, well written.
Excellent publication, full
Gerard Bos
of interesting articles.
Pam Hoffmann

I appreciate the
complexity of serving
something like this
up that works with
everyone’s browser and
device. You’ve done a
great job!
Djuna Barnes

Over the top collaboration with writers, photographers, businesses. Delicious and beautiful.
Kathryn Hardage

Easy, breezy, and informative. A joy to read.
Susan Peterson Darcy

What a great magazine! Very informative.
Tammy Wahpeconiah

Love it! Substantive, well-written, smart layout. You
have an attractive, thoughtful publication. That’s rare
enough in general. When it comes to covering Portugal
in English, it’s so rare as to be non-existent. You should
be proud. Compliments to you and entire staff.
Charles Jaco

… a big step up from the
other English language
media around in Portugal.
John Pearce

Fab magazine, well-put
together, info-rich, and
a pleasure to look at!
Plus, it’s free? Obrigada!
Evanne Schmarder

Read our current issue and subscribe for free: http://portugallivingmagazine.com/our-current-issue
Follow dozens of daily Facebook posts and comments: www.facebook.com/PortugalLivingMagazine
Subscribe to our YouTube channel: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCUhFP0vVW2AFBG68vfFa6Eg
Follow us on Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/portugal_living_magazine/
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Dogs of Portugal
By Bruce H. Joffe
Photos contributed, unless noted

If ever there was any doubt about what diversity looks like,
consider our most loyal friends and trusted companions.
They come in all shapes, sizes, and colors. Long hair or
short, chiselled or coiffed, their coats tend to be stylish,
not trendy, part of their personalities. They’re pedigreed,
half-breeds, and mixed. They live in apartment complexes,
rowhouses, and properties almost as large as the hearts of
their keepers. Some live cloistered in shelters—municipal,
nonprofits, and residences of people concerned about
their welfare. Others are homeless and live on the streets.
Most are treated as furry family members—albeit as
spoiled and pampered children, or as tolerated in-laws
welcomed with certain understandings. Though they
speak myriad tongues, we nonetheless understand what
they’re saying. In one form or another, many (if not most)
are cared for … if not cared about … by the villagers and
townspeople. Sadly, others are not.
They’re the dogs of Portugal.
Let me introduce a few.
Our cover dog,
Jake, was adopted
byJorge da Silva.
Explains Jorge: “I
was living in Canada
and moving back to
Portugal. I’d adopted
Jake when I was in
Portugal visiting
family a year earlier.
Now that I’m going
back (to Portugal)
and he’s grown
(medium sized dog),
I’m not entirely sure
how to bring him
with me? I’ve heard
rather distressing
things about airlines, but apparently AirCanada has done
a relatively good job with pets. Still, I would like to look at
other options, and would really appreciate feedback!”

“My name is Paprika,”
begins one of Jacques
and Valeria´s canines,
explaining its heritage
to a sibling. “I am many
centuries old although,
in human terms, I am
a child—not even a
year old. While it’s not
easy for me—memory
returns slowly, skills
return even slower—so
I often act small. Where
did I come from? I was
found. I was three times your size now. With my brothers, I
ran away from where I was born. Somewhere nearby. You
were seen there, too, and caught. Then, Papa Jacques saw
an announcement that all of you are looking for people
who will take care of you. His friend needed a new dog in
exchange for the one that had left. He brought you first
to us; then, he took you farther. I remember you were tiny,
scared, and skinny, with monster fleas jumping all over you.”

“It’s a beautiful day
here on the Gardunha
mountainside,” says
Joseph. Mitzy, my father,
and I have been clearing
grape prunings, ready for
a big fire. “Mitzy has taken
a job as tractor protector,
whilst we load up all the
prunings. Keep that seat
warm for us, Mitzy!”

Dawn and Pete of Quinta Borboleta are “living the
dream” in Penamacor, attempting off-grid living, growing
vegetables, and working on house restoration—with no
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prior experience.
Talking about their
dog, they share
that “Dexter is
the best dog ever.
He was picked
up on the streets
of Guisborough
and sent to the
local pound. He
had lots of issues
with separation
anxiety and very
fearful of loud
noises. With lots of
love, he eventually
settled in well.
He really doesn’t
like change; his anxiety level skyrockets even if you move
a piece of furniture.” Dexter has endured several house
moves and an eventual move to Portugal, where he now
shares his home with two other young dogs, two cats,
two pigs, seven goats, two sheep, a flock of pigeons, and
lots of chickens, coping with all of this amazingly well. “He
is a ‘Staffy’ and on Portugal’s list of potentially dangerous
dogs. Pete had to attend and pass a course in Portuguese
to allow us to keep him here … along with a host of other
regulations. But he’s absolutely worth the effort—he is an
incredible dog,” Dawn declares, adding “he just happens
to be super cute, too.”

“Zen Zen, my
Emotional
Support Animal
(ESA) and
I arrived in
Algarve, and
now want to
start a new
chapter of life
in Lisbon,” says
Mama Zen. “Zen
is very calm, and she is always with me. I’m a scientist and
dog trainer. We live in present awareness.”

“There he was, running
freely on the beach. A
rainy day, few people
around. He ran and
returned when I’d call,
holding a treat high
over my head. He was
three for three. I was
enjoying watching
him run and return,
his joy so palpable,”
remembers Jill Leigh.
“On the fourth return,
he sat for his treat,
but took off before
receiving it. I saw a
yellow Lab streak by out of the corner of my eye and
Sir Lobo was off and away. The Lab’s owner ran by,
nodded his head at me, called his dog to follow, and
kept running. Sir Lobo ran, too. Right. Out. Of. Sight. The
waves crashing, the wind blowing, there was no way he
could hear Jill calling him. “I jumped up on the sidewalk
and began following him. He was long gone. About ten
minutes later, as I hurried toward where he was headed,
he came back to me … looking sheepish and scared.
Thank God he’s back. And he’s in some serious trouble!”

Amy Kraushaar
is a doting
mom to both
of her rescues.
“Radar (por
causa de
suas orelhas
grandes) was
adopted from
Cantinho de Milú, near Setúbal. He’s 100% energy. Lives
to fetch. Likely a Podengo Pequeno per his appearance
and ability to jump up 1.5 meters from a standstill. A
lovechild of a Podengo mom and ‘terrier’ dad; Xena
(the Warrior Princess) was also adopted from Cantinho
de Milú. She’s a chill girl who lives for puddles, the
sea, and beach runs. (Photos: Sarah Kilgallon/Lisbon
stopactiondogs.com)
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“Behavior
disruption! This
is not something
I initially
anticipated
Prince helping
us with, but it’s
done wonders
so far,” shares
Christina. “Xenia
is now six years
old. She’s a very
energetic, bubbly,
and loving child.
She attends
kindergarten and
receives therapy
services weekly.
Xenia suffered
high-frequency
hearing loss due
to chemotherapy
as an infant, has
cortical visual
impairment
(CVI), and a
developmental
delay. She’s
still meeting
milestones and
was matched
with her service
dog, Prince, in
December 2021.
Prince is trained
for seizure assistance and mobility balance. Xenia gets
overwhelmed quite easily (often due to sensory overload),
and she’ll scream nonstop when it gets bad. It can happen
anywhere, anytime, without warning. I’ve tried many
techniques over the years and, for the first time, with
Prince, it’s been consistently successful. So successful
that, on some occasions, Xenia has begun sitting down
by herself and waiting for me to get Prince to help her.
I command him to go ‘over’ her legs, and she perks up
within a few seconds. Then she’ll tell me that she’s done,
she gets up, and continues with her activity without
screaming again. Here’s a before-and-after of the process!
I also want to mention that it isn’t appropriate for every
scream or outburst. Popping the dog on top of her every
time she makes a sound is not my goal. Weird as it may
sound, I’ve gotten pretty decent at telling the differences
between screams related to basic needs (like hunger,
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illness, pain, sadness, etc.) vs. those that appear more
sensory-based and out of the blue. She’ll usually clue me
in when it’s something I can help with. Regardless, I’m so
excited that I can work on this with her and Prince! [Editor’s
note: Xenia was born with an anaplastic ependymoma
(grade 3) brain tumor, diagnosed at 2 months of age. You
can follow Xenia’s Journey on Facebook.]

“Yesterday we had our
weekly dog walk with
friends … five dogs in
all. Everyone who knows
us also knows that our
Zoe is a traumatized
dog. She’s almost six
years old but her old
psychological wounds
never really healed. In
fact, they got worse over
the years,” says Mieke,
matter-of-factly. “Zoe is
afraid of everything—
loud noises, smoke,
people … she doesn’t even like if we move furniture around
the house. While on our dog walk, I took her off the leash
and let her walk around us and the other dogs. She didn’t
even react! Although she doesn’t play or interact with other
dogs, she also didn’t cause any problems with them or the
people with us. So proud of my little Zoe!”

“This is Peggy,” grins Glen. “Her
legs are too short; her body is
too long; her ears are crooked;
and her tail is just … ridiculous.
She is unique and perfect! We
adopted her two years ago.
When she came to live with us,
she was scared and withdrawn.
What a difference two years
have made! We got Peggy from
Cantinho da Milu near Setúbal,
but there are plenty of shelters
for abandoned dogs throughout
the country. The dogs have been neutered and looked after
well—but they need their own homes with loving parents.”

photo was taken in South Africa, where Konan started a
“Dog-Friendly Cape Town” group for people to post about
dog-friendly venues.
“I smiled watching some of my
dogs play,” admits Mark, who
hasn’t smiled much lately because
of personal circumstances.
“Because I have dogs, I must take
them to the vet sometimes. That’s
Asian at the vet in the picture.”
Mark emphasizes that caring for
dogs is a commitment, that they’re
not playmates for Christmas,
New Year’s, Easter or the Summer
Solstice. “Tonight, Freya dog is
next to me. Cookie dog is by my feet. Everything is good.”

Responding on Facebook
to Ann, who was
concerned she wouldn’t
be allowed to bring her
dog aboard with her
when flying to their
new home in Portugal,
Hunter explained, “I have
a Parsons Russell Terrier.
He’s slightly taller than the
Jack (Russell). He weighs
right at 20 lbs, which is
the “max” allowed for incabin travel. I was a flight
attendant in a former life, and we are prone to accepting a
slight dimension or weight deviation. If you can get him/
her under your seat, you’re good to go. Another key is to
ensure you make a reservation for your fur baby as soon
as you make yours.”

“I actually feel
like I’m on a
‘litter-holiday,’
with such a small
litter. Hoover’s
first litter was 14,
her last was 19 …
so, eleven?” quips
Deb. “We built
this beautiful
annex onto the caravan as a whelping room, so we can
sleep and eat with the pups in comfort. We just replace
the table and chairs with the birthing bed.”

Little Daisy and (big) Sam live in Aljezur with Kerry, vice
president at the nonprofit AEZA Dog and Cat Adoption.

Konan and his pup,
Franny, decided to
move to Portugal.
They were trying
to line up a place
where they could live
together in Setúbal or
the Silver Coast. The
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These puppies
were found
abandoned
near a shopping
center in
the city’s
industrial zone.
“I just can’t
understand
the backward
and primitive
mentality of
some people who refuse to neuter their pets … but
chain them, beat them, starve them, and abandon them,”
moans an angry Helen who is fostering them until they
are adopted “to responsible and loving pet owners.”

Rescued by Rudi is this
six-year-old neutered
male Spanish Mastiff.
“Here’s Moby on his first
walk off the land. He
figured out the length
of the lead very quickly.
Old dogs deserve a few
more nice years, too!”

April 14 is celebrated
as “International
Search and Rescue
Day” for search and
rescue dogs. On this
day, Portuguese
police emphasize
the immense
importance of these
partners in the Special Police Units of their work.

Just today, as I sit pecking at the keyboard, up pops this
message: “Three weeks ago we picked up four rascals on
the side of the road in Ponte de Lima. I’m assuming from
a stray mother, as they were absolutely petrified and
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clearly had no human
contact, posted Roy. “I
would guess they are
between 6-8 weeks
old, three boys and a
little lady. They settled
in well and quickly
became accustomed
to human affection
and cuddles. I am
pleased to say they are now ready to find their forever
homes, so if you or anyone you know can give these
cuties a secure and loving home please get in touch.
Additionally, it would be appreciated if you could share
this post so we can spread the message far and wide.”
Needless to say, I wanted Patch … and the other three.

“My dog looks like he’s about to share
a really bad political opinion,” jokes
Rani.

The GNR introduced three of their newest recruits—
delightful male German Shepherd puppies born in the
facilities of GNR’s Cinotechnic Intervention Group. Asking
the Portuguese people to help with suggestions for names,
the GNR stated that all names had to begin with the letter
“W.” After a big response, the names chosen were Walter,
Wally, and Wolf. The animals will soon start their “intensive
training to become the new big eyes of the Guard.”

Not to be left out of the picture are these beloved dogs:

“Greetings all,” says
Viktoriia. “We are
from Ukraine.” Mom,
daughter, and dog
arrived safely in
Portugal, looking for
a job and housing. “I
would be grateful to
anyone who could help.”

“The human is Zaknafein Best, the white fuzzy butt is
Luna, the little brown one is Watson, and the big brown
one is Xena. She’s a rescue from Portugal,” is how Cecilia
identifies these members of her family. “Xena and her
litter mates were found near a trash can, abandoned,
about two-days-old. We fostered Xena and her litter
mates until they were adopted. Xena has been in our lives
since she was only a few days old. We are grateful to be
foster failures. LOL!”

Aurora’s Bowie

Lee’s Izzy

Lynne’s Lela

M. João’s Cookie María

Miriam’s Jacinto

Nancy’s Onix

Rick & Steve’s Bruce

Sierra Star

A terrified dog breaks free of its chain near a supermarket
and runs away from those trying to help.
Though compiled by Bruce Joffe, Portugal Living Magazine’s
publisher and creative director, he’s aware of the probable
response from the cat people of
Portugal. This Ukrainian cat lady telling
the Russians where to go reminds us that
dogs have masters and/or mistresses,
while cats have staff and servants.
paw print image: Elionas
cat lady photo: public domain
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Portugal’s Property Market
By Lana Katsaros

O

ur home purchasing journey in Portugal started
about five years ago when a friend casually
mentioned he believed Portugal was a place we would
absolutely adore. My friend was correct. We visited that
winter, when things would be less desirable than the
sunny Portugal envisioned.
This is a suggestion I offer friends looking to move
someplace completely new.

If you love a place at its “worst,” chances are you will love
it at its best. We were immediately smitten. Cold, rain, and
lack of sun couldn’t hide all the good Portugal had to offer.
My husband and I are lovers of real estate in general.
When we enjoy a new place, we immediately begin
looking up the real estate, and that’s exactly what we
did with our first visit to Porto. We planned many more
follow-up trips to meet with real estate agents, look at
property, and scheme up different scenarios of how we
could become part of a beautiful place.
By the time we were ready to purchase, our plans had
changed completely due to the pandemic. Instead of
looking in the major cities, we started looking outward.
We traveled to many towns we never heard of and loved
the charm and excess land many properties had to offer.
After much consideration throughout Portugal, we
decided on “the one.” We were mid-purchase on a house
we thought was adorable, only to find out the deep level
of distress hidden under the cute decor and scented
candles we enjoyed during the walk through. We asked
an inspector to give us a realistic look at what we could
expect, and he informed us that this home was basically a
ruin that didn’t know it was a wreck.

This is the
point where
my education
in Portuguese
real estate
truly began.
All those
years of
research and
house hunting
image: justdial
couldn’t compare to the
actual process. Heartbroken and homeless, we decided
that we had to walk away from this property and the
€10,000 deposit. It was in such bad shape there was no
way we could live with water pouring into the living room
and the uniquely hand-welded heating system not even
barely heating the house.
Knowing supplies and labor were—and still are—difficult
to secure, we knew we did the right thing by walking
away. Not an ideal situation for people promised a “movein-ready” house.
My story didn’t end there.
Indeed, everything worked out quite nicely. While we
were house hunting, we rented an Airbnb and kept
extending our stay as our journey became longer and
longer. Lucky for us, it was off-season and the pool house
we were renting was more of a summer rental. We had
joked a few times about how we wished we could just
buy the Airbnb because we had become so comfortable
and also friendly with the neighbors.
While chatting with the owners of the Airbnb one day,
they mentioned they were going to put it on the market.
We negotiated a price … and then it was smooth sailing.
We conducted everything via text messaging—a surreal
experience after our failed attempt.
We loved that we got to “test out” the house before we
bought it. We knew its quirks and its advantages. Somehow,
it all worked out and we love where we wound up!
I am eager to share some specifics about our experience,
in hopes you will find actionable advice to ensure you
don’t make the same mistakes.

image: Idealista
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Understand how property agents operate
This was hard for us to wrap our heads around. The
realtor (or property agent) in Portugal is the same for

•
•
•
•
•
•

Water Quality
Foundation
Roof
Pests
Moisture
Air leaks

If you are a business owner or self-employed, you’ll likely face a harder path
with a mortgage. I am here to tell you
it’s possible. My best advice is to work
with an accountant with financial connections who speaks your language
and listen to his or her suggestions.
You will need to ask around; and expat
Facebook groups are a great place to
begin. To begin. They’re no substitute
for professional expertise.

the seller and the buyer. You can imagine how this could
complicate things, especially in a situation like the first
house that left us in the dust. Alas, you can have your own
representation, but by default there is only one realtor
shared between buyers and sellers.
Who should you hire to help?
We would heavily suggest having a lawyer who speaks
your language, from start to finish. There are a lot of
details, even in a pleasant exchange like the house we
wound up with. Your lawyer can help you obtain your tax
number, get the property’s energy certificate, the Imposto
de Selo (payment of the stamp) and The Caderneta Predial
(land register).
When you have your closing day, your lawyer will also
be able to also interpret for you what is going on and to
comb over all the papers to ensure it’s all correct.
It’s not required, but hire an inspector who speaks
your language
Inspectors are not typically part of the buying process in
Portugal. It’s a very different role than an appraiser the
bank will send out if you are seeking a mortgage loan in
Portugal. If it wasn’t for the inspector and his honesty, I
imagine we would have spent as much as the cost of the
house making it safe and livable.
I can’t stress enough that if you are buying an older
home to use the services of an inspector. Homes are built
differently around the world, and Portugal is no exception.
Something you may think is a big deal may not be, and
vice versa. Be sure your inspector checks the following.

We own our own business and
successfully were granted a loan
from Bankinter. They have an English
image: PLM advertiser TJ Property Inspections
option for their website and have
been pleasant to deal with.
Try before you buy, if you can
I understand that 99% of the time, you won’t be able to rent
your future home like we did, but you can do something
similar. See if there are any short-term rentals close by. Go
on walks past your future home. Listen for barking dogs,
church bells, and late-night noise. Study the foot traffic and
congestion. Observe the neighbors. See how you live life
when you are there and how it feels. Since our Portuguese
house purchase, we now follow this rule because it’s been a
real eye-opener as to what feels good and what’s a pass.
To conclude, putting together a small team of home
inspector, a trusted lawyer, and a connected accountant can
make the process of purchasing a home or land a lot easier
than one would think. Unlike many European countries,
Portugal embraces foreigners purchasing homes.
Is it too late to get a good deal in Portugal?
That depends. Saturated areas have definitely seen an
increase in prices (and popularity) over the last decade.
While you will see Porto, Lisbon, and Algarve prices
steadily rising, you should consider if it’s worth it for you
or not. Are you monetizing your purchase? Is your CAP
rate still good? If so, purchasing in these areas may still be
a good idea … depending on the circumstances.
As for the less saturated places in Portugal, I see amazing
steals every single day. Beautiful views, beautiful homes,
beautiful land, and all for far less than I think most people
would believe. I still believe Portugal to be a wonderful
place to invest in and also a wonderful place to live.
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Glossary

Buying Process Terms
Conservatória do Registo Predial
Assinar Contratos
Segurança de Vida
Câmara Municipal
Caderneta Predial
Entrada
Escrita de Compra e Venda
Licença de Construcção
Títitulo de Registo de Propriedade
Contrato de Promessa de Compra e Venda
Credito de Habitação
Licença de Habitação
Comprador
Depósito / Sinal
Escritura da Compra

Land and Property Registry Office
Signed Contracts
Life Insurance
Town Hall
Property Registration Certificate
Deposit
Deeds of Transfer
Planning Permission License
Certificate of Title Ownership
Sale Contract
Mortgage
Occupancy License
Purchaser/Buyer
Deposit
Deed of Sale

House Hunting Terms
Propriedade
Apartamento
Vila
Casa de cidade ou Casa em
banda
Praia
Agente Mediador Imobiliario
Necessita Obras
T1, T2, and V1, V2
Rés-Do-Chão
1o Andar
Casa Geminada
Condomínios
Quintas
Terreno / Quintal
Luz
Poço
Isolada
Ar Condicionado
Piscina
Lareira
Lavandaria

Property
Apartment
Villa
Townhouse
Beach
Estate Agent
In Need of Renovation
T is for Apartment; V is for Villa; and the number is bedrooms
Ground Floor
First Floor (one flight above ground floor)
Semi-detached
Condo, usually with amenities
Rustic Homes and Farms
Land / Backyard
Electricity
Water Well
Detached House
Air Conditioning
Swimming Pool
Fireplace
Laundry Room

Lana Katsaros is a children’s wellness author, vegan nutritionist, chef, and
family travel journalist. Connect with her and her work at TheVeganHoliday.
com and HappilyCuratedChaos.com. Yoga for Littles is her latest publication.
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Portuguese Health Care:
Public and Private
Considering the options ...
By Rosalie Rayburn

The soaring cost of medical care in the United States has
made the prospect of access to quality care, at fraction of
the price, a powerful draw for many Americans who have
moved or are planning to relocate to Portugal.
Legal residents of Portugal can use the tax-funded
national health service, SNS (Serviçio Nacional de Saúde), a
system of local clinics and regional hospitals, either free or
at minimal cost.
“The public health system here is basically free. You don’t
pay for appointments, surgeries, all that,” said Fernando
Mendes, an insurance agent based in central Portugal.
In addition, there is a growing network of private facilities
and providers, such as Hospital de Luz, CUF and HPA,
available to those who pay for medical insurance.
The public and privately funded health systems have
earned high recognition. The World Health Organization
ranked the delivery of health care in Portugal 12th in its
2019 World Health Report.
How people use these systems appears to depend on
where they come from. In interviews, American expatriates,
accustomed to having to pay for health insurance, must
show proof of travel insurance that covers medical costs
to obtain the D7 visa to move here, said they maintain
private coverage after they register in the public system.
British expatriates who moved here pre-Brexit, and were
used to their own National Health Service, said they rely
on the Portuguese public health system. However, both

Hospital da Luz is a private hospital in Coimbra, part of a
network of private hospitals and clinics throughout Portugal.
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Americans and British expatriates said they have used a
mix of public and private health services in Portugal.

American Lorena Valente, who uses both systems, said
she feels she may get more personal care from a private
facility, plus there may be more medical staff who speak
English. Many expatriates worry about not being able to
communicate—to be understood—in a medical situation.
Now that the UK no longer is part of the European Union,
its citizens must also obtain visas to move to Portugal.
Insurance agent Ged Heaney, who is based near Porto,
said he has seen an increase in British clients in the past
year because of Brexit.
Covid has influenced choices, as well. Mendes said
he’s seen a 30 percent increase in Portuguese clients
purchasing health insurance since the pandemic struck
because of increased waiting times in the public system.
British expatriates who have used the public health
system for routine consultations and treatment for serious
illnesses say they have had good care. Kathy MorganMcDowall, 68, who moved to Portugal in 2014, said she
received treatment in 2020 and 2021 for breast cancer at
the Instituto Portugues de Oncologia in Coimbra, one of
the few specialized cancer centers in the public system.
“They were fantastic,” Morgan-McDowell said.
Keith Bessant, 63, who moved to Portugal from London in
2016, had a knee replacement in March 2022 at the public
regional hospital in Abrantes.
“To be honest, I couldn’t have gotten better service from a
private hospital. They couldn’t have been more attentive
in the best London hospital,” Bessant said.

Sign indicating entrances for emergency, admission, visitors, and
administration at the regional hospital in Tomar, central Portugal.
		

In some circumstances, it is possible to have surgeries
in a private hospital without having private insurance,
although the reverse isn’t true. If a specialist has ordered
an operation and a hospital cannot provide it within a
few months, the hospital issues them a voucher, “vale
de cirugia,” to go to a different hospital, which may be a
private facility. British expatriate Susanne Griffiths, who

photo: Rosalie Rayburn
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uses the public system, said she received a voucher about
eight months after her specialist put her on a waiting list
for hip surgery. She had at-the-hip replacement in March
2021 at the CUF hospital in Santarem.
Morgan-McDowall and Bessant say, however, the Covid
pandemic has exacerbated chronic staffing shortages,
making it harder to get doctor appointments and
increasing the waiting time to get a specialist referral
or operation. Comments on some expatriate Facebook
group sites tell of long waits at emergency rooms and
shoddy service from overwhelmed staff. According to
recent news reports, staff shortages at hospitals have
even forced certain services to be temporarily shut down
at some hospitals.

recommends that everyone should enroll in the SNS, but
they should try both public and private services before
canceling their insurance.
“The beauty of having private insurance is being able to
see someone quickly. With the public system, you may
have to wait many months … and that can have serious
implications,” Heaney said.
Numerous private health insurance options are available
in Portugal through companies like Fidelidade, Allianz,
Advancecare, Cigna, and Medis. Coverage for pre-existing
conditions is not typically available through these plans.
The Association of Foreign Property Owners in Portugal
(AFPOP) also offers its members special insurance rates
through Medal Seguros. Their plans will cover pre-existing
conditions under certain conditions.
Which private policy is the best value?
Heaney said it depends on your age and your budget.
“There is no hard and fast rule. You do, basically, get what
you pay for,” he said.
Fernandes stressed that it’s hard to make accurate
comparisons because of the specific details of each plan.
He recommends people always ask for a quotation to
get an accurate answer about costs. He provided some
hypothetical examples, also found on websites of the
insurance providers.

Hospital Nossa Senhora da Graça in Tomar, one of the hospitals in the
photo: Rosalie Rayburn
Medio Tejo region.

How to enroll in the public system
D7 visa holders can apply to be covered by the national
health system once they have been granted a resident
permit the by immigration and borders service, SEF (Serviço
de Estrangeiros e Fronteiras). They can register at their nearest
Centro de Saúde (health center) to get the “número de utente”
by showing documents such as passport, NIF (Número de
Identificação Fiscal) tax number, and residency permit. Covid
restrictions have made it possible to register online. (The
website portugalist.com has information about how to find
the specific email address for your location.)
After registering, you are supposed to be assigned to a local
primary care doctor and be able to make appointments
in person, by phone, or online. There is a small fee for
consultations and tests, usually less than 20 euros. Services
are free for those aged 65 years and older. By comparison,
an appointment with a private doctor usually costs around
40 to 50 euros, according to the website Expatica.com,
which advises people on expatriate living.
Heaney said many British clients drop their private health
insurance as soon as they register with the SNS. He
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In one example, a couple both aged 50, could get a basic
Advancecare plan which covers hospital costs up to
165,000 euros per person per year, 1,000 euros annually
for doctor appointments, and up to 1 million euros for
international treatment of serious illness, at a total of 110
euros per month.
The Medis Gold plan, which offers up to 1 million euros for
hospital care and 5,000 euros for doctors, 1 million euros
for serious illness, would cost that 50-year-old couple 195
euros per month, he said.
If the couple enrolls before turning age 55, they can get
lifetime coverage. Enrolling between ages 56 and 65, they
will get coverage only until age 75, Mendes said.
In another example, a couple aged 64 years could get
two options from Medis. Option One gives 15,000 euros
hospital coverage, but nothing for doctor appointments
or exams, for 120 euros per month. Option Two provides
up to 50,000 euros hospital expenses, 50,000 for cancer
treatment, and 2,500 for doctors, for a monthly 279 euros.
Other options
For people over 65 years old in Portugal, private insurance
is available from MGEN, Medis (Vintage Plan) through
Millennium bank, or Allianz-Medal through membership
in AFPOP.

An estimate on the MGEN website for a 69-year-old female quoted 30,000
euros annual hospital coverage and 600 euros per year for doctors, for about 51
euros per month.
Health insurance through AFPOP is one of the benefits of joining the
organization. Membership is open to anyone over 18 years old. A single
membership costs 85 euros the first year, 50 euros annually thereafter.
Membership for a couple is 100 euros the first year and 65 euros after that.
Medal provided some examples of its options for AFPOP members. Details of
the plans make it difficult to make an accurate comparison, but the following
figures show the essential features, as in the other examples above.
For those aged 46 to 55, Medal Option A provides up to 150,000 euros a year of
hospital coverage with 4,000 euros of doctor and outpatient services, and one
million euros for serious illness, for 1,092 euros per person per year. For those
aged 61 to 65 years, the same option would cost 1,580 euros per person, per
year. Those aged 71 to 75 years would pay 2,030 per person, per year.
The Medal Option B shows up to 50,000 euros of hospital coverage, 1,750 euros
of doctor and outpatient, and up to one million euros for serious illness. For those
aged 46-55, the annual per person cost would be 670 euros; for those aged 61 to
65, it would be 970 euros; and for those aged 71 to 75, it would be 1,110 euros.
For those who want help in navigating the health care system, Serenity is a
company that offers a “concierge” service to help find physicians who speak
English, identify specialists in your area, communicate with pharmacies, clinics,
and hospitals and more. Membership costs 180 euros per year for a single
person or 360 euros per year for a couple.
Factbox:
Insurance agents, Ged Heaney, https://gedinsurance.com
Fernando Mendes, http://askfernando.pt
AFPOP, https://www.afpop.com/en/
Medal Seguros, the insurance broker AFPOP works with,
https://www.medal.pt/pt/
SNS24, https://www.sns24.gov.pt, (an online resource for all types of
information about the Portuguese health service, you can access an
English translation. The SNS24 app available for Smartphones allows
users to access all kinds of health information.
Serenity, https://serenity-portugal.com
Navigating Portuguese Hospitals is a Facebook group that helps people
navigate the health system.

Working hard at being happily retired, journalist
Rosalie Rayburn is from Albuquerque, New Mexico
(USA), and currently lives in Portugal. Here, she holds
a copy of her new book, The Power of Rain.
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Major Portuguese Holidays
By Justin Knepper
Portugal celebrates many holidays throughout the year.
These holidays include religious celebrations, patriotic
celebrations, and cultural celebrations. In fact, if you look
up any of the holidays mentioned in this article, you could
frown and ask yourself “why is it a holiday?” or “why does
one city commemorate it but not another?” Well, as with
many things in Portugal, clarity isn’t at the top of their
concerns … but celebrating certainly is! Various cities
and regions across Portugal have designated certain
Portuguese historical events or saints as municipal
holidays. While some holidays may have celebrations,
you may find that certain businesses and government
agencies are closed on these days.

midnight on New Year’s Eve, revelers eat twelve grapes—
one for each month of the coming year. It’s said that those
who can manage to eat all twelve will have good luck
throughout the coming year.

Holidays Similar to the United States
Many of the most well-known holidays in America will be
familiar to visitors from Portugal, but they will find that
many of them are observed less “commercially.”
New Year’s Day (1 JAN)
New Year’s Day (Dia de Ano Novo) is a national holiday
in Portugal, where most government and municipal
agencies are closed, and other businesses and retail
services may have limited hours.
New Year’s Eve (Véspera de Ano Novo) is also a major holiday
in Portugal and is celebrated with a large feast and much
fanfare. Families stay up late into the night, eating, drinking,
and enjoying each other’s company. At midnight, everyone
gathers around to sing Auld Lang Syne and welcome in the
new year.
The Twelve Grapes New Year’s tradition in Portugal is
another fun and festive way to ring in the new year. At
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Carnival (FEB)
In Portugal, Carnival is the biggest festival of the year
and draws people from around the world. It usually
happens in February, right before Lent begins. It signals
the end of winter and ushers in the religious period
of giving up meat. Carnival is usually not religious
in nature and, therefore, it continues well past Ash
Wednesday—when religious-affiliated carnivals end.
Portugal’s Carnival usually lasts almost three weeks.
It is a non-stop party where the focus is on fun and
celebration. Carnival is all about music, dancing and, of
course, the costumes.
Valentine’s Day (14 FEB)
Most people in Portugal celebrate Valentine’s Day (Dia dos
Namorados) by exchanging cards, flowers, and chocolates

photo: Expatica

with loved ones. The tradition of Cantarinha dos Namorados,
from Guimarães, is a handmade pottery symbolizing the
“valentine’s song” and offered to another as a symbol of
one’s love and commitment … and hope for the future.
Father’s Day (19 FEB) | Mother’s Day (1 MAY)
Both Father’s Day (Dia dos Pais) and Mother’s Day (Dia das
Mães) are recognized as holidays observed in Portugal.
Although these celebrations have only been recently
introduced in Portugal, they have become increasingly
popular, with people using the opportunity to show their
appreciation for their parents with gifts and special meals.
Easter (17 APR)
Easter (Páscoa) Sunday and Good Friday (15 APR), national
holidays in Portugal, are more of a religious holiday
than the “bunnies and eggs” traditions known in the
United States. Easter celebrations, also known as Semana
Santa, begin on Palm Sunday, the week before Easter.
Many towns and villages hold processions and religious
ceremonies throughout the week. Cleaning one’s home
is a popular practice across the country at this time of
year. Cleaning your house, especially in the Alentejo and
Algarve regions, to welcome the Easter visit “Compasso,”
which represents Jesus Christ’s entrance into a home with
a priest who blesses it and all those who dwell there.
Halloween (31 OCT) v. All Saints’ Day (1 NOV)
Although Halloween (Dia das Bruxas) isn’t a formal Portuguese holiday, you’ll find it in large cities like Lisbon (Lisboa)
and Oporto (Porto) as well as other major cities, with popular costume parties, trick-or-treating, and pumpkin carvings.
All Saints’ Day (Todos os Santos), also known as All Hallows’
Day or Hallowmas, is a national holiday, observed annually

on 1 November as a Christian holy day to commemorate all
saints. The celebration’s history dates to a Greek Christian
custom from the fourth century in remembrance of saints
and martyrs on the Sunday following Pentecost. On this
day, many people visit cemeteries to pay their respects
to deceased family and friends. Some people also leave
flowers and candles on graves. Other common traditions
include attending Mass and eating special meals.
Christmas (25 DEC)
For Christmas (Natal), you will notice that holiday-lighted
homes are rather uncommon; but there are many
Christmas markets throughout the country featuring
everything from basic to extravagant. Christmas is a time
for families to come together and celebrate in Portugal.
One of the most popular traditions is the Christmas
dinner, which typically is bacalhau, a dried and salted
codfish soaked in water for several days before being
cooked. Other popular Christmas dishes include pork,
cabbage, potatoes, chestnuts, and figs.
Another popular custom observed on Christmas is the
Christmas tree, which is frequently adorned with paper
decorations. The Midnight Mass, which takes place at
midnight on December 24th, is one of the most wellknown Christmas traditions.

Portugal National Holidays
Portugal has a variety of national holidays to commemorate and celebrate its history and religious dedication.
Liberation Day (25 APR)
Liberation Day (Dia da Liberdade), also known as Freedom
Day, celebrates the 1974 Revolution when the country’s
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right-wing dictatorship, which had been in power for
nearly 50 years, came to an end.
It also recognizes the country’s first democratic elections,
which occurred on 25 April 1975, a year after the
liberation from dictatorship. This holiday is celebrated
with parades, concerts, and other events across Portugal.
Labour Day (1 MAY)
In Portugal, it was not until May 1974, after the Carnation
Revolution, that the 1st of May was freely celebrated again,
when Labour Day (Dia do Trabalhador) became a public
holiday. The day commemorates the Haymarket affair, which
took place in Chicago on 4 May 1886. The affair was a violent clash between police and workers that resulted in the
deaths of several people. In commemoration of the Haymarket affair, workers around the world celebrate Labour Day.
In Portugal, celebrations typically include parades and
speeches from labor leaders. Workers also use the day to
advocate for their rights. For many people, Labour Day is a
day off from work. Families often spend the day together,
enjoying picnics and other outdoor activities.
Portugal Day (10 JUN)
On June 10, 1580, Luís de Camões died. His death is
observed annually on Portugal Day, officially known as Dia
de Camões, de Portugal e das Comunidades Portuguesas,
which honors the poet’s death.
Assumption of Mary Day (15 AUG)
The Assumption of Mary Day (Assunção de Nossa Senhora)
is celebrated annually on August 15th in Portugal. The day
commemorates the Catholic belief that the Virgin Mary
was taken up into Heaven after her death.
Celebrations of the Assumption of Mary Day typically
include religious processions, Masses, and other events
in honor of the Virgin Mary. Many people also take the
opportunity to visit family and friends on this day.
Republic Day (5 OCT)
Republic Day (Implantação da República) in Portugal is
celebrated annually on October 5th to commemorate
the overthrow of the monarchy and establishment of
the Portuguese Republic in 1910. The day is marked by
parades, concerts, and other events across the country.
The overthrow of the monarchy was a significant event
in Portuguese history, and Republic Day is a time to
celebrate the country’s democratic traditions. For many,
Republic Day is a day off from work and a time to spend
with family and friends.
Restoration of Independence (1 DEC)
Restoration of Independence (Restauração da
Independência) is a national holiday in Portugal that
commemorates the country’s independence from Spain
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in 1640. The Spanish rule over Portugal only lasted for
about 80 years. The day is marked by parades, concerts,
and other events across Portugal.
Immaculate Conception Day (8 DEC)
Immaculate Conception Day (Imaculada Conceição)
is a national holiday in Portugal that commemorates
the Catholic belief that the Virgin Mary was conceived
without sin. Celebrations of Immaculate Conception Day
typically include religious processions, Masses, and other
events in honor of the Virgin Mary. Many people take the
opportunity to visit family and friends on this day.
Other Regional Holidays in Portugal
There are several regionally significant and observed
holidays in Portugal on which certain local businesses and
institutions close, as well as events or processions held.
These holidays should be noted in case you intend to visit
or conduct business in these regions.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

19 MAR: St. Joseph’s Day | Santarém
23 APR: St. George’s Day | Velas
3 MAY: Our Lady of Mércoles | Castelo Branco
12 MAY: St. Joana’s Day | Aveiro
22 MAY: Leiria Day | Leiria
23 MAY: Portalegre Day | Portalegre
26 MAY: Ascension Day | Beja
6 JUN: Day of the Azores | Azores
13 JUN: Feast of St. Anthony* (Santo António) | Lisbon
23/24 JUN: Feast of St. John* (São João) | Oporto,
Braga, Figueira da Foz, Almada
29 JUN: St. Peter’s Day* (São Pedro) | Sintra, Évora
1 JUL: Madeira Day | Madeira
4 JUL: St. Elizabeth’s Day | Coimbra
20 AUG: Our Lady of Sorrows | Viana do Castelo
22 AUG: Our Lady of Graces | Bragança
7 SEP: Faro Day | Faro
15 SEP: Birth of Bocage | Setúbal
21 SEP: St. Matthew’s Day | Viseu
25 NOV: St. Catherine’s Day | Calheta
27 NOV: Foral of Sancho | Guarda
26 DEC: Christmas Holiday | Madeira

*These holidays are also known, collectively, as Santos
Populares.
Justin Knepper is a writer, traveler, artist,
and entrepreneur. As a current Portuguese
resident (originally from California), Justin
has firsthand experience with making the
move to another country. His passion for
communication and exploration followed him
to Porto, Portugal, where he currently runs a boutique
digital marketing agency as well as developing a travel
blog, My Dogs Are Barking, with his husband.

Americans in Portugal:
Vote in the Upcoming US Elections
Here’s How ... and Why It’s Important
September 24 is an important day for U.S. citizen residents
in Portugal. It’s the day ballots become available for
Americans living abroad to vote in the 2022 midterm
Federal elections. These elections determine 435 seats
in the U.S. House of Representatives and 34 of 100 seats
in the U.S. Senate. Many Americans will vote for 36 state
governors and municipal offices.
Why do Americans in Portugal get to vote 45 days before
election day? And how does the process work?
To find out, we asked Kristi Holmes Espineira, Chair of
Democrats Abroad Portugal, part of a global organization
that informs and helps Americans living abroad—no matter
their party—to register and vote in U.S. elections. Democrats
Abroad Portugal is the official arm of the Democratic party
in Portugal. The global Democrats Abroad organization
sponsors a nonpartisan tool, www.votefromabroad.org, that
allows citizens to request their ballots.
Americans get to vote in U.S. elections as
residents of Portugal?
Voting is your right as an American citizen, no matter where
you live! The Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee
Voting Act (UOCAVA) of 1986 ensures that all states allow
Americans abroad to register and vote absentee in elections
for Federal offices. Also, most states have their own laws
allowing overseas citizens to vote in state and local elections.
Beyond our legal rights, we all have personal motivations
for voting. Our members created a video to share their
reasons; you can see it on YouTube. If any of those reasons
resonate with you, don’t wait: Request your ballot at
www.votefromabroad.org!
Do American votes from outside the U.S.
really matter?
Americans abroad tipped the scales in the 2020
presidential elections in Georgia and Arizona. That doesn’t
count the many state and local elections where the
number of overseas voters made a big difference.
Why should Americans living in Portugal register as
overseas voters instead of just registering with their
home elections office or having a family member mail
their ballot?
Registering as an overseas voter has advantages that
are protected by law. First, you will receive your ballot
45 days before any election so that you have ample time

to vote and return it. Second, if there is a problem with
your ballot for a federal election, you are eligible to use a
federal write-in absentee “backup” ballot.
How early should Americans register to vote so they
get their ballots in time?
As early as possible! Set a reminder on your calendar for
January 1 every year so that you get your ballot request in
early enough to participate in primary elections. After that,
we recommend that you register at least 90 days before
the election. You can still register and request your ballot
up to election day in some states. Each state’s deadlines
and rules are listed at www.votefromabroad.org.
What kind of success has Democrats Abroad Portugal
had in registering Americans here to vote?
I’m proud of our hard-working Get Out the Vote team!
Currently we are the world leader among Democrats
Abroad countries for 2022 ballot requests. But we’d still like
to reach every one of the approximately 7,000 Americans
residing in Portugal and help them register to vote!
How can Americans be sure their ballots
arrive and are counted?
The most important step is to go to www.votefromabroad.
org now and request your 2022 ballot. There’s a helpful
team of voter advocates who can answer questions about
the process or troubleshoot issues receiving or returning
your ballot. It’s a nonpartisan tool aimed at one goal:
empowering overseas Americans to vote. It takes less than
five minutes. Be sure to check the box: “Send my ballot by
email” as that is the most efficient way to receive your ballot.
How can Americans living in Portugal get involved in
helping others to vote?
Please reach out to us at info-portugal@democratsabroad.
org or sign up at www.democratsabroad.pt to learn
how you can help. We are a friendly, fun group that
cares deeply about making a difference for Americans in
Portugal and back in the U.S.
Resources:
U.S. Embassy in Lisbon voter information
https://pt.usembassy.gov/u-s-citizen-services/voting/
U.S. Embassy in Lisbon email voter assistance
Voting Assistance Officer in LISBON, send an email to:
votelisbon@state.gov
Voting Assistance Officer in AZORES, send an email to:
VotePontaDelgada@State.gov
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Espectáculos
By Brian Elliott
It has been so good to be back enjoying live music
and events over the summer, be it in a theatre, arena
or outside, with some great bands and shows visiting
Portugal this summer. However, the musical treats don’t
stop after the summer festivals and there are some great
events over the next three months.
September brings a new Festival Kalorama to Parque de
Bela Vista in Lisbon. The festival features Arctic Monkeys,
The Chemical Brothers, Kraftwerk, Ornatos Violeta, Chet
Faker, Blossoms, Peaches, James Blake, Rósin Murphy,
Years and Years, and The Legendary Tigerman over three
days between the 1st and 3rd. That weekend, Paulo de
Carvalho plays at BBVA Teatro Tivoli on the 2nd, Coliseu Porto
Agaes on the 9th and Teatro José Lúcio da Silva in Leiria on
the 17th. During the first two weekends of the month, Luccas
Neto brings his show for the kids to Altice Arena on the 3rd
and then plays the Super Bock Arena in Porto on the 10th.
Australian Xavier Rudd visits the Hard Club, Porto, on the 9th
and the Coliseu dos Recreios, in Lisbon on the 10th. Also on
the 10th, The Magnetic Fields play at Lisboa ao Vivo and the
next day sees the Happy Holi Festival arrive in full colour at
Estadio Universitario on the 11th.
Later in the month, Campo Pequeno has a host of visitors
… with Anastasia dropping on the 15th (I have to admit I
was a bit keen and turned up three months early for this
concert back in June when I got the date wrong!) and the
British singer/song writer Michael Kiwanuka on the 24th
(after playing at the Super Bock Arena, Porto on the 23rd).
Up in Guimarães, Bárbara Tinoco plays at the Multiusos de
Guimarães on the 16th and back in Lisbon, Canadian indie
rock band Arcade Fire showcases its “WE” tour over two
nights on the 22nd and 23rd. Kaleo comes all the way from
Iceland to play Sala Tejo at the Altice Arena on the 25th with
the Icelandic theme continuing at Campo Pequeno on the
28th. Up in Porto, opera takes centre stage with Tosca at the
Coliseu Porto Agaes on the 23rd and Carmen on the 25th.
Back to Altice Arena, Sum 41 plays Sala Tejo on the 28th
and Russ plays the main hall on the 29th. Up in Porto,
Brazillians Jorge & Mathias play the Super Bock Arena on
the 30th before moving to Campo Pequeno in Lisbon the
next day, 1 October.
Finally in September, the recent trend of British comics
coming to Lisbon continues with Jimmy Carr at the
Coliseu on the 21st. He then moves to Teatro Sá da
Bandeira in Porto on the 22nd.
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October starts with the Barcelona Flamenco Ballet
performing Luxúria at the Coliseu Porto Agaes on the 29th
and the BBVA Tivoli Teatro on the 30th September and the
1st October. The Lisbon Tattoo Rock Fest will be held at
Lisboa ao Vivo between the 30th September and the 2nd
October. On the same weekend, Altice Arena hosts Diogo
Piçarra on the 1st followed by the Backstreet Boys on
the 3rd, the Concerto Solidário Novo Futuro (featuring
Ana Bacalhau, António Zambujo, Samuel Úria, Rita
Redshoes, and Tiago Bettencourt amongst others, with
special guest Helena Coelho from the iconic group Doce)
on the 13th and the Swedish House Mafia on the 15th.
Diogo Piçarra then heads up to Multiusos de Guimarães
to take the stage on the 8th, before the Portuguese fado
singer Carminho plays there on the 9th.
Toward the beginning of the month, David Fonseca plays
at Capitólio in Lisbon on the 4th and Machine Head visits
Campo Pequeno on the 9th. The Vintage Caravan is at
Lisboa ao Vivo on the 2nd, followed by The Soft Moon on
the 12th, and Hypocrisy and Septicflesh on the 13th. The
Coliseu dos Recreios has a busy October, with Arch Enemy
and Behemoth on the 7th, Brazilian Kizomba and Afro Pop
singer Dynamo on the 8th, Tom Odell on the 11th, Macy
Gray on the 12th, Moullinex on the 15th, Salvatore Adamo
on the 27th, Deborah Kristal on the 30th, and Wolf Alice on
the 31st. Macy Grey then moves to the Coliseu Porto Agaes
on the 13th. The English rock band Uriah Heep visit Aula
Magna on the 20th and back up in Porto the Rui Veloso
Trio plays the Coliseu Porto Agaes on the 29th. Also, on
the 29th, Tony Carreira visits the Multiusos de Guimarães.
International comedy is back on the table in Lisbon at the
end of the month with Australian Hanna Gadsby at BBVA
Teatro Tivoli on the 22nd and Alan Carr there on the 28th.
Franz Ferdinand rounds the month off in Lisbon at
Campo Pequeno on the 29th and Sam the Kid com
orquestra e Orelha Negra see out October at the Super
Bock Arena in Porto on the 30th. Please note The Weeknd
concerts at the end of November were postponed, to be
replaced with a stadium tour; however, there have been
no announcements on replacement dates or a new venue.
Moonspell kicks off November on the 1st at the Coliseu
dos Recreios after playing the Coliseu Porto Agaes on
Halloween. The Coliseu in Lisbon then hosts Australian
synth-pop band Cut Copy on the 4th, Liga Hip-Hop
Knockout on the 5th, the opera La Traviata on the 6th,
American rapper Lil Tecca on the 7th, Regula Unplugged

on the 11th, and Liverpudlians Echo and
the Bunnymen on the 17th. Echo and
the Bunnymen then go on to play the
Hard Club in Porto on the 18th. Regula
Unplugged also plays in Porto on the 18th
at the Coliseu Porto Agaes. Deep Purple
brings its rescheduled tour to Campo
Pequeno on the 6th and the following
weekend. Bon Iver plays Altice Arena
on the 11th, followed by André Rieu on
the 12th. The same venue hosts timeless
entertainer Tony Carreira on the 18th
and 19th … and tribute band Brit Floyd
plays there on the 20th, before moving
to Coliseu Porto Agaes on the 22nd. Up
in Guimarães, Os Quatro e Meia plays
the Multiusos de Guimarães on the 11th
and Barbara Bandeira plays in the same
venue the day after (the 12th). Therion
plays Capitólio on the 15th, and the 18th
sees The Script bring their Greatest Hits
tour to Campo Pequeno. The Royal Film
Concert Orchestra plays its repertoire of
Morricone, Zimmer and Williams music
at Coliseu dos Recreios on the 20th. The
same venue then hosts Brazilians Zé Neto
e Cristiano on the 21st, American rockers
Band of Horses on the 22nd, Daniella
Mercury on the 23rd, and the reggae
music of Gentleman on the 24th. Over at
Lisboa ao Vivo, the soul, R&B and hip hop
of Jacob Banks is featured on the 24th,
and Frank Carter & the Rattle Snakes
plays on the 26th. The Soweto Gospel
Choir visits Coliseu Porto Agaes on the
23rd followed by the Central Cultural de
Belém on the 25th and 26th. Brazilian Zé
Filipe is at the Super Bock Arena in Porto
on the 25th and Campo Pequeno, Lisbon,
on the 26th. Spanish diva Rosalia rolls her
Motomami tour into the Altice Forum on
the 25th and the Altice Arena on the 27th.
These dates are correct at the time of
writing. Please check the venue, festival,
or band websites to confirm dates and
times closer to the events.

Caption Contest
Back in May, we posted this image in several Facebook groups for expats
and immigrants in Portugal, asking people to come up a great caption. We
received quite a few submissions (listed below), but only one was determined
to be the absolute favorite.

Housework is
such a drag!
High tea with
the queens
You come here often?
To hell with what the
neighbors think. I feel
fabulous!
Spring cleaning need
not be such a drag
A toast to that
invincible bunch
Are we dressed
appropriately to clean
the quinta?
You come here often? Yes, I’m an Aquarian. You? I just flew in.
Another day in Coimbra
Teatime in style at Quinta Project community
Cheers, dears.
Bottoms up!
Californians, go home!
Love has no gender.
Royal garden party.
This concoction is really great for hair restoration!

Compiled by Brian Elliott,
a Brit in central Lisboa.

Messed up
Shakespeare in love
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Classifieds
Trips, Tours & Transport

Home Services

Discover Central Portugal with our
guided tours, private minibus for
hire, and airport transfers. Contact us
for a free quote!
www.espiritudeliberdade.com

Onergy—Your complete source for
the best brands of energy-efficient
HVAC and home appliances at
down-to-earth prices. Sales. Repairs.
Installation.

Leo Transportation and Tours.
Transport. Advisory. Relocation
Services Safe, courteous, and
reliable.
+351-960-192-205

Expert property inspections for
buyers and venders. 35 years’
experience. Personal, professional
service using the latest equipment
and technologies.
www.tjpropertyinspections.com

International Shipping made easy &
affordable. Free quotes. No hidden
fees. Price guaranteed. The smarter
way to move overseas!
www.upakweship.com
For Sale
Large selection of spices, spice
mixes, dried herbs, and chillies
available for immediate dispatch
across Portugal.
The Chilli Experience
American Groceries offers the foods,
garnishes, and side dishes you
crave! Shop online with prompt
delivery, click & collect options, or by
appointment.
Properties for Sale
Find your dream property in the
Azores Islands: luxury residential,
apartments, farms, country houses
with land, commercial.
Azores Properties.
Plot of land with project approved
for a modern-style house for sale in
Tomar, Central Portugal. Chavetejo
Properties.
Ref: 609/22
Totally modern four-bedroom
property fully equipped with
two-car garage for sale in
Entroncamento, Central Portugal.
Chavetejo Properties.
Ref: 538/22
Cozy three-bedroom house with
pool and outdoor shower for sale
near Tomar, Central Portugal.
Chavetejo Properties.
Ref: 540/22
A wonderful property with
swimming pool for sale near
Tomar, Central Portugal. Chavetejo
Properties.
Ref: 539/22
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GP Design Atelier (Lisbon) is your
fashionable home for interior
design, creating unique furniture,
and preparing any/everything with
fabrics that reflect your unique
personality.
Certified electrician/expert plumber
comforting your life with climate
control, thermal, solar & photovoltaic
energy.
franciscojosilva@gmail.com
Does your property need a floor
plan? Digital floor plans produced
from your sketch, only €60.
kippertree.com/advertise/privateadvertisers
All-around construction, roofing,
clearing work, plumbing, block work,
plastering, rendering, transport of
items. Lots of refs, reliable. Castelo
Branco area.
Alaninleeds@alive.com
Searching for, buying, or restoring
older properties? Reabilitejo
provides surveys & inspections,
technical assessments, planning
advice, project scoping, and
additional services.
Portuguese Language Services
Portuguese Language Lessons—
Established 11 years (BF) Online: 1:1/
Group Classes, Exam Preparation
Courses. Emma: +351-969-249273/+044-739-1157-013.
info@portugueselanguagelessons.
net
Other Services
English-speaking funeral director
available 24/7. Vast experience
with foreign clients. Located in
Central Portugal. +351-913-287-073.
Whatsapp available.
Fernandomendes1987@gmail.com

Pet Photography—especially dogs
in motion! Capture your pup’s true
personality with Dog Photography
in Portugal.
Hospitality
Our retreats are not just an escape
from the world, but an invitation to
participate in it with renewed clarity,
purpose, and a sense of reverence.
www.littleseedrevolution.com
Enjoy the peace and nature of the
Alto Alentejo at Assumar Country
House. Take a walk along our quiet
roads. Explore the area by bicycle.
Enjoy our spacious swimming pool.
Delight in our garden seat with a
book and a glass of wine.
Annual and winter lets, D7 visacompliant rentals, and rent-beforebuying accommodations. Visit us
online: Algarve Long Lets.
Insurance
For any type of insurance you need,
please consult us for the most
suitable selection. At Medal, you
will always find someone who will
provide the attention you deserve
and solve any insurance problem.
www.medal.pt
Online Notary & Apostille Services
Contact Jared at American Apostille
& Notary Services. Facebook,
LinkedIn, Pinterest, Instagram,
Twitter.
Email: Jared@ApostilleLLC.com.

Relocation Assistance
Planning to relocate to Portugal?
Think no more. Viv Europe will assist
with your visa process, business, real
estate, and more.
www.viveurope.com
Relocating to the centre of Portugal?
Contact Picoto Real Estate &
Relocation Consultants in Vila de
Rei to advise you on your personal
preferences.
www.picotovdr.com or
email geral@picotovdr.com
Move to Portugal 101 is the easiest,
quickest and most cost-efficient way
to deal with the mandatory steps in
moving or retiring to Portugal.
Membership Groups
Democrats Abroad is the official
Democratic Party arm for the 9
million Americans living outside
the United States—with an active
chapter in Portugal.
www.democratsabroad.org
Afpop is the largest association
for foreign residents in Portugal.
Since 1987, we have specialised in
providing comprehensive services
and support to members.
ExpaCity is your go-to resource
of trustworthy, expert-based
information to help you achieve your
new life in Portugal.

Remote Online Virtual Notary for
US Documents. Banking. Insurance.
Brokerage. Real Estate Closings.
Apostilles. Whatsapp 904-333-7311.
Selecia Young-Jones.

Portugal Living Classifieds are
just five euros for 20 words … or
ten euros for twenty words with a
live link (website, Facebook page,
email, etc.). Contact: advertising@
PortugalLivingMagazine.com
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